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If	Ih{el	is	read	directly	in	decibels,	then	the	calculations	of	power	gain	are	considerably	simpler.	307	310	313	313	315	316	319	320	ix	X	Contents	23	Frequency	Heterodyning	and	Multiplication	...........................................	Thus,	Eq.	(69)	should	be	evaluated	from	low	hFE	transistors	over	a	narrow	temperature	range	just	below	the	expected	maximum	junction	temperature.	Gartner,	W.	376-382,	1958.	47-
49,	124,	July,	1957.	Formulas	for	converting	the	parallel	measurements	to	series	resistance	and	series	capacitance	are:	Parallel	input	and	output	impedance	can	also	be	measured	in	the	common-base	configuration.	Measurement	range:	Voltage	and	current	ratios.	test	set.	Then,	as	the	switching	voltage	reverses,	D3	and	D4	conduct	while	Di	and	Dz	are	turned	OFF.	Talley,	H.	The	oscillator	ideally
produces	a	square	wave	with	fast	rise	and	fall	times.	22.2.	Tank	Circuit	.	Letter	Symbols	for	Electrical	or	Physical	Quantities	or	Electrical	Parameter.	7.7	and	letting	pJ	=	Po	sin	2'17!aT.	Sob&eripl8	and	Supeneripl8.	This	book,	or	parts	thereof,	may	not	be	reproduced	in	any	form	without	permission	of	the	publishers.	Voltage	Regulators	.....................................	One	of	the	epitaxial-collector	transistor
family.	roepcoep.	The	frequency	fe	is	the	point	at	which	Ih{bl	is	a	minimum.	7.10.	The	frequency	response	is	as	shown	in	Fig.	(See	paragraph	1f	below)	e.	However,	the	real	significance	of	the	planar	structure	is	not	that	it	is	planar,	per	se.	10	for	circuit	of	Fig.	The	attenuator	will	then	indicate	the	reduction	in	ripple	caused	by	the	regulator.	The	calibration	level	for	this	parameter	is	the	same	as	the
previous	ones,	10	mv.	The	factors	influencing	cp(f)	are	the	geometry	and	element	values	of	the	frequencycontrolling	network.	Assume	that	the	two	impedances	have	been	interchanged	from	the	previous	example;	again,	using	Eq.	(1),	A	=-	R	I/CS	=-	RCS	Noting	that	S	corresponds	to	differentiation	and	A	_	RC	de(in)	eo	-	-;It	(2)	=	eo/e(in),	(3)	Thus	we	see	that	the	output	voltage	is	a	constant	multiplied	by
the	time	derivative	of	the	input	voltage.	22.4.	Frequency	Stability	.	Matzen:	Drift	Considerations	in	Low-level	Direct-coupled	Transistor	Circuits,	1959	IRE	Conv.	V	BE	is	the	d-c	voltage	that	appears	between	the	base	and	emitter	of	a	transistor	when	it	is	operating.	Although	the	effects	from	changing	temperature	are	nonlinear,	the	value	of	KT	obtained	from	Eq.	(43)	is	usually	adequate.	12.2a,	the
resonant	circuit	is	in	the	collector,	and	the	feedback	is	obtained	by	transformer	coupling	from	the	collector	to	the	base.	Multistage	Operation.	530-563,	July,	1951.	Figure	9.23	is	a	test	circuit	used	to	measure	the	output	impedance,	Zo,	of	the	regulator,	where	IZol	=	1~(out)1	1'(out)1	The	output	impedance	can	be	obtained	by	superimposing	a	small	a-c	voltage	across	the	regulator	output.	Valdes,	L.
13.7).	Servo	Amplifiers.	Periods	are	used	only	to	avoid	misinterpretation	of	an	abbreviation.	In	these	circuits,	a	resonator	is	usually	employed	to	fix	the	frequency	of	operation.	1.2.	Grown-junction-type	transistor.	Instantaneous	value	of	current,	voltage,	and	power	which	vary	with	time.	w.,	and	R.	CLASSICAL	TECHNIQUES	The	first	junction	transistors,	of	1951,	were	of	the	grown-junction	type.	9.18.
The	foregoing	are	three	simple	examples	of	the	application	of	the	two	types	of	control.	A	variation	of	the	doubledoped	type	described	above,	in	which	N-	and	P-type	impurities	are	added	to	the	melt	from	which	the	crystal	is	grown.	D.:	Transistor	Power	Supply	Has	Overload	Protection,	Electronics,	vol.	These	two	conditions	of	unity	power	gain	and	zero	phase	shift	around	the	loop	are	known	as
Barkhausen	criteria	for	oscillations.	33-37,	March,	1961.	1,	p.	V(in)	b.I(in)	gll=~	+	g22	b.I(out)	I	(37)	(38)	(39)	(tn)	LIl(out)=O	(40)	(41)	g21	=b.V(out)]	--b.	This	voltage	is	stored	on	the	capacitor	C	and	will	remain	there	during	the	remainder	of	the	test.	A	change	in	pJ(releasecf)	results	in	a	change	in	tJ.	DC	Regulated	Power	Supply	Design,	TI	Application	Report,	August,	1960.	Biard	G.	temperature
derating	curves.	35,	pp.	In	high-Ioop-gain	amplifiers,	this	technique	is	often	difficult	to	apply,	since	it	requires	a	very	wide	frequency	response,	resulting	in	large	decoupling	capacitors,	etc.,	and	transformers	with	high	primary	inductance.	Ebers:	Alloyed	Junction	Avalanche	Transistors,	Bell	System	Tech.	Clifton,	J.	Pietenpol:	Some	Circuit	Properties	and	Applications	of	n-p-n	Transistors,	Bell	System
Tech.	STORI!O	.	R.,	and	W.	M.:	On	the	Variation	of	Junction	Transistor	Current	Amplification	Factor	with	Emitter	Current,	Proc.	Figure	5.24	shows	the	circuit	used	with	the	RX	meter	to	measure	roep	and	Coep,	the	parallel	output	resistance,	common	emitter,	and	the	parallel	output	capacitance,	common	emitter.	Eng.,	vol.	Figure	10.8	shows	a	simple	block	diagram	of	a	carrier	system.	Ryder,	R.	lO.1b,
capacitor	C	charges	through	R	when	Sl	is	closed	and	discharges	when	S2	is	closed.	41.	Loar,	and	H.	Mter	this	point	has	been	reached,	the	other	time	constants	may	cause	the	response	to	fall	at	any	rate,	while	still	maintaining	a	stable	amplification.	Existence	of	such	standards	does	not	in	any	respect	preclude	any	member	or	non-member	of	EIA	or	NEMA	from	manufacturing	or	selling	products	not
conforming	to	the	standard.	o	..	25.	6	0	1:)	~	0	\	4	u	p;:tl	2	a	'"	"	......	Mitchell,	W.	2	Device	and	Circuit	Symbology	Texas	Instruments	Incorporated,	as	a	member	of	both	EIA	and	NEMA,	supports	and	adheres	to	the	standards	established	by	these	associations.	_	output	reading,	volts/!	kilohm	h	hob	(12)	1	volt	ob	-	=	output	reading,	mv,	and	will	be	a	direct	reading	in	f-tmhos	Thus,	a	value	of	hob	from	0.1
to	1	f-tmho	is	read	directly	on	the	lO-mv	scale.	The	circuit	is	correct	for	PNP	transistors	when	the	direction	of	the	current	source	IC(of{)	is	reversed.	Keiper:	Part	III,	Circuit	Applications	of	Surface-barrier	Transistors,	ibid,	pp.	Variations	of	the	collector-emitter	leakage	measurement	include	ICER	(resistive	59	60	Fundamental	Considerations	+o---------------~----------------_,	High	impedance	VTVM	t	constant
current	source	Transistor	under	test	(NPN)	(a)	Measurement	of	BVCBO	+o---------------~----------------_,	High	impedance	VTVM	t	Transistor	under	test	(NPN)	constant	current	source	(b)	Measurement	of	BVCEO	Figure	5.1	termination	between	base	and	emitter),	ICEX(bias	applied	between	base	and	emitter),	and	ICES	(emitter-base	short-circuited).	A	brief	70	Fundamental	Considerations	0.1	mv	Cal	~P.f	0.1
p.f	20	db	amplifier	and	1,000'"	filter	Test	Fig.	represents	an	error	signal	that	is	applied	directly	between	the	amplifier	and	ground.	238	18.1.	l.5-watt	Class	B	Design	...........................	Classification	of	Junction	Transistors	9	The	emitter-base	junction	is	obtained	from	a	conventional	alloy	junction	on	the	base	side	of	the	diffused	wafer.	Maximum	Available	Power	Gains	....................	The	pulse	observed	at
the	collector	of	the	unit	under	test	is	shown	in	waveform	C.	Rise	and	fall	times	of	the	pulses	are	kept	between	10	and	20	}Lsec	so	that	high-frequency	harmonics	will	be	negligible.	Miles:	High	Frequency	Silicon	Alloy	Transistor,	IRE	Trans.,	vol.	231	.	BVOER	is	defined	as	the	breakdown	voltage	from	collector	to	emitter	with	a	turnoff	resistor	connected	between	the	base	and	emitter	of	the	transistor.	The
concept	of	the	chart	shown	in	Fig.	An	emiHer-foliower	voltage	regulator	and	its	equivalent	circuit.	176	12	Low-frequency	Harmonic	Oscillators	......................	Each	process	may	be	considered	as	a	black	box	defined	by	an	input,	an	output,	and	a	transfer	function.	'L-..J	6V""'\lT	~	K	lHIS07	_	~'l\/	'u	....	38.	The	rate	of	flow	of	heat	energy	may	be	given	in	joules	per	second,	or	watts.	487	39.6.	Digital-to-
analog	Converter	and	Modulator.	LEITER	SYMBOLS	AND	ABBREVIATIONS	FOR	Published	by	SEMICONDUCTOR	DATA	ELEC1'RONIC	INDUSTRIES	ASSOCIATION	[email	protected]:	Department	SHEETS	AND	SPECIFICATIONS	II	We.t	42nd	Street,	New	York	36,	N.	32-35,	March	I,	1956.	D.,	M.	(43)	Regulator	performance	can	be	expressed	in	terms	of	R	o,	F,	and	KT	in	the	regulation	equation:	il
V(out)	=	F	il	Vein)	+	Ro	11I(out)	+	KT	ilT	(44)	The	degree	of	regulation	can	be	improved	by	reducing	any	or	all	of	the	three	parameters	in	Eq.	(44).	5.11).	Figure	11.6	is	an	example	of	an	AGe	circuit	using	a	shunting	diode	(Dl).	Another	type	of	transistor	made	by	combining	diffusion	and	alloy	techniques.	Sometimes	such	herculean	effort	can	be	avoided.	power	pulse	duration	and	repetition	rate.	9.19.
This	parameter	is	defined	as	the	short-circuit	input	resistance.	329	24.1.	24.2.	24.3.	24.4.	24.5.	24.6.	25	Selecting	the	Optimum	Configuration	.................	Grown-junction	Transistors	(Fig.	Roy,	R.:	Transistorized	High	Frequency	Chopper	Design,	Electronic	Design,	vol.	1.	39,	pp.	The	a-c	voltage	applied	must	be	small	compared	with	the	output	voltage.	15.	Aschner,	J.	For	the	general	case,	it	consists	of	a
steady-state	component	P	J	and	a	time-varying	component	pJ(r).	Cooke	W.	For	example,	an	N-type	epitaxial	collector	can	be	deposited	on	an	N	+	substrate,	followed	by	a	P-type	epitaxial-base-layer	deposition.	5	Measurement	of	Electrical	Quantities	and	Parameters	5.1.	D-C	MEASUREMENTS	Breakdown	Voltages.	Unvala,	B.	intern.	If	a	designer	plans	to	use	the	devices	in	the	megacycle	ranges,	this
information	is	necessary	for	the	proper	design	of	IF	strips,	high-frequency	tuned	amplifiers,	and	other	applications	of	this	type.	Vergez	T.	A	typical	Texas	Instruments	data	sheet	is	reproduced	here.	The	0·15	p.a	+	Diode	OUT	Transistor	under	test	(NPN)	Figure	5.2	Measurement	of	Electrical	Quantities	and	Parameters	61	following	sections	discuss	the	test	circuits	used	to	measure	the	above	parameters
for	the	2N337,	2N497,	2N1047,	and	2N389	transistors.	~	Summing	point	e(out)	e(in)	1	if	~	Figure	14.1	1	193	194	D-C	and	Low-Frequency	Designs	e.	Design	Procedure	..................................	The	diode	D	rectifies	these	pulses	and	charges	the	capacitor	C.	In	the	quiescent	state,	the	transistor	under	test	is	held	at	point	1	in	Fig.	4.	Linearity	is	good	over	the	entire	operating	range,	and	switching	frequency
is	limited	only	by	wiring	capacitance,	transformer	characteristics,	and	diode	response	time.	34.	448	449	450	456	461	Switching-mode	Voltage	Regulators	......................	Lamming,	J.	For	the	a-c	component	of	pJ,	the	thermal	impedance	is	effectively	zero	and	the	concept	of	an	instantaneous	stability	varying	with	the	instantaneous	operating	point	becomes	useless.	B.:	Design	Silicon	Diodes	into	Reference
and	Regulator	Circuits,	Electronic	Equip.,	vol.	The	primary	factors	affecting	the	stability	of	the	frequency	of	operation	now	become	cp(j),	the	resonator	phase-shift	characteristics	as	a	function	of	frequency	and	B(s),	the	variation	of	phase	shift	of	the	amplifier	due	to	external	effects.	4.3.	Switching	Characteristics.	specifically,	it	is	the	output	resistance	of	Fig.	This	together	with	the	180	phase	shift	in	the
amplifier	could	result	in	oscillation,	if	the	loop	gain	were	greater	than	one	at	this	frequency.	Chari	of	Collector	Current	Versus	Time	15	f.	178,	April,	1961.	180	12.2.	Feedback	Paths.	Hall	W.	9.18).	DOUBLE-DOPED	TRANSISTOR.	83,	pp.	These	test	circuits	should	give	good	correlation	since	the	basic	test	circuit	is	the	same	as	that	used	by	Texas	Instruments	for	production	testing.	If	ro	and	R	could	both
be	made	zero	and	still	maintain	oscillations,	the	change	in	frequency	produced	by	a	small	change	in	amplifier	phase	shift,	M,	would	be	tJ.j=	M/o	2Q	for	M	small	(5)	Low-frequency	Harmonic	Oscillators	where	and	For	values	of	(ro	!o	=	1	yLC	for	the	resonant	element	+	R)	other	than	zero,	Eq.	(5)	must	be	modified	by	making	Xl	Q=	Rl	+	R	+	ro	185	13	Frequency	Response	and	Stability	of	Feedback
Amplifiers	Feedback	techniques	are	commonly	used	in	transistor	amplifiers	to	reduce	the	effects	of	transistor	parameter	variations	on	gain	and	distortion,	and	to	improve	the	characteristics	of	the	amplifier.	Whatever	impedes	this	flow	is	called	thermal	resistance	«()	and	is	measured	in	thermal	ohms	(centigrade	degrees	per	watt).	The	input	signal	level	is	kept	low	enough	to	avoid	exceeding	true	small-
signal	conditions.	13.2	that	at	some	frequency	the	phase	angle	reached	90	and	if	there	were	two	such	networks	in	a	circuit,	the	phase	angle	would	reach	180	the	fall	in	amplitude	response	then	being	12	db/octave.	In	this	circuit,	the	input	pulse	is	amplified	by	the	first	amplifier	A	1	.	Two	Design	Examples.	3.	10.2.	Ring	modulator.	475	37.1.	37.2.	Advantages	of	Switching-mode	Control	..............	14.1.	The
amplifier	(represented	by	the	triangle)	has	a	gain	of	A	(open	loop	without	external	feedback).	197	15.1.	15.2.	15.3.	15.4.	15.5.	16	Equivalent	Circuits.	4.31,	where	four	identical	transistor	switches	are	placed	in	cascade.	We	may	derive	this	criterion	in	the	following	way:	Thermal	runaway	consists	of	a	repetition	of	three	physical	processes:	1.	If	this	arrangement	is	to	operate	as	a	stable	oscillator,	the
gain	around	the	closed	loop	should	be	unity.	5.6.	The	pulse	generator	produces	a	negative	pulse	which	operates	switch	1	and	allows	the	driving	current	to	flow	into	the	base	of	the	transistor	under	test.	432	Contents	34	D-C	Converters	........................................	II	......	Transistor	Choppers-Equivalent	Circuits.	The	amplifier	shown	in	Fig.	Natl.	126-127,	September,	1955.	Driver	Circuit.	Keonjian,	E.
Considerable	thought	goes	into	the	layout	of	today's	well-prepared,	informative	data	sheet.	co	E	Constant	collector	current	line	fixed	by	power	supply	during	pulse	testing	time	-	~~	1/	_	I	Point	2	fixed	by	intersection	of	constant	Ie	line	and	VeE	line	VeE.	This	single	letter,	referred	to	as	the	primary	symbol,	may	be	modified	by	subscripts	or	superscripts.	However,	responsibility	is	assumed	neither	for	its
use	nor	for	any	infringement	of	patents	or	rights	of	others	which	may	result	from	its	use.	CLASSIFICATION	SCHEME	In	this	chapter,	the	transistor	types	are	classified	according	to	five	major	categories	-grown,	alloy,	electrochemical,	diffusion,	and	epitaxial.	Hamlin:	Transistorized	25-volt	Regulated	Power	Supply,	Electronic	Design,	vol.	106-109,	January,	1957.	141-144,	March,	1955.	',=140_	_20",~_	•
'.	42,	pp.	hob	test	set.	12	I	~	10	0	>	Ill-	bO	~	8	0	>	~	~	E	Q)	.:..	41,	pp.	The	quantities	VOE(on)	and	IO(ofl)	appearing	at	the	switch	terminals	form	a	source	of	noise	signal.	Operating	Point	and	Parameter	Corrections	......	Comprises	a	semiconductor	wafer	which	has	been	subjected	to	gaseous	diffusion	of	both	P-	and	N-type	impurities	to	form	two	PN	junctions	in	the	original	semiconductor	material,	as	in
the	diffused-emitter	and	base	transistor.	The	optimum	impedance	to	be	seen	by	the	switch	for	this	minimum	noise	power	is	approximately	equal	to	the	offset	voltage	divided	by	the	leakage	current.	6,	35,	36	DIFFUSED-EMITTER	AND	BASE	OR	DOUBLE-DIFFUSED	MESA	TRANSISTOR.	The	success	of	this	approach	depends	on	the	degree	to	which	the	quantities	I	C(off)	and	V	CE(on)	can	be	matched
over	the	operating	temperature	range.	The	measurement	of	Ih{el	at	some	higher	frequency	than	1,000	cps	is	useful	for	two	purposes:	A	design	engineer	using	the	devices	in	the	common-emitter	configuration	in	a	high-frequency	application	needs	this	information	for	proper	design,	and	the	information	obtained	is	useful	in	the	calculation	of	power	gain.	L.:	The	Evaluation	of	the	Theory	for	the	Voltage-
Current	Characteristic	of	P-N	Junctions,	Proc.	115-121,	1958.	Tele-Tech,	vol.	In	this	circuit	the	feedback	is	applied	to	the	base	of	Ql.	A	phase	shift	of	180	is	obtained	in	three	RC	networks,	and	the	additional	180	required	for	oscillation	is	obtained	through	the	grounded-emitter	amplifier	Ql.	0	0	12.3.	DESIGN	DATA	In	order	to	illustrate	the	design	of	a	transistor	oscillator,	a	procedure	for	the	design	of	a
typical	circuit	is	given:	As	stated	before,	the	Barkhausen	criteria	require	that	the	power	gain	around	the	loop	be	unity	and	the	phase	shift	around	the	loop	be	zero.	10	."'	.......	The	block	diagram	of	a	typical	AGC	amplifier	is	shown	in	Fig.	18.7.	6-watt	Design	with	High	Efficiency	..............	This	would	be	a	formidable	task,	practicable	only	with	an	electronic	computer.	c.	Parameters	normally	measured	by
this	method	are	hFE'	VCE(sat)'	VBE,	breakdown	voltage,	and	in-production	testing	of	thermal	resistance.	If	an	and	ai	are	measured	while	the	two	transistor	diode	junctions	function	in	the	circuit	as	marked	by	the	manufacturer,	that	is,	if	the	diode	terminal	marked	"collector"	is	actually	used	in	the	circuit	as	the	collector	diode	terminal,	etc.,	then	an	will	generally	be	larger	than	ai.	~	b.O	Q)	"0	60	ro	Q)
"""'-	~"	Max.	If	required,	Ihrel	can	be	converted	to	a	numerical	value	by	applying	the	following	formula:	Ih{e	Inumeric	=	ant!'1og	(Ihfel20db)	(15)	A	first	approximation	of	the	gain-bandwidth	product,fT>	is	often	obtained	by	measuring	Ih{el	at	some	frequency	well	above	the	frequency	at	which	Ih{el	has	fallen	3	db	(fhfe),	and	extrapolating	to	Ihfel	=	db	at	the	rate	of	6	db/octave	or	20	db/	decade.
Requires	printed	circuit	board	adapters.	This	means	that	the	transistor	is	under	test	conditions	only	2%	of	the	time.	1352-1357,	November,	1952.	R.,	C.	IRE	symbol	notation	for	transistors	and	their	associated	circuitry	is	also	presented.	Appl.	hrb	test	set.	Giles	R.	413	High-level	Switching	.....................................	If	Z,	is	represented	by	a	capacitor	C,	and	Zi	by	a	resistor	R,	then	from	Eq.	(1)	(using	the
Laplace	operator	S	=	(J	+jw),	A	=_	l/CS	R	=	__1_	RCS	Noting	that	I/S	corresponds	to	integration	and	A	=	eo/e(in»	eo	=-	1	(t	RC	)0	e(in)	dt	Thus	we	see	that	the	output	voltage	is	a	constant	(1/RC)	times	the	integral	of	the	input	voltage.	4.25.	At	high	frequencies,	the	fluctuations	ofPJ	become	so	rapid	that	they	are	completely	averaged	out	by	even	the	shortest	junction	time	constant.	The	emitter	region
then	can	be	formed	either	by	alioying	or	by	diffusing,	leading,	respectively,	to	an	alloy-emitter	epitaxial-base	transistor	or	a	diffusedemitter	epitaXial-base	transistor.	Figure	5.14	68	Fundamental	Considerations	In	order	to	reduce	this	power	dissipation,	Texas	Instruments	uses	the	pulsetesting	technique.	433	34.1.	Theory	of	Operation	..............................	The	collector	current	cannot	decrease	until	these
stored	charges	are	swept	out.	2,	part	III,	pp.	Switches	used	in	these	applications	are	often	called	choppers.	1706-1708.	21.3.	Experimental	Results.	326	24	AGC	of	RF	Circuits.	Q5	and	Q6	form	a	high-level	amplifier,	while	Q4	is	an	emitter-follower	whose	function	is	to	present	a	high	resistance	to	the	AGe	network.	This	amplifier	is	shown	in	block-diagram	form	in	Fig.	This	circuit	uses	a	constant-current
generator	to	drive	a	predetermined	10	into	the	collector,	and	a	meter	to	measure	the	breakdown	voltage.	l.4b	and	c,	respectively.	Saturated	Transistor	Logic	Circuits.	To	illustrate	this	method	for	designing	a	practical	oscillator,	the	network	shown	in	Fig.	Tummers:	Construction	and	Electrical	Properties	of	a	Germanium	Alloy-diffused	Transistor,	Proc.	Matzen	R.	(2)	Electrode	abbreviations	used	as
subscripts	shall	be	as	shown	below:	E,	e	=	emitter	electrode	B,	b	base	electrode	C,	c	collector	electrode	J,	j	electrode,	general	The	use	of	upper-case	letters	and	lower-case	letters	for	electrode	abbreviations	shall	conform	to	the	following	chart	:	=	=	=	ELECTRODE	ABBR	FOR	USE	AS	SUBSCRIPT	SYMBOL	SIGNIFICANCE	i,v,	p	Instantaneous	varying	component	value	Instantaneous	total	value	RMS	or
effective	varying	component	value	Maximum	or	average	(dc)	value	i,v,p	I,	V,	P	I,	V,	P	e,	b,	c.j	E,B,C,J	e,	b,	c,j	E,B,C,J	(3)	The	first	subscript	or	subscript	pair	in	matrix	notation,	identifies	the	element	of	the	four-pole	matrix:	i	or	11	=	input	o	or	22	output	for	21	forward	transfer	r	or	12	reverse	transfer	(4)	The	second	subscript	or	the	subscript	following	the	numeric	pair	identifies	the	circuit	configuration:
e	=	common	emitter	b	common	base	c	common	collector	j	common	electrode,	general	2.	26.3.	Adjustment	Suggestions	.	Measurement	of	input	and	output	resistance	at	some	frequency	other	than	1,000	cps	is	desirable	in	a	good	many	cases.	1.5).14,44,45	Epitaxial	Transistors.	4.30.	484	39.1.	Analog	vs.	Figure	12.1	shows	that	such	an	oscillator	is	composed	of	an	amplifier	to	provide	power	gain,	a
resonator	to	fix	the	frequency	of	oscillation,	and	a	feedback	network	to	provide	oscillation.	0-600	mmhos	Impedance	Zi	............................	First,	a	thin	collector	region	is	epitaxially	deposited	upon	a	low-resistivity	substrate.	Design	Example.	(	::)2	(ti~~eOf)2	measured	+	(	transistor	t~~eOf	)2	(16)	test	system	The	system	rise	time	can	be	observed	by	removing	the	transistor	and	shorting	the	base-to-
collector	terminals	on	the	test	setup.	Hill	J.	Maximum	available	gain	for	transistors	is	given	by	the	expression	MAG	=	Ih,I	2rop	(38)	4ris	At	very	high	frequencies,	MAG	decreases	6	db/octave	increase	in	frequency.	35.4.	Additional	Circuits	...............................	E,	e	f	hr•	f"e	f.,.	.--o	Vee	(b)	Figure	11.5	used	as	the	two-terminal	shunting	element.	Careful	attention	to	these	points	is	extremely	important.
Similar	techniques	to	those	used	at	the	low-frequency	end	may	be	used,	but,	in	general,	these	require	the	use	of	additional	shaping	networks,	as	illustrated	in	Fig.	Elekt.	The	time	required	for	a	discrete	logic	level	to	pass	(propagate)	through	a	single	logic	stage	is	referred	to	as	propagation	time.	29.	9.20.	481	39	Digital	Servo	System.	K.	M.	This	test	set	uses	the	pulse	technique.	100	v-d::-	+48v	150	K	I	I
I	I	I	I	I	I	I	I	I	I	I	~	I	I	I	d·c	power	requirements	with	10	K	load	I	I	I	'0	V.	SURFACE-BARRIER	Comprises	a	wafer	of	semiconductor	material	into	which	depressions	have	been	etched	on	opposite	sides	of	the	wafer	by	electrochemical	techniques.	The	parameters	g21	and	g22	should	be	made	as	small	as	possible	to	minimize	variatwns	in	V(out).	MfASUIEMENf	BaM-Emitter	Yohale	Ie	-lOrna;	I.	WHEN	IN
DOUBT,	SPELL	IT	OUT.	5.20.	And	any	attempt	to	use	bias	stabilization	or	negative	feedback	reduces	the	gain	of	the	amplifier	in	the	same	proportion	as	it	reduces	the	temperature	drift.	The	formula	used	in	calculating	power	gain,	assuming	a	conjugate	match	loss	less	neutralization,	is	Ap	=	Ih{el	db	+	10	log	(4r~r,es	)	(14)	where	r	o	is	the	parallel	output	resistance	with	the	input	shorted	and	ries	is	the
series	input	resistance	with	the	output	shorted.	Nature	of	Transistor	Quantities	and	Parameters	49	40r----------.----------.---------~----------,_--------_.	The	pulse	generator	used	at	Texas	Instruments	has	a	high	output	impedance;	it	is	used	therefore	to	drive	a	pulse	amplifier.	RSL	is	surface	leakage	resistance	(ohmic),	RB	is	bulk	resistance	(ohmic),	and	RD	is	diode	resistance	(variable).	J.:	Hall	Effect	Devices,	Bell
System	Tech.	Mueller,	C.	P.	For	example,	some	diffused	transistors	are	indistinguishable	in	appearance	from	corresponding	classical	structures.	Each	separate	material	through	which	the	heat	power	must	flow	will	exhibit	its	own	specific	heat	capacitance	and	thermal	resistance,	and	will	introduce	its	own	thermal	time	constant.	The	amount	of	light	affects	the	photovoltage	developed	and	the	level	of
signal	current	at	which	limiting	takes	place.	double-	6	Fundamental	Considerations	is	brought	to	the	surface	at	the	edge	of	a	cylinder	compnsmg	the	mesa,	as	shown	in	Fig.	31.	Diodes	D1	and	D2	operate	with	resistor	R3	to	reduce	the	base	OFF	voltage	and	thus	help	lower	the	OFF	noise	current.	Only	slight	changes	of	the	transistor	connection	in	the	pulse	circuit	will	be	required.	Waveforms	associated
with	switching	circuit	shown	in	Fig.	This	chapter	reviews	some	of	the	fundamentals	of	oscillator	circuit	design	and	theory,	and	shows	how	these	are	applicable	to	designs	using	transistors.	M.:	Transistor	Modulator	for	Flight	Trainers,	Electronics,	vol.	A	thin	collector	region	is	epitaxially	deposited	upon	a	lowresistivity	substrate.	Y.	Ohm	should	not	be	abbreviated	in	text.	3-13.	emitter	to	base	voltage
(rms)	v..	Norris	R.	Wolff,	E.	Hence,	many	of	the	surface	problems	associated	with	other	types	of	transistors	having	junctions	exposed	at	the	surface	are	avoided	in	this	type	of	construction.	Beeson,	and	R.	In	practice,	however,	other	factors	vastly	complicate	this	picture.	A	transistor	made	by	combining	diffusion	Classification	of	Junction	Transistors	7	techniques	and	the	melt-back	process,	analogous	to
the	combination	of	the	grown	and	diffusion	techniques	described	above	leading	to	grown-diffused	transistors.	9	,	13	ALL-EPITAXIAL	TRANSISTOR.	The	delay	time	is	mainly	due	to	two	factors:	1.	emitter	to	collector	voltage	(rms)	Vee	emitter	to	collector	voltage	(instantaneous)	VEE	emitter	supply	voltage	(dc)	Vr	forward	voltage	(dc)	v"	forward	voltage	(instantaneous)	VORr	dc	open-circuit	voltage
(floating	potential)	between	the	collector	and	base,	with	the	emitter	biased	in	the	reverse	direction	with	respect	to	the	base	VECII'	dc	open-circuit	voltage	(floating	potential)	between	the	emitter	and	collector,	with	the	base	biased	in	the	reverse	direction	with	respect	to	the	collector	VaT	reach	through	voltage	Va	reverse	voltage	(dc)	Va	reverse	voltage	(instantaneous)	1;"	6	20	3	Transistor
Specifications	3.1.	THE	DATA	SHEET	The	transistor	circuit	designer	must	rely	heavily	upon	the	manufacturer's	data	sheets	for	device	information.	Letter	symbols	are	distlnguished	from	abbreviations;	the	latter	are	used	for	the	units	of	measurement	of	the	quantities	or	parameters.	1,	2)	Since	RSL	and	RB	are	constant,	diodes	may	be	matched	for	these	quantities	by	placing	external	resistors	in	shunt
and	in	series	with	each	diode.	Switching	Transients.	A.:	Alloy-diffusion:	a	Process	for	Making	Diffused-base	Junction	Transistors,	Proc.	DIFFUSED-BASE	EPITAXIAL	MESA	TRANSISTOR.	This	is	to	be	expected,	since	PJ	decreases	with	increasing	signal	level	while	the	average	collector	current	remains	constant.	Measurements	of	VBE(sat)	are	made	by	driving	a	constant	collector	current	Ie	into	the
collector	and	a	constant	base	current	IB	into	the	base.	Very	similar	to	melt-back	transistor	described	above.	Wayne-Kerr,	model	B801:	Frequency	range:	1	to	100	me.	12.6	is	analyzed	as	follows:	Let	jX	=jX1	-	jX2	Then	R	el	=	e2	------'----R	+	Rl	+	jX	+	ro	(1)	or	~	=	KI.Jl	=	Kltan-1	X	e2	L	R	+	ro	+	Rl	(2)	Here,	series	resonance,	dcpjdj,	increases	as	(R	+	ro)	decreases.	Direct	readings	of	hrb	from	100	to	1,000
(X	10-6)	are	read	on	the	lO-mv	scale.	The	noise	level	of	the	amplifier	should	be	low	in	comparison	to	the	readings	observed	on	the	meter.	NATIONAL	ELEC1'RlCAL	MANUFACTlJREIIS	ASSOCIATION	155	E..t	44th	Street,	New	York	17,	N.	In	the	case	of	Fig.	Type	Feee.	In	this	case,	it	is	necessary	to	use	a	somewhat	larger	turns	ratio	than	that	in	Fig.	+~D	.	Figure	5.25	shows	the	circuit	used	to	measure
riep	and	Ciep-	riep	is	the	parallel	input	resistance,	common	emitter,	while	Ciep	is	the	input	capacitance,	common	Ve	O	Ve:	I	OLow	I	rB~002	RX	meter	VB	OHigh	Fig.	258-266,	November,	1957.	O'Rourke,	M.	The	performance	of	the	regulator	with	changing	operating	temperatures	requires	the	definition	of	another	parameter,	K	T	.	Kaufmann	and	G.	30.	17.	43.	(real)	hOB	h.b	hoo	h..	Voltage	Regulators
167	Brenner,	E.:	Regulated	Transistor	Power	Supplies,	Electronic	Design,	vol.	Numerals	appearing	as	subscripts	shall	be	printed	in	roman	type.	To	make	this	test,	a	pulse	generator	is	used	to	drive	the	collector	current	source.	75,	pp.	In	other	words,	for	Fig.	E.,	J.	753-767,	July,	1951.	D-c	drift	must	be	minimized.	9.23.	G.	Point	B	is	the	summing	junction	of	the	operational	amplifier	and	is	forced	to
assume	the	same	potential	as	the	other	input	(ground)	during	the	ON	time	of	the	pulse.	An	abbreviation	is	usually	written	with	no	spaces	left	between	the	letters	of	the	abbreviation.	I	Output	+	Supply	current	-	Supply	current	I	I	:G	:	I	'	400	cps	6.3v	a·c	-=	O.lp.f	I	II	I	L	I	_________________________________	Airpax	2300	I	~	Fig.	T	H	~	m	u	~	N	"	~.	Thurmond:	p-n	Junctions	in	Silicon	and	Germanium:
Principles,	Metallurgy,	and	Applications,	Met.	The	validity	of	the	assumptions	can	be	determined	by	checking	the	regulator	require1(out)	1(out)	~	+	Rl	V(in)	+	~	+	Ql	Ql	Rl	V(out)	v(out)	V(in)	J	+	j	V	R	Fig.	Figure	4.27	shows	the	variation	ofJr	with	bias.	Of	course,	Fig.	10.6.	Simple	transistor-chopper	circuits.	Word	Comhinatiou.	If	the	incoming	d-c	signal	contains	an	a-c	component,	the	output	will	also
contain	frequencies	equal	to	the	switching	frequency	plus	and	minus	the	incoming	frequencies.	."akdownYoItop	IYno	'p	CoII.dollenrwCurrent	1.;	tHE	VA~UE	Of	Ve	IV,I	+	I)	_:.LJhilll	V::~:I!	--	-	'~~I	r-&:oii"-'.	10.8.	If	the	demodulator	consists	of	only	a	rectifier	and	an	integrator	as	is	the	case	in	many	common	radio	receivers,	only	amplitude	information	may	be	transmitted	through	the	system.	6.	J.,	Jr.,	J.
This	voltage	drop	reduces	as	a	linear	function	of	temperature	until	the	drop	is	about	0.2	volt	for	most	diodes.	The	abbreviations	rms,	max,	dc	and	avg	are	excluded	from	the	above	as	this	type	of	information	is	to	be	presented	as	part	of	the	secondary	symbol	without	parentheses.	5.12.	H.	Baum,	J.	The	choice	of	the	network	geometry	is	limited	only	by	practical	values	of	K	and	roo	For	most	transistors,	ro
is	too	large	unless	a	transformer	is	used,	in	which	case	the	ratio	K2	jro	remains	constant	for	any	transformer.	Anderson,	and	W.	Inverted	Operations.	166	D-C	and	Low-Frequency	Designs	a·c	signal	W	r--------,	~~~~~---:~	~I----.-----~	I	:	I	Regulator	I	I	I	~--------j	.	Grinich,	V.	48.	Thus,	the	speed	at	which	information	can	be	propagated	is	limited	by	T	T.	19	High-frequency	Designs	Wideband	or	Video
Amplifiers.	A	thin	collector	region	is	first	epitaxially	deposited	on	a	low-resistivity	substrate.	Examples	of	the	second	type	are	shown	in	Figs.	5.6	enables	one	to	use	a	peak-to-peak	VTVM	and	directly	measure	the	VOE(sat)	voltage.	Stability	should	be	checked	for	the	rates	of	die/dr	at	which	these	impedance	shifts	occur.	Schultz:	KMC/s	Planar	Transistors	in	Microwatt	Logic	Circuitry,	Solid	State
Electronics,	vol.	I	V(out)	2	O-it------O	+	I	I	Regulator	-J-----.......;:~O	b-	20	I	1	IL-	_	_	_	_	_	_	_	....JI	Fig.	For	stability	against	oscillation,	two	conditions	must	be	satisfied:	0	,	1.	Then	the	emitterbase	junction	is	formed	by	the	conventional	alloy	process,	while	the	base	region	is	formed	by	diffusion	from	within	the	crystal.	Abbreviations	do	not	encompass	letter	symbols	or	graphical	symbols.	853-876,	May,	1959.
The	pulse	from	the	pulse	generator	is	integrated,	and	the	slowly	rising	leading	edge	is	used	to	trigger	a	one-shot	multivibrator	whose	pulse	width	is	set	at	something	less	than	300	flsec	(in	particular,	the	,·>----14	...	Kruper,	A.	Armstrong:	A	Developmental	Germanium	P-N-P	Junction	Transistor,	Proc.	...............................	To	permit	this	simplified	analysis,	many	assumptions	are	usually	made.	Rl	is	chosen
to	give	a	good	operating	current	through	the	diode.	l.5-is	brought	to	a	common	plane	surface,14	as	distinguished	from	the	mesa	structure	in	which	one	or	more	of	the	PN	junctions	c	Fig.	The	circuit	must	be	stabilized	against	thermal	runaway.	Jochems,	T.	10.2.	When	a	square-wave	switching	voltage	is	applied	to	the	primary	of	T	i	,	diodes	Di	and	Dz	conduct	during	one-half	the	cycle,	while	D3	and	D4
are	back-biased.	168-171,	November,	1956.	Small	signal	values	of	parameters:	Examples:	rb,	Yc,	h	jb,	Zob,	h	th•	2.	Fig.	Ubertr.,	vol.	Linn,	H.	Nelson,	and	F.	Kronlage	W.	One	volume	cannot	encompass	discussions	in	depth	of	all	design	problems.	This	is	often	the	case	for	class	B	stages.	475	38	Switching-mode	Servo	Amplifier	..........................	Lettering.	The	feedback	through	this	network	is	all
degenerative;	however,	the	bridged-T	has	a	sharp	null	at	one	frequency	which	reduces	the	degenerative	feedback	and	causes	oscillation	to	occur	at	this	frequency.	Resistance	10	ohms	to	10	megohms.	139,	October,	1952.	The	foregoing	circuit	is	used	for	different	transistors	merely	by	changing	the	constant-current	and	constant-voltage	sources	to	the	appropriate	values	for	the	types	being	tested.	The
current	pulses	drive	the	collector	and	base	of	the	transistor	under	test.	34.5.	Circuit	Configurations	.............................	This	feedback	voltage	is	amplified	and	fed	back,	etc.,	the	output	voltage	getting	progressively	larger	until	some	component	in	the	circuit	saturates,	whence	the	output	voltage	will	be	stabilized.	Driver	Transformer	Design	.........................	Instantaneous	total	values,	maximum	2.	adopted
and	issued	jointly	by	the	Electronic	Industries	A8BOCiation	and	the	.!~1:.'	EIA-NEMA	STANDARDS	.I£D£(,'	on	-.~~J	~	~:~~oc~rlofEi~trl~~!t	~~:t~aoc~uD~~ic:E~~i~~~in;·ec~u~~i~.ul;~e:	JblD~C	t:~~~~~~i:~	g:;f~:	Council	is	sponl'lOreci	by	both	EIA	and	:"\EMA	to	develop	standards.	20	240	241	242	243	244	245	248	253	255	257	260	262	263	266	271	Low-level	RF	Stage	Stability
..............................	Owens:	A	Transistor	High-gain	Chopper-type	D-C	Amplifier,	Proc.	49-54,	April,	1958.	1188-1189,	September,	1955.	4.33	is	analogous	to	an	electrical	low-pass	filter,	and	the	pJ(	'T)	portion	of	PJ	may	be	rapidly	attenuated	as	pJflows	around	the	loop.	185-188,January,	1956.	Wilson	R.	During	the	remaining	portion	of	the	pulse	period,	the	collector	current	is	shunted	to	ground	through
the	switch.	These	parameters	are	read	directly	from	the	RX	meters.	183	13	Frequency	Response	and	Stability	of	Feedback	Amplifiers	.	If	both	the	collector	and	the	emitter	diodes	are	back-biased	greater	than	about	0.2	volt	at	room	temperature,	Eq.	(5)	may	be	simplified	to	(6)	Figure	10.5	is	an	OFF	equivalent	circuit	for	an	NPN	transistor,	based	on	Eq.	(5)	or	(6).	Hoerni,	J.	369	27.1.	Worst-case	D-C
Design	.............................	Bibliography.	9.16.	Silicon	transistors	also	can	be	made	by	each	of	these	two	techniques.	In	this	case,	all	three	regions	of	the	transistor	are	obtained	by	epitaxial	deposition.	321	23.2.	Frequency	Doublers.	15,	p.	13.3.	It	can	be	seen	that	the	asymptote	of	the	frequency-response	curve	(the	slope	of	which	is	6	db/octave	or	20	db/decade)	can	be	used	as	an	approximation	to	the
actual	frequency	response,	with	negligible	error.	10.4.	PHOTODIODES	AND	PHOTOTRANSISTORS	Photodiodes	or	phototransistors	may	be	substituted	for	Sl	and	S2	in	Fig.	Biard,	J.	Figure	5.19	shows	the	basic	test	circuit	for	hob,	the	smallsignal	value	of	the	open-circuit	output	admittance.	7.7,	Tjunction(max)	=	Tambient(max)	+	D.TJ_A(max)	2.	Low	output	impedance	is	the	more	popular,	but	low	input
impedance	has	definite	advantages	for	transistor	amplifiers.	The	true	junction-to-case	temperature	response	to	a	step-function	power	input	tends	to	lead	the	value	predicted	from	7TH	at	first,	and	lag	behind	it	later.	It	is	often	easier,	however,	to	stop	at	this	point,	build	the	circuit,	and	test	it.	16.	II	\I	10	-	~	~	..!!:!	u	I--	0	-	0	..t:	E	E	II	....u	(5	0	..t:	4	-?-,	-?-,	0	0	..t:	E	E	00	~	0	10	N	.......	A	simple	current
generator	is	shown	in	Fig.	Walters	J.	6,	pp.	If	a	gain	greater	than	this	exists,	the	output	will	increase	until	the	loop	gain	is	reduced	to	unity,	because	of	the	limiting	which	will	occur	at	high	levels.	Emitter-follower	amplifier.	178-179,	March	18,	1959.	~	40	en	..t:	Actual	Jhase	response	"	-ci	~	/	20	a	I	I	1	10CR	Figure	13.5	~	I	CR	Figure	13.4	Straight	line	approximation	Slope	=45	0	jdecade	10	CR	w	190	D-
C	and	Low-Frequency	Designs	are	essentially	resistive	at	the	frequencies	concerned	and	that	these	frequencies	are	well	below	the	hte	cutoff	frequency	of	the	transistors,	analysis	of	the	circuit	yields	the	following	transfer	function.	EXCEPTIONS:	The	symbol	BV	for	breakdown	voltage,	which	has	become	accepted	through	long	usage,	has	been	continued.	Tatom	L.	In	general,	an	approximation	of	Qs	and
Qsx	for	alloy	transistors	can	be	found	from	the	following	equations:	where	aN	=	small-signal	common-base	low-frequency	forward	current	transfer	ratio	WN	=	small-signal	common-base	short-circuit	current	gain	radian	cutoff	frequency	Nature	of	Transistor	Quantities	and	Parameters	OFF	55	tON	+	ON	tOFF	OFF	tON	ON	tOFF	+	=2TT	+	Clock	Fig.	168	10.1.	DesignObjectives	..................................	This
is	diagrammed	in	Fig.	32	,	33	ELECTROCHEMICAL	DIFFUSED	COLLECTOR	(ECDC)	TRANSISTOR.34	A	transistor	made	by	combining	diffusion	and	electrochemical	techniques.	'"	E	Point	2	fixed	by	intersection	of	constant	Ie	line	and	Res	line	/"	Constant	collector	current	line	fixed	----by	test	transistor	power	supply	during	pulse	testing	time	I	L_---------~	Point	1	fixed	by	test	transistor	power	supply	VeE,
volts	Figure	5.5	Measurement	of	Electrical	Quantities	and	Parameters	63	In	the	quiescent	state,	the	transistor	under	test	is	held	at	point	1	in	Fig.	If	lower-frequency	components	of	PA'T)	are	present,	analysis	of	I:l.TJ_o	requires	an	exact	statement	of	the	function	pJ	and	of	the	junction	time	constant,	CHfiJ-o,	or	'TTH.	Sherr,	S.,	and	P.	A	voltage	divider	used	to	determine	F.	Nature	of	Transistor	Quantities
and	Parameters	t=	t1	t=to	1	Input	voltage	\-(in)j	I	1	1	~	)!	I	I	I	I	I	1\1	OFF	Output	voltage	VCEt	ON--	VCE(off)	~	Vcc	VCE(on)	~	VCE(sat)	I	Base	current	lEt	1	1	~	1	1	I	)	'	[	900	I	1	I	1	i---	ts	-..j	1	I	I	1	I	--,	tf	I	l-jtrr1	10%	I	:~	I	I	--!td~	90%	I'	II,	I	53	I	1	1	1	1	1	r	I	I	I	1	I	I	1	I	1	1	ON--	I	I	Collector	current	90%	I	lct	10%	OFF	Fig.	A	transistor	made	by	combining	diffusion	and	alloy	techniques.	0.21	O.~	0.45	1,-1
1.6	,,,,,,,	US	1.1	0.3.5	1.3	8	C'RCUIT	'OR	OETI!RlIIMIMG	VALUI!	0	..	7.	Alloy-junction	Transistors	(Fig.	9.3.	ControlElement	...................................	The	same	abbreviation	shall	be	used	for	all	tenses,	and	the	singular	and	plural	forms	of	a	given	word.	Printed	in	the	United	States	of	America.	Allison,	D.	Variations	of	the	collector-emitter	breakdown	measurement	include	BVCER	(resistive	termination
between	base	and	emitter),	BVCEX	(bias	applied	between	base	and	emitter),	and	BVCES	(emitter-base	short-circuited).	1166-1176,	June,	1958.	The	semiconductor	wafer	first	is	subjected	to	a	gaseous	diffusion	to	produce	the	nonuniform	base	region,	and	then	alloy	junctions	are	formed	in	exactly	the	same	manner	as	in	a	conventional	alloy	transistor.8	An	intrinsic	region	transistor,	e.g.,	a	PNIP	unit,	can
be	made	by	this	technique	by	starting	with	a	semiconductor	wafer	of	essentially	intrinsic	conductivity.	Propagation	Time.	Then	base	and	emitter	regions	are	formed	in	the	same	manner	as	in	the	conventional	planar	transistor	as	described	above.	M.:	A	Descriptive	Summary	of	the	Design	Theory	of	Transistors,	"Transistor	Technology,"	vol.	The	magnitude	of	these	will	suggest	the	values	of	dpJI	dT	and
dieldT	which	should	be	explored.	A	block	diagram	of	the	hFE	pulse	test	set	is	shown	in	Fig.	29,	pp.	6	db/octave	Asymptotes	~	20~----------+-----------+-~~~--~~----------~----------~	__	1.0	_20~~~~~~	0.1	_L_L~~~_	_~~~~~_	_~~wu~U__	_	_	_~~~.	Note,	however,	that	an	equivalent	structure	could	be	fabricated	in	which	the	junctions	were	formed	beneath	a	protective	oxide	coating	but	which	were	not
actually	planar.	A	variation	TRANSISTOR	(SBT).	1.3.	Emitter	and	collector	contacts	then	are	made	to	each	of	the	dots,	and	the	base	contact	is	made	to	the	wafer.	These	current	pulses	are	driven	into	the	collector	of	the	transistor	under	test.	Hunter,	L.	In	Chaps.	.......................................	A	number	of	other	semiconductor-device	workers	have	categorized	transistors	in	schemes	similar	to	that	described
above.	But	if	the	diode	marked	collector	is	actually	used	for	the	emitter,	and	vice	versa,	then	the	new	ai	will	be	larger	than	the	new	an.	4,	5,	and	6,	each	parameter	normally	found	on	a	data	sheet	is	discussed	in	detail.	B.	The	test	set	should	be	wired	to	minimize	stray	capacitance.	...................................................	19.7.	Circuit	Examples	..................................	13,	pp.	See	also	Baker,	D.	4.29.	For	example,
a	nonuniform	base	region	can	be	obtained	by	diffusion,	while	the	emitter	and	collector	junctions	can	be	made	by	the	alloy	technique.	Then	the	emitter-base	junction	is	formed	by	a	conventional	alloy	junction	on	the	base	side	of	the	diffused	wafer,	by	evaporation	of	a	metallic	stripe,	for	example,	while	the	remaining	portion	of	the	original	wafer	constitutes	the	collector	region.	66	Fundamental
Considerations	Fig.	Angell:	Technology	of	Micro-alloy	Diffused	Transistors,	Proc.	V(out)	=	where	g21	b.	When	the	loop	phase	shift	is	360	0	•	0	,	the	loop	gain	must	be	less	than	one.	Published	standards	of	the	American	Standards	Association,	Institute	of	Radio	Engineers	and	the	American	Institute	of	Electrical	Engineers,	Military	Standards,	and	common	usage	were	all	considered	in	the	preparation.
Grimes	L.	(40)	to	(42)	into	(39)	gives	(43)	which	simplifies	to	+	fi	=	1	4f(max)	f	i-	-27TriC	-1-c	where	(44)	(defined	earlier)	Therefore,fimax)	may	be	found	from	Eq.	(44):	f:	J(max)	-_	or	fimax)	j/rfi	-4-	(45)	=	(46)	Thus,fimax)	can	be	computed	from	measurements	offT	and	rtCc.	The	measurements	of/r	and	rtCc	are	discussed	in	Chap.	3,	23,	24	DRIFT	TRANSISTOR.	B.:	"Junction	Transistor	Electronics,"	pp.
.......	297	21	22	Noise.	Leighton,	R.	Typical	application	data	and	parameter	measurement	information	are	usually	included.	38-41,	February	15,	1956;	pp.	Variation	of	MAG,	Ihtel,	and	Ihfbl	with	frequency:	type	2N1405.	Figure	5.3	shows	a	typical	collector	characteristic	for	the	common-emitter	configuration.	Peak	voltage	can	be	read	using	a	rectifier,	filter	capacitor,	follower	amplifier,	and	d-c	meter
(Fig.	Measurement	range:	Capacitance	+25	to	-100	pf.*	Resistance	15	ohms	to	00.	48,	pp.	In	pulse	testing	for	Ros,	it	is	convenient	merely	to	measure	the	collector	saturation	voltage	VOE(sat)	at	a	specified	collector	current	10	•	If	necessary,	Ros	can	then	be	computed	from	VOE(sat)/Io.	For	a	given	10	value,	VOE(sat)	is	defined	as	the	collector-to-emitter	voltage	that	exists	when	an	increase	in	base
current	produces	no	change	in	VeE.	Illustrated	in	Fig.	The	forward	transfer	parameter,	g21,	is	a	dimensionless	quantity	that	is	used	to	define	the	regulation	factor,	F.	The	total	thermal	resistance,	()T,	is	the	sum	of	the	individual	thermal	resistances	through	which	the	heat	power	must	flow	from	its	origin	to	the	ambient	into	which	it	is	finally	dissipated.	34.2.	Transformer	Considerations	........................
Test	transistor	Pulse	generator	Constant	voltage	supply	Peak-to-peak	VTVM	Fig.	DIFFUSED-BASE	TRANSISTOR.	•	•	20	"	',-=140",_	"'~	..,	'	...	9.	Second-stage	Drift.	The	meter	must	be	accurate	and	capable	of	displaying	a	voltage	to	the	required	sensitivity.	105	109	110	122	vii	viii	Contents	8	Direct-coupled	Amplifiers.	Figure	5.14	shows	a	circuit	that	can	be	used	to	measure	the	BVOER	of	transistors.
Selection	and	validity	of	these	worst-case	situations	will	depend	upon	the	electrical	and	thermal	time	constants	of	the	circuit.	It	is	intended	that	the	list	be	reviewed	from	time	to	time	for	additions,	deletions	or	revisions	as	progress	in	the	field	dictates.	Commonly	used	to	obtain	parallel	input	and	output	resistance	and	capacitance	(rp,	Cp	).	h	_	die	(9)	at	Vee	=	constant	fe	-	dh	Holding	h	to	a	fixed	value	of
1	[La	alternating	current	will	result	in	a	test	set	capable	of	reading	directly	in	hIe.	A	calibration	level	of	10	mv	was	chosen	so	that	direct	readings	of	hIe	from	10	to	100	can	be	obtained	on	the	lO-mv	scale.	Other	types	of	external	feedback	oscillators,	which	produce	a	sinusoidal	output	but	do	not	employ	an	LC	resonant	circuit,	are	the	bridge	and	phase-shift	oscillators.	Two	considerations	limit	this
technique.	5.3.	SMALL-SIGNAL	PARAMETER	MEASUREMENTS	AND	TEST	CIRCUITS	The	subject	of	h	parameters	is	exhaustively	covered	in	the	literature.	B.:	"Principles	of	Modern	Physics,"	McGraw-Hill	Book	Company,	Inc.,	New	York,	1959.	11.	It	will	be	convenient	to	evaluate	each	term	of	Eq.	(22)	as	a	derivative,	and	write	the	stability	criterion	as	dicl	dtJ2	dpJ3	dtJ1	dpJ2	diC3	(Vee	-	2ieRT)(M	+
NiE)	where	and	(60)	(61)	0.0025	M	=	0.0693SleBo	+	(1	+	h*FB)(RB	+	rB')	+	h*FBZBB	+	R	E	(62)	N	=	SdhpB	(63)	dtJ	If	-iE	=	ie,	the	right-hand	side	ofEq.	(60)	maximizes	with	respect	to	ie	when	.	If	rb	is	not	0,	then	a	is	related	to	h{b	by	the	expression	(36)	where	re	is	the	collector	resistance	in	the	common-base	T-equivalent	circuit.	Wayne-Kerr,	model	B60l:	Frequency	range:	15	kc	to	5	me.	a.	To
calibrate	the	test	set,	a	short	circuit	is	inserted	between	collector	and	base,	and	the	signal	generator	output	is	adjusted	until	a	convenient	reference	level	is	obtained	on	the	output	meter.	30	-	31	MICROALLOY	DIFFUSED	TRANSISTOR	(MADT).	8.	Data	Sheet	Information.	Second,if	the	rise	time	of	the	square	wave	is	short,	a	large	noise	pulse	may	be	coupled	into	the	circuit	by	stray	capacitances,
including	the	transistor	capacitance.	1O.la	the	incoming	d-c	signal	is	connected	between	the	center	tap	and	first	one	side	and	then	the	other	of	the	transformer	primary.	The	rise	time,	which	indicates	the	frequency	response	of	the	transistor,	is	a	function	of	the	alpha-cutoff	frequency.	NPN	common-emitter	switch.	Keywell:	A	Five-watt,	Ten-megacycle	Transistor,	Proc.	Then	a	nonuniform	base	region
and	the	collectorbase	junction	are	formed	by	gaseous	diffusion	into	the	epitaxial	collector	region.	307	22.1.	Oscillator	Configurations.	(Silicon	diodes	would	produce	a	somewhat	higher	voltage	and	therefore	a	larger	lC(off).)	However,	perfect	temperature	compensation	requires	that	the	transistors	be	matched	for	lCBO.	T.	Also,	these	parameters	can	be	measured	with	desired	input	or	output
terminations.	Another	of	the	epitaxial-collector	transistor	family.	Although	engineers	throughout	the	Semiconductor-Components	division	have	contributed	to	this	volume,	TI's	Transistor	Applications	branch	is	responsible	for	its	final	form	and	will	welcome	suggestions	and	inquiries.	35.3.	Design	Procedure	for	200	Watts	at	60	Cycles	.........	From	Sec.	_	die	h	ob	--	at	ie	=	constant	(11)	dVeb	In	this
measurement	the	input	voltage	is	held	constant	at	1	volt,	and	the	current	is	read	as	the	voltage	drop	across	the	I-kilohm	resistor.	White:	Electrical	Properties	of	Vapor-grown	Germanium	Junctions,	IBM	J.	345	25.1.	25.2.	25.3.	26	Reverse	AGC	.	It	uses	about	2%	of	the	test	time	to	drive	current	through	the	base-collector	diode	in	the	forward	direction,	measuring	the	change	in	the	forward	voltage	drop	as
the	transistor	is	heated;	98%	of	the	test	time	is	used	to	dissipate	power	in	the	transistor.	Only	a	general	discussion	of	these	circuits	will	be	given	here,	to	show	some	of	the	various	configurations	which	may	be	used	to	obtain	oscillations.	Base	currents	are	held	constant	by	the	base	resistors	R1	and	R	2.	f	mas	GPB	Gpb	Grc	Gpe	GPE	Gpo	hFn	hlb	hFo	h'e	h"E	hie	h'B	hi.	A	differential	amplifier	is	connected
across	R	and	the	VTVM	is	connected	between	the	output	of	the	amplifier	and	ground.	N.:	p-n	Junctions	Produced	by	Growth	Rate	Variation,	Phys.	The	original	grown-junction	transistor,	formed	by	growing	a	crystal	and	successively	adding	P-	and	N-type	impurities	to	the	melt	during	the	course	of	growing	the	crystal.	::=20	""'...	The	resulting	gain	will	be	G	=	A/(l	-	Af3)	and	is	effectively	increased.
Measurements	of	smallsignal	a-c	transistor	parameters	in	the	high-frequency	range	(>	1	me)	are	usually	made	using	commercially	available	test	equipment.	Measurements	in	this	region,	however,	may	result	in	damage	to	the	device	from	excessive	power	dissipation.	4.24.	Then	by	using	the	system	rise	time	and	the	measured	rise	time	of	the	transistor,	the	per	cent	error	can	be	computed,	using	%	error
If	trsy'tem	(1	_	B)(1	_	D)	~	-	1\	-	+	bF~}loQ	+	lOBO	(19)	Equation	(19)	gives	the	minimum	variation	within	which	IOQ	can	be	held	under	specified	temperature	extremes	and	resistance	tolerances.	Egnon,	and	N.	Tenae	aud	Number.	12.2.	Some	basic	transistor	oscillators	using	external	feedback.	Sl	and	S2	are	switches	so	arranged	that	when	one	is	ON	the	other	is	OFF,	and	they	are	closed	alternately	at
some	convenient	frequency,	say	60	times	a	second.	59	60	69	72	76	Equivalent	Circuits	and	Parameter	Interrelationships.	Electrochemically	Etched	and	Plated	Transistors	(Fig.	A	conservative	approximation	might	be	;T>;	[(Vae	-	2IweRT)(M	-	IweN	)	+	(2Vae)(O.0693IeBx)	+	O.0693IEBXVEB(OffrnaX)]	(67)	or,	making	the	required	substitution,	1	()T>	(VaeN	-	2RTM)2	-16NRT	I	+	O.0693VeeleBx	+
O.0347VEB(offrnax/EBX	(68)	Rapid	Runaway.	For	stable	frequency	operation,	it	is	desirable	to	make	dBjds	as	small	as	possible	and	dcpj	df	as	large	as	possible.	MELT-BACK	TRANSISTOR.	Vo	V(in)	-	R	+	R	1	l/jwC	-	1	+	l/jwCR	(2)	The	response	of	this	circuit	is	shown	in	Fig.	The	push-button	"Diode	Out"	switch	provides	a	quick	check	on	the	shunting	effect	of	the	diode	for	a	critical	measurement.
Cornelison,	B.,	and	W.	A	suitable	value	for	()	is	found	for	each	fre-	Transistor	Biasing	121	quency,	using	a	thermal	circuit	similar	to	Fig.	J	Zo	test	circuit.	10.3.	Transistor	Choppers-Practical	Circuits	..............	A	readout	method	as	shown	in	Fig.	The	multivibrator	turns	ON	switch	2	(one	2N497),	which	forces	the	emitter	of	the	2N497	to	assume	nearly	the	same	voltage	as	its	collector,	which	in	turn	is	the
same	voltage	as	the	collector	of	the	transistor	under	test.	If	the	transistor	is	operating	in	a	common-emitter	circuit,	VBE	will	be	the	voltage	that	appears	on	the	base	as	shown	in	Fig.	This	is	true	for	all	chopper	170	D-C	and	Low-Frequency	Designs	Ealoutput	Signal	input	Switching	drive	input	Fig.	Lillienstein,	M.:	Transistorized	Regulated	Power	Supply,	Electronics,	vol.	86	D-C	and	Low-frequency
Designs	Transistor	Biasing	.	Thus	we	are	getting	an	output	voltage	for	no	input	signal,	and	the	amplifier	is	therefore	oscillating.	v....	Kwap:	Design	Procedure	for	Semiconductor-regulated	Power	Supplies,	Electronic	Design,	pp.	386-391,	February,	1954.	The	disad-	r:nal	L	Signal	input	ut	(a)	Signal	input	Signal	output	(b)	Switching	drive	input	Fig.	ii	(e(in)	-	e.)/Zi	e(in/Zi,	and	(e.	12.2b	except	that	the
coupling	from	the	tank	is	accomplished	by	using	the	tank	inductor	as	an	autotransformer.	1.1	originated	with	Harry	L.	lEBO	IF	iF	10	la	ia	Ke	L.	2o-	22	In	this	case,	however,	the	impurities	are	added	to	the	transistor	bar	by	the	meltback	process,	and	the	base	region	subsequently	is	formed	by	diffusion	by	baking	the	transistor	bar.	Walker,	and	M.	Note	that	the	inequality	signs	restricting	ie	must	be
reversed	for	PNP	transistors.	Q2	is	used	as	a	grounded-collector	amplifier	(emitter-follower)	to	couple	this	high-impedance	collector	to	two	feedback	paths.	A	microammeter	or	electrometer	is	used	to	read	the	leakage	current.	ED-3,	pp.	26.4.	Performance......................................	Freedman:	An	Analysis	of	Impurity	Distributions	and	the	Relation	to	Electrical	Behavior	of	Conventional	Transistor
Constructions,	Semiconductor	Prods.,	vol.	Havel,	R.	418	31.1.	Power	Dissipation	.................................	9.7.	Performance	Parameters.	Assuming	that	the	output	impedance	of	the	preceding	stage	and	the	input	resistance	of	the	following	stage	Figure	13.2	0	188	D-C	and	Low-Frequency	Designs	Table	13.1	Amplitude	response	Transfer	function	Phase	response	db	Phase	lead	6	db/octave,	45°	G=K(1	+jwCR)
0	logw	w	=-.L	CR	10	1	w=CR	0	W=CR	db	0	1	0	logw	G	=K	(1	+	jwCR)	45°	45°/decade	Phase	lag	6	db/octave	90°	1	w=CR	db	0	Phase	lag	45°	G=K(I+_l	)	jwCR	20log	lO	K	1	w=CR	90°	logw	db	90°	20log	lO	K	0	G=K_l_	1+_1_	1	W=CR	log	w	jwCR	6	db/octave	0	1	W=CR	Frequency	Response	and	Stability	of	Feedback	Amplifiers	189	10	..c	"0	~I	l5	~	.~	20	Actual	response	~~	I	:::	b.O	.2	Errors	between
actual	response	and	asym	ptote	are:	30	0	(\J	1	when	w	=	2CR	error	=3	db	w=L	CR	error	=	1	db	CR	40	error	=	1	db	1	W=-	50L---------____-L____________	~	______________	~	___	Figure	13.3	100	---en	Q)	80	...::.....	The	change	in	voltage	drop	across	the	base-collector	diode	will	be	indicated	on	the	voltmeter	M	2	,	which	can	be	calibrated	in	degrees	centigrade.	18.5.	35-watt	Class	B	Design	............................
This	power	should	not	damage	a	I-watt	transistor.	206	16.1.	16.2.	16.3.	16.4.	The	Ideal	Amplifier	................................	C.	Kleimack,	H.	Equation	(16)	can	be	used	to	determine	the	transistor	rise	time	if	the	system	rise	time	is	known.	(OM'UMlN'''.l	'NVI.n.	("IG"-~PI!ED	,NVIIII.)	f	,;	'N~'	~OO"'-":'-"-"	20	.....	Record,	part	III,	pp.	A	test	socket	made	of	Teflon®	is	desirable.	It	is	also	a	function	of	the	amount	of
turn-on	current.	The	measurement	of	Ihfel	at	frequencies	above	30	mc	and	below	1,500	mc	is	often	made	using	a	General	Radio	transfer	function	and	immittance	bridge,	type	1607-A.	(See	Figure	1.)	1.	105,	part	B,	pp.	Breakdown	voltages	are	measured	at	a	specified	current	level	which	is	set	high	enough	to	be	in	the	constant-voltage	region	of	the	breakdown	characteristic.	Also	Proc.	This	circuit	will
measure	BVOER,	but	it	may	damage	the	transistor	because	of	excessive	power	dissipation.	This	time	is	measured	from	the	50%	point	of	the	incoming	waveform	to	the	50%	point	of	the	outgoing	waveform.	The	Practicable	Amplifier.	B.:	Characteristics	of	Silicon	Epitaxial	Transistors,	Solid-State	J.,	vol.	Ditrick:	Design,	Construction,	and	High-frequency	Performance	of	Drift	Transistors,	RCA	Rev.,	vol.	88,
p.	E.:	Designing	High-power	Transistor	Oscillators,	Electronics,	vol.	5.4	permits	the	use	ofa	peak-to-peak	VTVM,	measuring	the	voltage	drop	across	R.	12.1.	CRITERIA	FOR	OSCILLATION	It	will	be	helpful	to	examine	some	of	the	basic	concepts	of	a	sine-wave	oscillator.	The	shift	of	RE	from	R3	to	zero	will	decrease	stability,	and	the	change	of	RB	from	(rSI	+	RB)	to	(rSI	+	rn	will	do	so	if	r,j>	R	B.	A:	A
PNP	High-frequency	Silicon	Transistor,	J.	Circuit	Analysis	..................................	209-215,	Editions	Chiron,	Paris,	1961.	Maxtmum	mput	SIgnal.	First,	wideband	transformers	having	very	low	leakage	inductances	and	very	low	interwinding	capacitances	are	expensive.	During	the	past	few	years,	how-	ever,	a	number	of	new	types	of	transistors	made	by	the	diffusion	technique	have	become	available,	with	a
wide	variety	of	descriptive	names	such	as	mesa	and	planar;	and	more	recently,	the	epitaxial	type	of	transistor	has	been	introduced.	1875-1876,	November,	1958.	gain	____________	l'y--Response	I	without	feedback	"	:	\	I	"	\	3-db	frequency	of	rmp,	without	feedback	o	I	logw	w	=	C21R	2	hie	(b)	Figure	13.8	+	!:,hRL	14	Operational	Amplifiers	By	the	use	of	feedback	elements,	certain	amplifiers	may	be	made
to	produce	an	output	which	is	proportional	to	the	algebraic	sum,	the	time	derivative,	the	integral	with	respect	to	time,	or	simply	a	multiple	of	the	input	signal	voltage	or	other	mathematical	operations.	106,	pp.	Slower	rates,	however,	may	be	possible.	11.3.	V	BE	VB	Typical	YFE	curve.	The	following	equations	and	discussion	will	detail	the	interrelation	of	these	parameters	with	the	previously	defined
parameters.	C.,	and	A.	Leakage	Currents.	 يساسألا 	 طبارلا 	 بولطم 	 4.33	Figure	CHJ	57	Parameters	and	Quantities	Transistor	of	Nature	degree	joules/centigrade	,	CH	capacitance,	Thermal	pp.	II,	part	1959;	April,	17-23,	Fig.	in	shown	modulator	ring	so-called	the	in	as	switches,	diode	use	to	modified	be	can	1O.la	.	Tr.	..'	ivision	nents	Cem	-	ucter	n	Semic	lATE	INCII'	INSTRUMENTS	TEXAS	of	Staff	Engineering	The	ليجستلا
for	heat	power	flow,	with	distributed-rather	than	lumped-parameters.	1761-1772,	December,	1954.	Polster:	Some	Advances	in	Transistor	Modulators	for	Precise	Measurement,	Proc.	Hall,46	G.	The	instantaneous	power	released	at	the	junction	depends	upon	the	instantaneous	110	D-C	and	Low-Frequency	Designs	C	HJ	Figure	7.7	values	of	ia,	VaE,	iE,	and	VEE.	9.9.	PERFORMANCE	TEST	CIRCUITS
Verification	of	performance	parameters	is	usually	necessary	after	the	regulator	has	been	designed.	During	one	stage	of	the	growth	cycle,	the	crystal	contains	a	predominance	of	P-type	impurities,	whereas	during	the	other	stage	of	the	cycle,	N-type	impurities	dominate,	resulting	in	a	crystal	from	which	NPN	transistors	can	be	cut.	Franklin,	C.	In	scientific	literature,	a	drift	transistor	refers	to	a	type	of
transistor	having	a	nonuniform,	or	graded,	base	region	so	that	high-frequency	response	is	improved	relative	to	a	similar	uniform-base	structure.	Descriptive	information	concerning	a	letter	symbol	may	be	added	in	parentheses	after	the	secondary	symbol	but	on	the	same	level	as	the	primary	symbol.	5.4.	HIGH-FREQUENCY	MEASUREMENTS	Measurements	Using	Commercial	Test	Equipment.	In	each
of	these	three	classical	methods	of	fabrication,	the	three	regions	of	the	transistor-emitter,	base,	and	collector-generally	are	of	uniform	resistivity.	_	$''''''''	\	,	'	1'00.	1161-1165,	June,	1958.	Another	method	of	computing	gain,	which	is	simpler	but	somewhat	less	accurate,	is	to	determine	j(max)	from	its	relationship	to	Jr	and	jb.	Alternatively,	this	may	be	considered	as	an	intrinsic-region	transistor,	for
example,	NPIN,	if	the	original	semiconductor	wafer	is	of	very	high	resistivity.40	PLANAR	TRANSISTOR.	(Approved	by	~EMA	as	a	~EMA	Standard	on	9.'29/60)	ELECTRONIC	INDUSTRIES	ASSOCIATION	STANDARD	R8-245	NATIONAL	ELECTmCAL	MANUFACTURERS	ASSOCIATION	PUBUCATION	No.	SK	53	-	1961	COPfdght	1961	by	EI""tronic	Ind~,t~ie"	A,"oel~l;"n	Bnd	N	..tion.l	ElectriC,,]
Manuf.ctu,..,.o	A.."';o.tI,,n	Price	$.80	OJ	Formulated	by	JEDEC	Semiconductor	Device	Council	JEDEC	RECOMMENDED	LETI'ER	SYMBOLS	AND	ABBREVIATIONS	FOR	SEMICONDUCTOR	DATA	SHEETS	AND	SPECIFICATIONS	(This	Standard	was	formulated	under	the	cognizance	of	JEDEC	Committee	JS-12	on	Military	Specifications)	INTRODUCTION	This	list	of	recommended	letter	symbols	and
abbreviations	is	the	result	of	work	of	JS-12,	Committee	on	Military	Specifications.	Both	rectangular	and	circular	cross	sections	have	been	employed,	as	illustrated	by	Fig.	The	phase-gain	characteristics	must	allow	for	a	strong	negative-feedback	loop	around	the	amplifier.	Here	a	generator	forces	a	power	flow,pJ,	through	a	network	ofthermal	capacitances	and	resistances,	creating	a	temperature
differentialI:l.TJ_A	•	The	thermal	circuit	of	Fig.	143150.	Thus,	the	gain	A	=	(2	X	106)/105	=	-20,	and	the	input	impedance	Zi	=	100	kilohms.	L.,	and	J.	Test	Test	transistor	20	db	amplifier	and	1,000N	filter	Cal	0.1	mv	0.001	/.If	0.001	/.If	1K	1%	Vc	Fig.	The	recommended	readout	meter	is	a	Ballantine	310A	or	equivalent.	V(in)	Temperature	coefficient	F,	(36)	aE(in)=o	This	section	discusses	methods	used	to
predict	the	performance	of	regulators.	40,	pp.	Mamon,	M.:	High-voltage	Transistor-regulated	DC	Power	Supply,	Elec.	409	30.2.	Design	Examples	..................................	Collector	diffusion	capacitance	Cdc	varies	directly	as	the	collector	current,	and	effectively	parallels	C	TC	so	that	Cob	=	C	TC	+	Cdc.	The	magnitudes	of	these	quantities	give	an	indication	as	to	how	stable	an	amplifier	is	and	will	depend
on	the	application	of	the	amplifier.	714-725,	May,	1959.	A	pulse	width	of	300	J.Lsec	was	chosen	so	that	the	rise	and	fall	time	of	the	unit	under	test	would	not	be	an	appreciable	portion	of	the	test	cycle.	11.4b),	which	limits	the	overall	gain	of	the	stage.	15	,16	The	growth	rate	then	is	varied	in	a	periodic	manner	while	the	crystal	is	drawn	from	the	melt.	B.,	and	A.	ED-8,	pp.	td	=	delay	time	=	time	interval
between	the	10%	point	of	the	increasing	circuit	input	voltage	waveform	and	the	10%	point	of	the	increasing	collector	current	waveform	(refer	to	Fig.	Kleimack:	A	Double-diffused	Silicon	High-frequency	Switching	Transistor	Produced	by	Oxide	Masking	Techniques,	J.	14.2.	Chopper-stabilized	d-c	operational	amplifier.	General	Radio	transfer	function	and	immittance	bridge,	type	1607-A:	Frequency
range:	25	to	1,500	me	with	reduced	accuracy	above	1,000	me.	5,	26,	27	Alternatively,	if	the	original	wafer	is	of	the	same	conductivity	type	as	the	base	region,	then	the	emitter-base	junction	and	the	base	region	can	be	formed	as	described	above,	while	the	collector	junction	can	be	formed	as	in	a	conventional	alloy	transistor.	Low-frequency	Harmonic	Oscillators	183	The	nonlinear	element	shown	in	the
positive-feedback	path	provides	a	limiting	action,	so	that	the	transistor	can	operate	in	a	class	A	condition.	Measurement	range:	Capacitance	0	to	235	pf.	Early:	Characteristics,	Structure,	and	Performance	of	a	Diffused-base	Germanium	Oscillator	Transistor,	IRE	Trans.,	vol.	The	abbreviation	"0,,	is	usually	used	as	the	combining	form	for	the	word	degree,	for	example,	°C	for	degree	Centigrade.	9.5.
Filling	In	the	Blocks.	Measurement	range:	Capacitance	0.01	to	20,000	pf.	14.2	is	a	chopper-stabilized	amplifier	that	can	be	used	as	an	operational	amplifier.	To	obtain	a	pulse	source	with	enough	power	to	drive	a	BVOER	test	set,	a	pulse	generator	is	used	to	drive	an	emitter-follower	amplifier.	W.:	Temperature	Dependence	of	Junction	Transistor	Parameters,	Proc.	The	operating	temperature	is
considered	to	be	nearly	constant	for	this	example.	A	change	in	I	aBO	with	temperature,	for	example,	is	just	as	readily	amplified	as	is	an	incoming	signal.	The	term	harmonic	oscillators	may	be	applied	to	those	oscillators	which	are	operated	in	such	a	way	as	to	produce	a	reasonably	sinusoidal	output	voltage.	Kromer,	H.:	The	Drift	Transistor,	"Transistors	I,"	pp.	23.	If	R2	is	negligible	(~100	ohms)
compared	to	R1	(~10	kilohms),	then	11	is	proportional	to	E	g	/	R1	and	EBallantine	=	E	gR	2/	R	1.	This	is	defined	as	the	time	required	for	the	junction	temperature	to	reach	63.2%	of	its	new	steadystate	value	if	the	case	temperature	is	held	constant	and	the	power	dissipation	is	abruptly	increased.	13.4.	It	can	be	seen	that	the	phase	response	can	also	be	approximated	to	a	straight	line,	of	slope	equal	to
45	/decade.	5.26	and	5.27.	Two	or	more	symbols	printed	together	represent	a	product	(multiplication).	Determination	of	h	Parameters	.	delegates	to	the	International	Electrotechnical	Commission	were	consulted	during	the	preparation,	and	the	standards	adopted	by	that	group	are	in	close	agreement	with	this	list.	(real)	and	reE	(sat).	Therefore,	a	propagation	measurement	is	normally	made	across	an
even	number	oflogic	stages	as	is	shown	in	Fig.	At	first	glance	it	would	seem	that	response	to	direct	current	could	be	obtained	simply	by	eliminating	elements	which	restrict	lowfrequency	response,	i.e.,	capacitors	and	inductors.	4.26	as	being	2	Gc	for	the	2N1405	transistor;/c	is	given	by	(37)	The	frequency	fT	is	the	frequency	where	Ih'el	=	0	db,	or	can	be	extrapolated	to	equal	0	db.	Part	3.	The	unit	under
test	is	held	at	this	point	for	300	flsec	and	then	returned	to	point	1	where	it	remains	for	a	period	of	14	msec.	4	5	Nature	of	Transistor	Quantities	and	Parameters.	A	guaranteed	value	for	the	junction	time	constant.	This	collector	junction	capacitance	shunts	the	output	circuit,	and	in	this	respect	it	is	very	similar	to	the	plate-to-grid	capacitance	of	a	vacuum	tube,	and	limits	high-frequency	gain	in	exactly	the
same	manner.	Signal	input	1-5M	~nal	~ut	Switching	drive	input	Fig.	202-220,	RCA	Laboratories,	Princeton,	N.J.,	1956.	25	2.	12.2a,	since	the	input	impedance	of	the	emitter	is	lower	than	that	of	the	base.	It	is	therefore	the	manufacturer's	responsibility	to	present	extensive	design	data	in	the	simplest	possible	form.	12.1	should	be	zero.	5.19.	Beale,	J.	It	takes	time	to	discharge	this	capacitor	and	charge	it
to	the	forward	voltage.	The	resonator	acts	to	make	the	output	sinusoidal,	even	though	the	current	or	voltage	applied	to	the	circuits	may	be	highly	distorted.	Comprises	a	semiconductor	wafer	which	has	been	subjected	to	gaseous	diffusion	of	both	Nand	P-type	impurities	to	form	two	PN	junctions	in	the	original	semiconductor	material.	/	kT"A	1	VCE(on)	=	IBrE	+	-	-	In(3)	q	ai	kT"A(	1	-	a.a	n	)	--"----:;---=-
"...:.:"-.	The	chokes	Ll	and	L2	are	chosen	so	that	they	will	be	self-resonant	at	or	slightly	above	the	measuring	frequency.	Dacey,	G.	Definition	of	hob.	Thomas:	Diffused	Emitter	and	Base	Silicon	Transistors,	Bell	System	Tech.	19.6.	Design	Procedure.	R.	Moll:	Large-signal	Behavior	of	Junction	Transistors,	Proc.	Examples:	I,	V,	P.	1O.1a	and	b	must	be	modified.	This	method	or	a	similar	method	is	used	to
test	other	transistors.	lA,	in	which	the	semiconductor	wafer	is	etched	down	in	steps	so	that	the	base	and	emitter	regions	appear	as	plateaus	above	the	collector	region.	MELT-QUENCH	TRANSISTOR.	MICROALLOY	TRANSISTOR	(MAT).	An	example	of	the	first	type	is	shown	in	Fig.	45.	14.3.	47	K	13K	26	.	tr	=	rise	time	=	time	interval	between	the	10	and	90%	points	of	the	increasing	collector	current
waveform.	Skip	to	content	 ةخسنلا 	 نع 	 ثحبت 	 له 	PDF	 باتك 	 نم 	Transistor	Circuit	Theory	and	Design	 ملقب 	by	author	John	Franklin	Pierce ةخسنلا 	 انيدل 	 ،ظحلا 	 نسحل 	pdf	؟	 يف 	 انب 	 صاخلا 	 رفريسلا 	 ىلع 	mutanahas.xyz.	4	In	their	circuit,	a	low-level	constant-current	switching	drive	serves	to	balance	the	diode	forward	impedances.	10,	11	DOUBLE-DIFFUSED	EPITAXIAL	MESA	TRANSISTOR.	,	10.4.	Photodiodes	and	Photo	transistors	.	34.6.	Practical	Circuits	.................................	223
227	.	463	463	467	470	473	Switching-mode	Motor	Control.	Thermal	resistance,	0,	centigrade	degrees/watt	Capacitance,	farads	............	Record,	vol.	7	21	26	27	59	D-C	Measurements.	To	ensure	that	even	the	lowest	beta	unit	is	driven	into	saturation,	an	excess	of	base	current	should	be	used.	105	7.1.	Establishing	the	Quiescent	Operating	Point.	To	obtain	Jr,	the	Ih'el	response	with	frequency	is	usually
extrapolated	at	6	db/octave	to	Ih'el	=	1	from	a	measurement	at	which	Ih'el	=	2.	Kolb:	Rate-grown	Germanium	Crystals	for	High-frequency	Transistors,	J.	19.4.	Single-stage	vs.	One	com0	,	0	,	0	Rising	and	falling	responses	at	6	db/octave	cancel	and	level	response	20	log	Au	I	I	I	log	frequency	w=_l_	C1R1	(.oJ	=	hfeRl	+	Ro+	hie	C1(Ro+hie)R1	Figure	13.6	Frequency	Response	and	Stability	of	Feedback
Amplifiers	191	I	I	I	I	I	I	I	'-	12	db/octave	I	I	I	I	I	I	I	log	frequency	Figure	13.7	monly	used	method	of	stabilizing	is	the	dominant-lead	technique.	Examples:	hIB'	rb,	Ztb,	y".	For	example,	a	linear	amplifier	requiring	good	stability	would	require	a	gain	and	phase	margin	of	at	least	10	db	and	50	respectively,	but	a	pulse	amplifier	of	limited	bandwidth,	in	order	to	have	a	good	transient	response,	would	require
less	than	this.	Germanium	diodes	shunting	the	emitter-base	diode	can	reduce	the	reverse	bias	VBE(off).	Examples:	hi.	Chaplin,	G.	Pankove,	and	L.	20-23,	April,	1957.	A	transistor	made	by	combining	diffusion	techniques	and	the	double-doped	process.1	9	In	this	case,	suitable	N-	and	P-type	impurities	are	added	simultaneously	to	the	melt	during	the	course	of	growing	the	crystal.	0.1	75v	disk	12	Low-
frequency	Harmonic	Oscillators	The	principle	of	oscillator	circuits	using	vacuum	tubes	is	well	known,	and	a	number	of	the	techniques	which	apply	to	vacuum-tube	circuits	are	applicable	to	transistor	circuits.	28.	The	secondary	symbol	is	used	to	designate	special	values	of	states,	points,	parts,	times,	etc.	22.6.	Design	Example	...........................	10	Chopper	Amplifiers	10.1.	DESIGN	OBJECTIVES
Amplifiers	capable	of	responding	to	direct	current	or	voltage	present	serious	problems	to	the	designer.	For	example,	the	junction-tocase	temperature	response	is	shown	as	resulting	from	only	a	single	(h.c	and	a	single	C	HJ	:	a	useful	first	approximation.	lO.la	and	b,	respectively.	Conservative	resistive	equivalents	of	each	electrical	impedance	may	be	selected	in	a	similar	way.	The	transistor	is	inserted
and	the	amplifier	AR1	will	have	an	output	equal	to	the	forward	voltage	drop	of	the	base-collector	diode.	This	chapter	classifies	each	of	the	transistors	presently	available	into	one	of	five	major	categories,	and	describes	briefly	its	method	of	construction.	Roach,	W.	151-162,	July,	1951.	Single-ended	Stage	................................	volts	Figure	5.3	62	Fundamental	Considerations	!--	14	msec	-1	6{300P~	:
Constant	current	source	I	~	B	A	-U-	..rL.	Cob	Measurement.	The	meter	reads	directly	in	B	VOER	volts.	Although	the	ON	and	OFF	resistances	of	the	switch	are	degraded	by	these	additions,	this	loss	is	often	outweighed	by	the	decrease	in	noise	level.	Table	4.2	summarizes	the	analogy.	The	input	impedance	of	this	amplifier	is	equal	to	the	hFE	of	the	Darlingtonconnected	transistors	multiplied	by	R	L	.	If
each	of	these	is	stable	at	peak	junction	temperature,	the	circuit	should	be	unconditionally	stable.	Part	4.	Example:	i,	v,	p.	13.26-13.28,	McGraw-Hill	Book	Company,	Inc.,	New	York,	1956.	18.2.	4.0-watt	Class	B	Design	...........................	12.1.	Elements	of	an	oscillator	circuit.	For	a	fixed	value	of	collector	current,	the	meter	can	be	calibrated	directly	in	terms	of	hFE	.	5.2	for	an	NPN	transistor.	Levitas:
Fabrication	of	Multiple	Junctions	in	Semiconductors	by	Surface	Melt	and	Diffusion	in	the	Solid	State,	J.	Crawford	P.	EPITAXIAL-BASE	TRANSISTOR.	The	circuit	of	Fig.	227-236,	March,	1958.	0	0	0	,	Relationship	between	the	Transfer	Function	and	the	Frequency	Response.	The	accuracy	of	switching	time	measurements	is	affected	by	the	rise	time	of	the	test	system.	Here,	=	inductance	of	the	driver
transformer	secondary	=	d-c	resistance	of	the	driver	transformer	secondary	LP2	=	inductance	of	the	output	transformer	primary	rP2	=	d-c	resistance	of	the	output	transformer	primary	LSI	rSI	RB	=	RIR	2	/(R	I	+	R	2)	To	predict	very	slow	rates	of	thermal	runaway,	Eq.	(58)	will	be	satisfactory	if	()	=	()T	Re	rP2	RB	=	rSI	+	R!J	RE=R3	V~e	=	Vee	=	and	It	is	intuitively	obvious	that	if	runaway	is	sufficiently
rapid,	because	of	the	quick	change	of	currents	LSI	and	L	p2	will	present	high	impedances	compared	to	r~	and	Ri,	while	C	will	present	a	low	impedance	compared	to	(R3	+	RB).	5.21	can	be	used;	however,	extreme	care	in	the	circuit	layout	is	required	if	measurements	are	to	be	made	above	30	mc.	riepCiep'	76	Fundamental	Considerations	emitter.	Thus	far	we	have	explored	the	behavior	of	Eq.	(22)	at
very	slow	rates	of	thermal	·runaway.	=	Input	ripple	Output	ripple	Ripple	reduction	test	circuit.	10,	pp.	15-17,	March,	1956.	127-130,	July,	1958.	Thus,	the	amplifier	and	transformer	may	be	characterized	in	terms	of	Band	K2jro	=	A.	19.	0-1,000	ohms	Admittance	Y	i	.	Soc.,	vol.	Chopper	Amplifiers	173	vantages	of	this	technique	lie	in	the	increase	of	rit	and	possible	increase	in	I	CBO.	vB1	0	v':	I	OLow	I
y02[;B	RX	meter	OHigh	Vc	c	Fig.	If	00	>	ie	>	0,	Eq.	(64)	may	be	substituted	into	Eq.	(60)	to	give	J.-	>	(}T	(Vco	N	-	2MRT)2	-8NR	T	(65)	In	an	actual	circuit,	of	course,	io	may	never	reach	this	worst-case	value.	The	obvious	remedy	would	be	to	minimize	the	duration	of	the	mismatch	by	switching	very	quickly	with	a	square-wave	base	drive.	Miller,	S.	The	readout	meter	M	is	a	20,OOO-ohmjvolt	d-c	meter.
Good	temperature	compensation	may	be	had	by	making	one	of	the	base	resistors	temperature-sensitive.	Research	and	Development,	vol.	Design	Example	...................................	50-51,	October,	1956.	That	is,	Z(in)	~	RL(hpEQ1)(hFEQ2)	(2)	The	output	impedance	of	the	Darlington	pair	is	equal	to	the	generator	impedance	Ra	divided	by	(hFE	Ql)(hpE	(2).	It	is	also	useful	for	estimating	the	peak	tJ
encountered	in	voltage-regulator	designs.	Silicon	Transistor	Voltage	Regulator	Overload	Protection,	TI	Application	Note,	June,	1960.	2.	Webster,	W.	A	mismatch	of	VCE(on)	may	be	compensated	by	placing	selected	resistors	in	each	emitter	lead.	1	82	D-C	and	Low-Frequency	Designs	-E	Fig.	Luft,	W.:	Taking	the	Heat	off	Semiconductor	Devices,	Electronics,	pp.	61,	D.	222226,	April,	1959.	12.3.	Ql	is
operated	as	a	grounded-base	amplifier	with	a	very	high	collector	load	so	as	to	give	a	large	voltage	gain.	The	foregoing	circuit	is	used	for	different	transistors	merely	by	changing	the	constant-current	sources	to	the	appropriate	values	for	the	types	being	tested.	The	chart	shown	below	will	illustrate	this	point.	/I	r	VII	if	I	-1	V	."....-	-----	to-"	-2	~	-	I	E	=5	ma	I	IE	3ma	IE	2ma	IE	1	ma	-6	-4	-5	-7	VeE'
collector·emitter	voltage,	volts	-3	IYtel.	A	transistor	made	by	epitaxially	depositing	a	base	region	of	one	conductivity	type	upon	a	collector	region	of	the	opposite	conductivity	type.	Examples:	i"	I,.	The	following	list	indicates	the	parameters	measured	and	the	frequency	range	used	with	each	piece	of	test	equipment:	1.	--O.sma	(oI1tdo,.(mitmSaIIlfGfian	V,,,",,	Ie'	-lOma;l.	The	use	of	this	table	may	be
illustrated	by	the	V(in)	R	following	section	of	a	transistor	circuit	(Fig.	S.:	Fused	Impurity	p-n-p	Junction	Transistors,	Proc.	The	pulse	output	from	the	amplifier	is	used	to	drive	a	constant-current	regulator	(Fig.	E.,	and	E.	D-C	Characteristics.	circuits.	This	use	occurs	most	frequently	in	mathematical	equations	(and	specifications).	The	capacitance	between	the	collector	and	base	(Cob)	consists	of	two
parameters,	a	collector	transition	capacitance	and	a	collector	diffusion	capacitance.	8,	1960.	A.,	JT.:	50	Watt	Silicon	Diffused	Power	Transistor,	IRE	WESCON	Conv.	Diffusion	ofimpurities	can	take	place	from	within	the	crystal,5	or	through	the	surface	from	an	external	source;6,	7	the	latter	process	generally	is	termed	gaseous	diffusion.	B.,	and	F.	In	order	to	produce	a	flow	of	electric	charge	(coulombs)
from	one	point	to	another,	a	difference	in	electrostatic	pressure	(voltage)	must	exist.	The	readout	meter	should	have	a	50-ohm	termination	and	a	direct-reading	decibel	scale,	and	should	be	capable	of	operating	over	the	desired	frequency	range.	~	RC	Time-base	Generators	..........................	J.,	vol.	A	bridge	oscillator	in	one	of	its	simplest	forms	is	shown	in	Fig.	Figure	10.3	is	an	equivalent	circuit	of	the
resistances	which	determine	a	diode's	behavior.	Also	used	to	measure	Cob,	Cil»	and	CTE	at	1	me.	14.	,	.......	...................................	463	36.1.	36.2.	36.3.	36.4.	36.5.	37	433	435	436	436	436	438	446	Inverters	...............................................	ID	178	D-C	and	Low-frequency	Designs	r------..	A	block	diagram	of	a	feedback	oscillator	is	given	in	Fig.	This	determines	the	base	current,IB	,	at	a	specified	collector
current,	Ie,	and	collector-to-emitter	voltage,	VeE.	It	is	desirable	to	use	at	least	one	range	higher	than	the	lowest	range	of	the	meter,	since	this	will	allow	a	-	db	reading.	Engrs.,	vol.	18-21,	September,	1956.	R.:	Thermal	Considerations	in	the	Use	of	Power	Transistors,	Electronic	Design,	pp.	temperature	for	circuit	in	Fig.	Definition	of	VBE(sat).	Pankove:	A	p-n-p	Triode	Alloy-junction	Transistor	for
Radiofrequency	Amplification,	RCA	Rev.,	vol.	This	may	be	assumed	equal	to	the	maximum	permissible	storage	temperature	unless	the	data	sheet	makes	a	distinction.	is	50,000	times	smaller	than	e(in).	52-55,	Jan.	Fortini:	A	Coaxially	Packaged	MADT	for	Microwave	Applications,	IRE	Trans.,	vol.	2,	part	I,	pp.	29	39	51	55	58	Measurement	of	Electrical	Quantities	and	Parameters.	But	a	complete	analysis
would	seem	to	require	that	we	examine	Eq.	(22)	for	every	possible	combination	of	values	of	ie,	diel	dT,	and	r::ie	dT.	(lIIItnIfIIIinSwltdlIlg·SpetdIlllClStond.....(lIa'lllftl'lircuits5llow!l)	-DIIIIlyTiIllI	I	0.10	I	0.01	0.40	0.90	0.60	---F	,..	384	Complementary	Logic	Circuits	.	A	maximum	junction	operating	temperature,	TJ(max).	From	this	information,	hFE	can	be	computed	from	Ie/h.	riep,	Ciep,	r	oep	,	and	coep
Measurement.	Lowry,	H.	Intrator:	A	New	High-frequency	n-p-n	Silicon	Transistor,	1957	IRE	Conv.	The	capacitance	between	the	collector	and	base	of	a	transistor	can	be	determined	by	applying	a	high-frequency	signal	to	the	collector	and	measuring	the	current	passed	by	the	Cob	at	the	transistor.	26.	This	will	cause	the	collector	of	the	transistor	under	test	to	be	at	ground.	31.20	10=0	ma	KT	=0.0029
VI:>:;:;:	31.10	;}~.	Tanenbaum,	M.,	and	D.	S.:	Recent	Developments	in	Transistors	and	Related	Devices,	Tele-Tech,	vol.	The	slope	of	the	derating	curve	will	be	the	negative	of	the	reciprocal	of	the	thermal	impedance.	492	39.8.	System	Stabilization.	Thus	far,	the	epitaxial	technique	has	been	used	only	to	develop	transistors	in	which	a	thin,	high-resistivity	collector	region	is	deposited	on	a	low-resistivity
substrate	of	the	same	conductivity	type:	10-12	a	thin	P-type	collector	region	is	deposited	on	a	P+	substrate	for	germanium	PNP	transistors,	or	a	thin	N-type	collector	region	is	deposited	on	an	N	+	substrate	for	NPN	silicon	transistors.	No	license	is	granted	by	implication	or	otherwise	under	any	patent	or	patent	right	of	Texas	Instruments	or	others.	The	lowest	frequency	present	in	the	electrical	signal
will	usually	be	the	fundamental	frequency	of	the	Fourier	expansion	of	pJ(	r).	3.3.	Military	Specifications.	Vo	vs.	As	a	result	of	this	flexibility,	transistors	made	by	diffusion	may	assume	anyone	of	several	different	physical	appearances.	BIBLIOGRAPHY	Baldinger,	E.,	and	W.	Caruso:	The	Current	Amplification	of	a	Junction	Transistor	as	a	Function	of	Emitter	Current	and	Junction	Temperature,	Proc.	21	3.1.
The	Data	Sheet.	b.	The	phase	response	can	also	be	calculated	from	the	transfer	function,	as	is	shown	in	Fig.	The	rate	of	flow	of	charge	may	be	given	in	coulombs	per	second,	or	amperes.	Emitter	and	collector	contacts	then	are	made	to	the	base	region,	generally	located	approximately	midway	between	the	two	ends.	(In	normal	operation	these	quantities	were	r;	and	lEBO,	respectively,	but	inverted
operation	exchanges	the	normal	collector	for	the	normal	emitter.	That	is,	if	the	temperature	of	the	transistor	goes	up,	the	VBE	will	go	down.	A	variation	of	the	surface-barrier	transistor	described	above	in	which	suitable	N-	or	P-type	impurities	are	first	plated	in	the	etched	depressions	and	then	alloyed	into	the	P-	or	N-type	semiconductor	wafer.29	SILICON-ALLOY	TRANSISTOR,	OR	SURFACE-ALLOY
TRANSISTOR	(SAT).	Examples:	ic,	I	CMAX,	Ic.	Ie	max	(VARYING	COMPONENT	VALUE)	Ie	rms	(VARYING	COMPONENT	VALUE	Iemax	(TOTAL	VALUE)	Ie	Ie	AVG	(WITH	SIGNAL)	le	(INSTANTANEOUS	(NO	SIGNAL)	TOTAL	VALUE)	TIME	Figure	1.	At	the	high-frequency	end	of	the	frequency	response,	the	chief	causes	of	the	fall	in	response	are	high-frequency	response	of	the	transistors	and
transformers	and	stray	capacitances.	Transistor	Switching	Times.	Pritchard,	R.	t	164	D-C	and	Low-Frequency	Designs	ments	and	the	information	on	the	transistor	data	sheet.	This	is	called	positive	feedback.	Use	of	Period..	36.	Tulloch	J.	272	20.1.	Unilatera1ization	..................................	This	increased	current,	in	turn,	may	cause	increased	dissipation	and	higher	junction	temperature.	Data	sheets
published	by	Texas	Instruments	normally	consist	of	eight	sections.	5.23,	a	l-mc	signal	is	fed	across	the	divider	network	Cob	of	the	transistor	and	the	100-ohm	resistor.	12.3.	Bridge-type	oscillator.	RMS,	maximum,	and	average	(de)	values	of	current.	Parameters	measured:	Yib,	Yob,	Yie,	Yfe,	and	hfb	(requires	standard	adapters).	The	resistor	R	is	used	to	turn	the	transistor	OFF.	If	the	load	resistance	is
much	larger	than	Ro	(which	is	usually	the	case),	RB	~	R	o.	5.2.	PULSE	TESTING	Pulse	testing	is	used	to	minimize	heating	effects	that	might	change	the	parameter	being	measured.	Values	of	four-pole	matrix	parameters	(ratios	of	terminal	electrical	quantities),	or	other	resistances,	im	pedances,	admittances,	etc.,	inherent	in	the	device.	ALLOY	TRANSISTOR.	The	gain	(without	feedback)	must	be	very
large.	ALLOY-DIFFUSED	TRANSISTOR,	OR	POST-ALLOY-DIFFUSED	TRANSISTOR.	13.2.	The	transfer	function	of	the	circuit	is	as	shown.	_	mn	V.	Since	KT	is	the	slope	of	the	curves	plotted,	the	worst	KT	will	be	the	maximum	slope	of	the	curve;	since	this	maximum	slope	constitutes	only	a	very	limited	portion	of	the	curve,	however,	it	does	not	yield	a	valid	K	T	.	34.4.	Starting	.........................................
Pritchard	L.	10	100	1,000	10,000	Frequency,	mc	Fig.	Examples:	I	......	Peak	voltage	can	be	read	using	a	rectifier,	filter	capacitor,	amplifiers,	and	d-c	meter	as	shown	in	Fig.	10.7.	Practical	design	for	transistor	chopper.	This	generator	generates	a	positive	pulse	of	approximately	300	p,sec	duration	and	an	OFF	Figure	5.8	Measurement	of	Electrical	Quantities	and	Parameters	65	Figure	5.9	time	of
approximately	15	msec.	Kwap:	Semiconductor	Diodes	Are	Important	in	Design	of	Transistorized	Regulated	Power	Supplies,	Elec.	The	parameters	j(max)	and	maximum	available	gain	MAG	are	best	treated	together.	____	125	~1	____	150	~1	175	162	D-C	and	Low-Frequency	Designs	The	values	for	KT	were	found	by	KT	=	b.V/tlT,	where	b.Twas	-25	to	+	100°C,	or	b.T	=	125.	Hamm,	T.:	Equations	for
Designing	Transistor	Power	Supplies,	Electronics,	vol.	17,	pp.	1702-1706,	December,	1953.	Robertson:	A	Transistor	Utilizing	an	Epitaxially	Grown	Base	and	Collector	Region,	paper	presented	at	Electron	Devices	Meeting,	Washington,	D.C.,	Oct.	18.3.	7.5-watt	Class	B	Design	...........................	9.9.	Performance	Test	Circuits.	The	recommended	signal	generator	is	a	Hewlett-Packard	200CD.	Maximum
signal	current	and	voltage	are	set	by	the	usual	diode	limitations.	e(in)	and	eo	represent	the	input	and	output	signals,	respectively.	Q)	~	"E	~	0	6	..t:	E	E	E	E	..t:	E	E	~	0	0	f..-	00-	......	9.2.	D-C	Amplifier	Element.	19.5 .	 كدوقن 	 رفوو 	 ًاناجم 	 لفسالاب 	 ليمحتلا 	 رز 	 ىلع 	 طغضا 	 ~	:.l	i	f	«	(	r--I	51OQ~	~nn	I	J\/I	$l.lMLj~	K	4:l0	$	>11	\~I./	I	(	"'>',	standards.	These	1tD~	STANDARDS	OF	PURPOSE	II	II	12	..............	Voltage	and	Current	Direct	the	Selecting	.طقف
,~,	v'\LI~/j:J	+	2N498	I	I	UU	1	Output	10K	-48v	Chopper	amplifier	r-------------------------------,	I	I	C2	AT"	1°.G24hI	p.f	-	0.02	p.f.,...	For	our	purposes	this	circuit	may	be	rearranged	as	in	Fig.	If	the	regulator	input	voltage	has	A	%	ripple,	the	output	voltage	has	AF%	ripple.	TT	=	total	switching	time	=	td	+	tr	+	ts	+	t,.	413-417,	May,	1959.	(N	ote	that	this	is	the	distinction	between	the	diffused-alloy	transistor
described	above	and	the	post-alloy-diffusion	technique.)	The	collector	region	comprises	the	original	semiconductor	wafer.	Consequently,	many	d-c	amplifiers	change	the	incoming	signal	into	an	a-c	signal	to	be	amplified	and	then	rectified	to	form	a	d-c	output.	Also,	because	of	the	nature	of	the	push-pull	action,	the	reflected	load	impedance	must	be	included	in	Re	for	a	dynamic	analysis.	These	two	values
are	read	directly	from	the	dials	of	the	RX	meter	in	terms	of	resistance	and	capacitance.	Output	(responds	2TT	after	input)	(XI	=	inverted	alpha	(which	is	the	same	as	Oi.N	except	that	the	collector	and	WI	=	inverted-alpha	radian	cutoff	frequency	(which	is	the	same	as	WN	with	emitter	terminals	are	interchanged)	1	C(sat)	the	collector	and	emitter	terminals	interchanged)	=	collector	current	at	the	edge
of	saturation	1BX	=	1Bl	-	4.4.	1	hc(sat)	FE	=	the	excess	base	current	THERMAL	QUANTITIES	Heat	Flow.	TI	has	responded	to	these	queries	by	means	of	both	personal	communications	and	application	bulletins	having	limited	circulation.	BVOER	is,	therefore,	measured	at	current	values	near	the	maximum	operating	range.	I,	i	IB	Ib	ib	10	Ie	ie	lOBO	lOEO	ICEB	lCEX	ICES	IE	I.	10.2.	Ring	Modulators.	10
Fundamental	Considerations	6.	Freedman48	have	written	excellent	survey	papers	describing	the	methods	used	to	fabricate	transistors,	in	terms	of	the	metallurgy	of	PN	junctions,	in	considerably	more	detail	than	is	presented	here.	The	readout	method	shown	in	Fig.	In	this	test	circuit,	the	pulses	from	the	pulse	generator	are	amplified	by	the	pulse	amplifier.	OlllPUT	tH'30?	Berlin	J.	32,	pp.	Control
Stage.	From	Eq.	(38),	using	the	common-emitter	configuration,	(39)	Nature	of	Transistor	Quantities	and	Parameters	51	The	following	relationships	are	valid	at	frequencies	approachingfimax):	(40)	(true	only	for	germanium)	I	and	(41)	(42)	roep	=	27TfTCc	Substituting	Eqs.	But	for	most	purposes,	the	effect	of	power	transients	on	junction	temperature	may	be	approximated	with	this	linear	thermal	circuit
using	the	familiar	techniques	of	electrical	transient	analysis.	Schmitt	Trigger	....................................	11.5a,	a	transistor	is	176	AGC	of	Audio	Circuits	Input	177	Output	Figure	11.1	j	~f	f	~	s;:"	-	Control	current	Figure	11.2	Ic	VB	-	V	AGC	I	VCE	h	FE	·	L	VB	Rs	(a)	l'AGc---1	(b)	Fig.	Since	there	is	some	finite	difference	between	turn-on	time	(tON	=	td	+	tr)	and	turn-off	time	(IOFF	=	ts	+	t,),	the	propagation
time	varies	depending	on	whether	the	logic	stage	is	turning	ON	or	turning	OFF.	ROE	is	the	collector-to-emitter	ohmic	leakage	resistance.	For	the	latter	purpose,	PJ(marc)	is	taken	to	be	the	maximum	steady-state	Vasla	product	to	be	met	in	normal	operation,	while	pJlpeak)	is	the	peak	instantaneous	VaEia	product	that	might	be	imposed	by	a	transient	condition.	4,	pp.	(Reverse	all	polarities	for	PNP
transistor	measurement.)	The	-	V	CB	source	should	have	fairly	high	resistance	so	that	a	shorted	unit	will	not	take	out	the	power	supply.	The	RX	meter	circuit	board	details	are	shown	in	Figs.	5.4.	Voltage	waveshapes	as	a	function	of	time.	When	ro	is	known,	then	the	correct	turns	ratio	of	the	transformer	can	be	determined.	An	intrinsic-region	transistor,	e.g.,	PNIP,	also	can	be	made	by	a	variation	of	this
process.	9.19).	v	Fundamental	Considerations	Classification	of	Junction	Transistors	.	Measurement	of	this	sort	is	often	used	to	guarantee	a	minimum	breakdown	voltage.	C.,	and	C.	Lee,	C.	1	2	3	QUANTITY	LETTER	SYMBOL	UNIT	OF	MEASUREMENT	ABBREVIATION	Current	Voltage	Resistance	Capacitance	Inductance	Time	Temperature	I,	i	V,	vor	E,	e	R,r	C,c	L	(upper-case	only)	t	(lower-case	only)	T
(upper-case	only)	Amper€'	Volt	Ohm	Farad	Henry	Second	Degree	AMP,	amp	or	A,	a'	V,v	OHM,	ohm	or	n'	F,f	H,h	SEC,	sec	DEG,deg'	I	The	abbreviation	A	or	a	is	used	with	the	metric	system	of	multiplier	prefixes,	for	example,	J.l.A	or	J.&a	for	microampere.	However,	the	deposited	epitaxial	film	may	be	of	a	different	material	from	that	of	the	substrate.	13581360,	November,	1952.	Figures	1O.6a	and	b	are
simple	transistorized	examples	of	Fig.	A	change	in	tJ	results	in	a	change	in	ia.	Definition	of	QB	QB	=	total	stored	base	charge	=	Qs	+	Qsx	where	Qs	=	stored	base	charge	at	the	edge	of	saturation,	and	Qsx	=	excess	stored	base	charge	due	to	saturation.	11.2.	In	many	cases	the	base-emitter	diode	of	the	transistor	is	used	for	rectification,	which	results	in	a	saving	of	components	at	the	expense	of	power
gain.	If	a	transistor	is	to	avoid	thermal	runaway,	the	rate	at	which	heat	released	at	the	junction	increases	with	a	rise	in	junction	temperature	must	not	exceed	the	rate	at	which	the	amount	of	power	which	can	be	dissipated	changes	as	the	temperature	changes.	Primary	Design	Considerations	.....................	Thus,	for	a	particular	leQ,	the	no-signal	state	imposes	a	more	stringent	stability	requirement	than
do	high-frequency	signals.	17.1.	17.2.	17.3.	17.4.	17.5.	17.6.	18	Distortion	.......................................	53-56,	June,	1959.	IUCYRleAL	CHARACTERISTICS	AT	25°C	AMBIENT	TEMPERATURE	(unless	otherwise	notedt	COMPLIMENTARY	CUR.IiNT-MODI	SWJTCHES	(TYPt(Al	NON·SATURATING	SWITCH	CASCADE	CAPAIU	OF	OPfilATION	AT	A	3..,c	RATtI	'AlAME1P	AND	11S1	CONDItiONS	IclC	lno	BVelO
~	Vel	-25¥;l	c	0	Emitter	lenne	Current	Vu	-2Sv;le	0	(OUerto,-IOII	Ie	INPUT	'.	This	approach	is	used	in	magnetic	and	in	dielectric	amplifiers.)	Typical	circuits	used	to	change	an	incoming	signal	from	direct	to	alternating	current	are	shown	in	Fig.	Shaping	the	Frequency	Response	to	Ensure	Stability	against	Oscillation.	9.8.	Performance	Analysis	by	Inspection.	Zimmerman:	Microalloy	Transistor,	IRE
Trans.,	vol.	The	ratio	hrb	is	defined	as	the	small-signal	value	of	the	open-circuit	reverse	voltage	transfer	ratio.	33,	pp.	Parameters	measured:	Yib,Yob,Yie,	and	yoe	(requires	the	building	of	adapters).	23-24,	January,	1956.	157-192,	June,	1957.	Moreover,	the	use	of	diffusion	techniques	makes	it	possible	to	provide	nonuniform	emitter,	base,	and	collector	regions	in	such	a	manner	as	to	provide	better
transistor	electrical	characteristics	than	are	obtainable	from	the	classical	designs	of	uniform-resistivity	regions.	Equation	(38)	permits	the	calculation	of	gain	from	measurements	of	input	and	output	resistance	and	current	gain.	1.4).	The	amplifier	must	have	either	a	very	low	output	impedance	and	very	high	input	impedance,	or	vice	versa.	hFE	Pulse	Testing.	The	mid-band	gain	of	the	amplifier	should	be
centered	about	the	chopping	or	carrier	frequency	and	should	have	an	adequate	bandwidth	to	take	care	of	all	sidebands	that	are	produced	in	any	modulating	system.	Parameters	measured:	admittances	such	as	Yi,	Yo,	and	ho.	Johnson	R.	35.2.	Power	Amplifier	..................................	186	14	Operational	Amplifiers.	emitter	to	base	voltage	(instantaneous)	VEO	emitter	to	collector	voltage	(dc)	V..	DIFFUSION
TECHNIQUE	The	introduction	of	solid-state	diffusion	techniques	has	provided	an	additional	method,	capable	of	a	high	degree	of	control,	of	making	PN	junctions	and,	hence,	of	fabricating	transistors.	Law,	R.	5.15.	IBl	is	defined	as	turn-on	base	current	as	shown	in	Fig.	Texas	Instruments	has	found	four	items	of	commercial	test	equipment	which	are	convenient	for	quantity	testing.	The	eo	connected
through	Z,	tends	to	force	the	summing	point	to	maintain	a	small	potential	close	to	ground.	The	product	flh'el	has	been	referred	to	as	the	gain-bandwidth	product,	and	is	equal	to	Jr.	Figure	4.26	showsJr	as	330	mc	for	the	2N1405.	M~mum	?utput	.signal.	0	Table	13.1	shows	the	approximate	amplitude	and	c	phase	response	of	common	transfer	functions.	The	parameter	hte	is	used	at	Texas	Instruments
since	it	appears	to	be	a	more	universally	accepted	and	more	useful	measurement	than	hfb.	Since	these	call	for	a	modulated	light	beam	to	perform	the	switching	operation,	their	use	is	limited.	For	greatest	accuracy,	the	test	frequency	should	lie	about	halfway	between	Ihfe	and	the	expected	fro	fr	can	also	be	obtained	by	multiplying	the	numerical	measured	gain	by	the	test-point	frequency	if	this
frequency	is	well	above	the	upper	comer	frequency	(fhfe).	5	Transistors	Ql	and	Q2	are	turned	ON	and	OFF	in	unison.	If	the	diodes	are	balanced,	and	if	the	two	halves	of	the	secondary	of	Ti	are	balanced,	the	voltages	at	points	A,	B,	and	C	will	be	equal	when	there	is	no	signal	input,	and	no	current	will	flow	through	the	primary	of	T	z.	Although	it	is	simple,	the	disadvantage	of	this	kind	of	AGC	is	that	large
input	signals	will	result	in	distorted	output,	since	the	bias	point	approaches	cutoff	as	the	signal	is	increased.	However,	this	test	equipment	is	not	often	designed	for	testing	production	quantities.	--O.Smo	Ie=-	-lOma;I.""-4.2.5mo	le=	--IOIna;I.=--O.17ma	le-	-IOrna;I.~·--O.13ma	'undl-ThroughYoIl.·	(IIIIImOll-1otII	Ocrlput(opocitolK'	.	9.17.	F.:	The	Electrochemical	Diffused-collector	Transistor,	Proc.	S.	7,	pp.
The	capacitance	between	the	emitter	and	collector	leads	can	be	neglected	since	it	is	reduced	by	l/(h	fe	+	1)	at	the	collector-base	terminals.	The	thermal	resistance	from	junction	to	case	of	the	transistor,	OJ_O,	is	defined	as	the	collector	junction	to	case	temperature	differential,	IJ.TJ	_o,	per	watt	of	dissipation	in	the	transistor.	Sigler,	John,	and	S.	9	ACKNOWLEDGMENT	The	material	presented	here	by
no	means	describes	original	work.	o	_	J-O	-	IJ.TJ	_o	P	Figure	S.lS	Measurement	of	Electrical	Quantities	and	Parameters	69	I	I	I	I	I	I	I	I	______	..JI	SI	Figure	5.16	A	block	diagram	of	a	thermal	resistance	test	set	is	shown	in	Fig.	This	pulse	amplifier	uses	two	transistors	in	a	Darlington	connection	as	an	emitter	follower	(shown	in	Fig.	3.2.	Transistor	Numbering	Systems.	U	sing	selected	Texas	Instruments
type-601C	diodes	and	driving	from	high-impedance	sources,	Keonjian	and	Schmidt	have	deFigure	10.3	tected	signal	currents	as	low	as	10-	10	amp	at	room	temperature.	Time	is	required	for	the	emitter	current	to	diffuse	across	the	base	region.	Phase	information	as	well	as	amplitude	information	may	be	transferred	through	the	system	of	Fig.	If	this	is	true,	then	or	tp	=	tON	+	tOFF	4	2	Importance	of
Propagation	Time.	Most	of	the	work	in	epitaxial	films	to	date	has	consisted	of	depositing	a	layer	of	a	semiconductor	material	on	a	substrate	of	the	same	material-germanium	on	germanium	or	silicon	on	silicon.	Kestenbaum:	A	Developmental	High-frequency	Silicon	Transistor,	abstract	only,	IRE	Trans.,	vol.	D.:	Design	of	Transistor	Regulated	Power	Supplies,	Proc.	This	circuit	should	*	Negative	reading
indicates	inductance.	Wallace,	R.	A	variation	of	the	double-diffused	transistor	in	which	the	semiconductor	wafer	first	is	subjected	to	a	deep	diffusion	to	effectively	lower	the	resistivity	of	the	collector	region-e.g.,	to	form	an	NN	+	structure	for	an	NPN	transistor.	The	output	signal	is	the	product	of	the	error	signal	and	the	gain	of	the	amplifier.	1,000	l!')	N	0	I	"	~	~	:=:----.-x	~	xV(in)	=	70	volts	x	~	30.70	x
60	volts	x50volts	30.68	T=25°C	Ro=	~:	40	volts	x37.5volts	at	I:::"	V(in)	=0	30.66	I	I	I	I	I	I	I	I	50	100	150	200	250	300	350	400	10	,	ma	Fig.	Pulse	Testing	.	The	amplifier	A2	has	a	gain	of	one	and	will	have	the	same	voltage	as	the	capacitor	at	its	output.	......................	Angell,	J.	Also,	the	parameters	would	be	nonlinear	with	temperature.	24.	The	circuits	shown	here	are	only	a	representation	of	a	few	of	the
many	circuits	which	have	evolved.	Information	contained	in	this	book	is	believed	to	be	accurate	and	reliable.	In	some	cases	it	will	be	necessary	to	use	a	IOO-megohm	VTVM	on	the	most	sensitive	scale	(0-1	volt	on	the	Hewlett-Packard	41OB)	and	use	external	multipliers	to	avoid	loading	the	test	circuit.	A	few	of	the	discussions	are	addressed	to	the	tyro;	most	require	a	considerable	degree	of	engineering
sophistication;	all	have	proved	to	be	of	interest	to	our	correspondents.	16,	pp.	429	Bibliography.	11.1.	In	many	cases	the	low-level	amplifier	is	not	used,	and	the	input	signal	is	fed	directly	into	the	control	stage.	Accordingly,	EIA	document	RS-245	is	reproduced	here	with	the	permission	of	EIA,	to	assist	the	reader	in	interpreting	symbols	and	abbreviations	as	used	by	TI	in	its	technical	publications.	4.4.
Thermal	Quantities.	Phillips,	A.	1130-1141,	June,	1958.	A	typical	power	rectifier	can	consist	of	a	half-wave	rectifier	and	capacitance	filter	driving	a	d-c	amplifier,	as	shown	in	Fig.	The	ratio	of	voltage	to	current	measured	with	the	oscilloscope	will	determine	the	output	impedance.	H.,	and	J.	Hall,	R.	2,	pp.	Although	the	following	pulse	measurement	discussion	covers	a	particular	breakdown	voltage,
BVOER,	all	breakdown	voltage	measurements	can	be	made	using	similar	pulse-testing	procedures.	242-249,	1961.	(20)	In	many	designs	the	transistor	carries	only	d-c	and/or	audio-frequency	signals,	and	the	power-transient	peaks	do	not	exceed	about	one-tenth	second.	j(max)-Frequency	at	which	MAG	is	unity.	Loman,	and	J.	Such	designs	are	widely	used	as	building	blocks	for	analog	computers.	9.21.
This	form	of	device	(which	is	not	yet	commercially	available)	is	termed	here	the	epitaxial-base	transistor.	,	...	Middlebrook,	R.	This	current	regulator	is	basically	an	emitter-follower.	Typically	this	ambient	will	be	the	surrounding	air.	56-59,June,	1959.	Schmidt:	Ring-modulator	Reads	Low-level	DC,	Electronic	Ind.	9.18	and	is	designated	as	Ro	throughout	this	chapter.	Ifreadings	higher	than	100	or	lower
than	10	are	required,	these	may	be	obtained	by	changing	to	a	higher	or	lower	range.	10.8,	the	oscillator	drives	both	the	modulator	and	demodulator	so	as	to	Input	signal	Output	signal	Demodulator	Figure	10.8	Chopper	Amplifiers	175	keep	the	same	phase	relationship	between	the	two;	i.e.,	both	are	switched	at	the	same	time.	Gain	and	Output	Power.	Note	that	there	are	a	number	of	combinations	of
elements	that	may	be	used	to	obtain	the	complete	circuit.	Values	of	hfb	can	be	derived	from	h	fe	by	using	the	following	formula:	-hfe	hfb	-	1	+	h	fe	The	basic	test	circuit	for	hIe	is	shown	in	Fig.	8	Alternatively,	one	PN	junction	can	be	formed	by	diffusion	while	the	other	is	formed	by	one	of	the	classical	techniques,	or	the	entire	transistor-i.e.,	the	two	PN	junctions-also	can	be	formed	by	diffusion.	A	small
capacitor	will,	therefore,	give	a	large	time	constant.	For	the	estimate	to	be	conservative,	the	transistor	case	temperature	must	not	change	appreciably	during	the	transient.	Static	values	and	large	signal	values	of	parameters.	To	start	the	test	of	a	transistor,	switch	S1	is	put	in	the	position	shown.	Ql	and	Q2	are	the	active	elements	in	a	low-noise	low-level	amplifier,	designed	to	operate	with	a	source
resistance	of	from	500	to	50	kilohms.	N.	P.:	"Handbook	of	Semiconductor	Electronics,"	pp.	14	d.	145	9.1.	Comparison	Element.	Hoerni:	The	Planar	Transistor	Family	(in	English),	Colloq.	12.4.	Phase-shiff-type	oscillator.	B.:	"Junction	Transistor	Electronics,"	John	Wiley	&	Sons,	Inc.,	New	York,	pp.	Diffusion	Transistors	(Fig.	10.2.	RING	MODULATORS	The	circuit	concept	of	Fig.	Huffington	J.	4.30,	and	the
measured	time	is	divided	by	the	number	of	stages.	174	D-C	and	Low-Frequency	Designs	Figure	10.7	shows	a	circuit	which	employs	all	these	techniques.	4.4,	since	a	conservative	design	results	from	taking	CHJ	=	0,	a	good	rule	of	thumb	for	transistors	operating	within	these	limits	is	(21)	This	expression	would	apply	to	the	power	stages	of	most	audio	amplifiers.	Jl	Jl	Figure	5.12	Measurement	of
Electrical	Quantities	and	Parameters	67	Jl	Figure	5.13	The	pulse	test	circuit	used	at	Texas	Instruments	is	built	up	using	the	above	described	circuit	elements.	,-------,	~----~--~I~	I	I	I	~~I---.--~	Regulator	I	I	I	~----~--~I~	o~I----~--------~	IL-	_	_	_	_	_	_	_	....JI	Fig.	Drift	transistor,	commercial:	A	trade	name	for	a	diffused-alloy	transistor.8	DIFFUSED-ALLOY	TRANSISTOR.	Performance	changes	caused	by



changing	temperatures	can	be	measured	by	placing	the	regulator	in	an	oven	and	taking	measurements	at	the	desired	temperature.	360	26.1.	Transmitter.......................................	General	Stability	Criterion.	L.,	and	A.	272	20.2.	Mismatching......................................	A	leakage	current	is	measured	at	a	specified	reverse	voltage	applied	across	the	appropriate	terminals	of	a	transistor.	Similar	considerations
apply	to	(Jc-SCHC	and	to	(JS-A	CHS.	+20v	14	ma	12	ma	-20v	6.4	ma	8.7	ma	196	D-C	and	Low-Frequency	Designs	C1	e(in)o----_-----ir---------I	>-----	9.6.	Typical	Voltage-regulator	Design.	Offset	current	is	the	current	that	flows	when	the	semiconductor	is	reverse-biased.	One	feedback	path	to	the	emitter	is	broad-tuned	and	is	regenerative,	and	the	other	path	is	to	the	base	and	is	made	up	of	a	bridged-T
network.	5.7.	VBEwill	be	positive	for	NPN	transistors	and	negative	for	PNP	transistors.	Kaufmann,	P.,	and	G.	46-47,	October,	1957.	Library	of	Congress	Catalog	Card	Number	62-19766.	=	a	factor	which	is	approximately	I	for	germanium	at	room	temperature	T	0	and	may	vary	from	I	to	2	for	silicon	The	familiar	diode	equation	has	been	modified	by	a	factor,	/1..,	which	is	a	function	of	transistor
temperature,	current	density,	and	semiconductor	material.	V(in)	t.I(out)=O	(42)	Emphasis	is	placed	on	Eq.	(38)	because	V(out)	is	the	regulated	output	voltage.	1O.la	and	b.	14,	pp.	Short	words	are	not	usually	abbreviated	unless	their	abbreviations	have	been	established	by	long	practice.	A	phase-shift	oscillator	can	be	built	using	a	similar	circuit.	F.	E.	S.:	A	High-frequency	Germanium	Drift	Transistor	by
Post	Alloy	Diffusion,	J.	The	higher	the	turn'-on	current,	the	shorter	the	rise	time.	Miller	Technical	Publications	Manager	McGraw-Hili	Book	Company,	Inc.	Ebers,	J.	MAG	at	high	frequencies	is	then	determined	from	MAG	=	20	log	fimax)	(47)	f	4.3.	SWITCHING	CHARACTERISTICS	Definition	of	IBI	and	IB2.	Contours	of	constant	transadmittance,	14	/'	12	L	10	..c	""0	;(	8	6	4	I	2	o	/J	Fig.	20.	350	Design
Example	...................................	Ih{eIMeasurement.	VOE(sat)'	Ros	Pulse	Testing.	5.18.	1502-1509,	November,	1957.	169-171,	December,	1956.	A.:	Planar	Silicon	Diodes	and	Transistors,	abstract	only,	IRE	Trans.,	voL	ED-8,	p.	Pierce	G.	E.:	Part	I,	Principles	of	the	Surface-barrier	Transistor,	Proc.	253	19.1.	Negative	Feedback	.................................	78-82,	April,	1956.	Symbols	for	frequency	cutoff
parameters,	such	as	fhl'	for	small-signal	short-circuit	forward	current	transfer	ratio	cutoff	frequency	(common	emitter),	have	been	formed	to	provide	a	consistent	method	of	establishing	frequency	cutoff	symbols	for	other	parameters,	such	as	the	y's	and	z's.	It	is,	like	tr,	a	function	of	overdrive-in	this	case,	a	turn-off	drive.	Instead,	the	problem	may	be	analyzed	as	a	special	case	of	quiescent	stability,
where	10Q	is	then	the	average	value	of	the	collector	current.	The	second	requirement	for	satisfactory	operation	concerns	thermal	stability.	The	voltage	drop	across	~2	will	be	equal	to	the	reference	voltage	of	the	zener	diode	Vz	minus	the	VBE	of	the	transistor,	(4)	Jl	Output	Fig.	Then	base	and	emitter	regions	are	formed	as	in	an	ordinary	double-diffused	mesa	transistor,	and	the	collector-base	junction
area	is	defined	by	etching	a	mesa.1O-12	PLANAR	EPITAXIAL	TRANSISTOR.	8,	pp.	Note	also	that	the	former	BVEBO	becomes	BVCBO	in	inverted	operation.	Czaja:	Designing	Highly	Stable	Transistor	Power	Supplies,	Electronics,	voL	32,	pp.	The	effect	of	the	OFF	currents	may	be	minimized	by	selected	resistors	shunting	the	emitter-collector	terminals.	1709-1712.	208-229,	John	Wiley	&	Sons,	Inc.,	New
York,	1958.	This	generator	has	a	positive	pulse	output	of	approximately	300	p,sec	duration	and	an	OFF	time	of	approximately	15	msec.	Figure	5.22	shows	the	basic	voltage-divider	circuit	of	the	Cob	test.	small-signal	input	power	(common	collector)	large-signal	input	power	(common	emitter)	small-signal	input	power	(common	emitter)	POB	P	ob	large-signal	output	power	(common	base)	small-signal
output	power	(common	base)	PEB	Poe	large-signal	output	power	(common	collector)	P.,	POE	P	De	small-signal	output	power	(common	collector)	large-signal	output	power	(common	emitter)	small-signal	output	power	(common	emitter)	PT	PT	total	power	input	(dc	or	average)	to	all	electrodes	total	power	input	(instantaneous)	to	all	electrodes	R.	V(out)	I	b.	The	reference	diode	will	keep	the	voltage
constant	between	the	base	of	the	transistor	and	the	power	supply.	AV(out)	=	AI~R	+	AVBE	M(out)	=	hpE	AlB	Ro	=	M~R	+	AVBE	hpEAIB	II	=	V(in)	-	VR	-	I~R	Rl	Assuming	V(in),	VR,	R	l	,	and	RR	to	be	constant,	Ml	-AI~R	=	Rl	AlB	=	All	-	Ro	=	A	T	.:..l..l(out)	so	that	AIR	=	-AIR	RR+Rl	Rl	RlRR	hpE(RR	+	R	l	)	AVBER	I	+	-:-::-:-----:,:::::--=--:=---:M~PE(RR	+	R	)	l	+	Rl)	=	AI~PE(RR	Rl	Ro	=	RlRR	hpE(RR	+	R	l)
+	AVBE	AI(out)	If	the	load	is	nearly	constant,	AVBEI	AI(out)	-	0,	and	RoRlRR	-	hpE(RR	+	R	l	)	The	regulator	can	be	analyzed	as	a	voltage	divider	to	determine	F	by	inspection.	5.28.	As	a	result,	the	chief	advantage	of	this	type	of	transistor	is	generally	lower	reverse	currents	and	improved	d-c	gain	at	low	currents.	The	greatest	instantaneous	heat	released	at	the	junction	must	flow	through	the	thermal
impedance	to	the	highest	ambient	temperature	ever	encountered	without	raising	the	junction	above	its	maximum	rated	temperature.	Caton:	Precision	High-voltage	Transistoroverload	Power	Regulators	with	Overload	Protection,	Proc.	Carter,	J.:	Transistor	Regulated	Power	Supply,	Electronic	Equip.	T...	Switching	will	be	performed	by	a	signal	applied	between	the	base	and	either	the	emitter	or	the
collector	acting	as	an	emitter.	55-56,	July,	1959.	(The	width	of	this	passband	will	be	one	of	the	limits	imposed	upon	the	high-frequency	response	of	the	overall	amplifier.)	Switching	at	high	frequencies,	even	radio	frequencies,	is	possible	with	this	type	circuit.	Sparks,	and	G.	b.I(in)	=	gll	V(in)	+	g12	I(out)	b.	Luecke	H.	Electronics	and	Control,	vol.	Equation	(41)	shows	that	g22	has	the	dimensions	of
resistance;	Voltage	Regulators	+	r	~	r-------,	i	01	iI	V(in)	1~	'?	A	block	diagram	of	the	VOE(sat)	pulse	test	set	is	shown	in	Fig.	26,	1961.	W.,	O.	In	this	type,	the	alloy	dot	material	contains	both	N-	and	P-type	impurities.	The	chief	advantage	of	this	type	of	transistor	is	lower	saturation	resistance	and	lower	collector	storage	time	relative	to	a	comparable	nonepitaxial	device.	V(out)	I	b.I(out)	Regulation	factor
in	the	regu-	(34)	(35)	LIl(out)	=0	b.	The	minimum	value	of	(R	+	ro)	that	will	permit	oscillations	is	found	as	follows:	For	X	=	0,	el	Re1K	=	ro	+	Re2	=	--~----=Rl	+	R	ro	+	Rl	+	R	K2jro	But	K	=	ro1l2A1I2	or	Therefore,	Rro1l2a1l2	R	or	from	which	R	=A	+	ro	is	minimum	when	=	=	ro	+	Rl	+	R	ro	+	Rl	ro1l2A1I2	-	1	(3)	ro	+	Rl	R	+	ro	=	ro:rl.	360	361	362	365	Switching-mode	Designs	Switching	Design
Considerations	..........................	33.	Block	Diagram.	9.20	and	assuming	hFE	~	1,	RA	=	RI	F	RIre	+	hFEre	=	hFEre(RR	Assume	hFEre	~	RI	~	RR,	RR(RI	+	hFEre)	+	RI	)	+	RR(RI	+	hFEre)	so	that	F~	RR	RI	+	RR	The	preceding	steps	have	been	used	to	determine	the	approximate	parameters	by	inspection.	However,	the	epitaxial	technique	is	considerably	more	general,	and	it	is	possible	to	deposit	multiple
layers	of	different	conductivity	type,	to	form	epitaxial	PN	junctions.	7.2.	HEAT	DISSIPATION	Two	thermal	requirements	must	be	met	for	satisfactory	transistor	operation:	1.	Theurer,	H.	Thornton,	C	G.,	and	J.	ICAl"G,	I"....	7.2.	Heat	Dissipation.	Typical	leakage	parameters	measured	are	ICBo	(collector-base	leakage,	emitter	open),	ICEO	(collector-emitter	leakage,	base	open),	and	lEBO	(emitter-base
leakage,	collector	open).	26-31,	May,	1959.	Glover	J.	After	the	+	Vce	~-----oOutput	Input	C>----_---'\J\.JV___-::..-+-r	V(in)..r1....	B.:	Transistorized	Low-level	Chopper	Circuits,	Electronic	Inds.	Grown-	and	diffusedjunction	transistors	may	not	respond	well	to	this	technique	because	of	a	large	increase	in	the	inverted	rit	.)	10.3.	TRANSISTOR	CHOPPERS-PRACTICAL	CIRCUITS	Many	chopper	circuits	use	two
transistors	in	such	a	way	that	the	offset	voltages	and/	or	leakage	currents	appearing	at	the	switch	terminals	either	oppose	each	other	or	add	to	produce	a	constant	d-c	signal	into	the	amplifier.	These	pulses	are	integrated	by	R1Cl	and	then	read	on	the	meter	with	the	peak-reading	network.	Using	Fig.	124	8.1.	8.2.	8.3.	8.4.	8.5.	8.6.	8.7.	9	Sources	of	Drift.	5.10.	The	main	concern	is	the	choice	of	a
voltmeter	for	measuring	Ll	V(out).	70-73,	September	25,	1959.	192	D-C	and	Low-Frequency	Designs	w	=	--=--c=-=1----=--c	1	0r-______C2~(_Rrl+_R_2~)_____w_=__-Cr2-R--~2--------IO-g~w~	Slope	=6	db/octave	I	I	I	I	I	I	I	I	I	R2	201ogR	1	+R	2	(a)	20	loglo	V(out)	---V:-'	db	(in)	20	loglo.	Base	Bias	Circuits	................	Van	Nostrand	Company,	Inc.,	Princeton,	N.J.,	1950.	Stages	1	and	3	are	OFF;	stages	2	and	4
are	ON.	Notice,	however,	that	the	absolute	magnitudes	of	VOE(on)	and	of	IO(of{)	may	be	reduced	by	increasing	ai.	On	c	Cross	section	Top	view	Top	view	(a)	(b)	(c)	Fig.	Abbreviations	or	word	combinations	shall	be	used	as	such	and	shall	not	be	separated	for	use	singly.	000,.,	=:JCI	.....	v,(o_u_	t)	I	t.I(out)	=0	=	KT	=	__	b.T	KT	aE(in)	=0	=	F	=	b.	This	provides	a	quick	check	on	whether	a	given	set	of	limits
on	I	CQ	is	possible,	but	says	nothing	about	the	practicality	of	such	limits.	Rather,	what	is	important	is	that,	as	a	result	of	the	technique	of	diffusion	through	an	oxide	mask	used	in	making	a	planar	structure,	the	junctions	are	formed	beneath	a	protective	oxide	layer.	The	circuit	can	be	divided	along	a	line	separating	the	input	from	the	output	by	a	high-impedance	path	(dashed	line,	Fig.	4.29).	4.28.	ED-6,
p.	This	causes	the	collector	to	inject	a	charge	into	the	base	region.	When	this	occurs,	the	required	VeE	is	supplied	by	the	constant	voltage	supply.	Actually,	it	is	the	result	of	several	(J's	and	CH's	within	the	transistor	case,	and	it	seldom	follows	exactly	a	simple	exponential	function	approach	to	asymptote.	High-frequency	hr.	The	magnitudes	of	the	transformer	inductances	and	the	bypass	capacitor	-	-	-	-	-
-	-	-	-	-	-	-	-	-	+	vee	Figure	7.14	120	D-C	and	Low-Frequency	Designs	Figure	7.15	are	assumed	to	be	satisfactory	down	to	perhaps	20	cps.	In	order	to	use	transistors,	the	simple	circuits	of	Fig.	At	the	low-frequency	end,	the	fall	in	response	is	generally	due	to	coupling	and	decoupling	capacitors,	together	with	any	transformers	in	the	circuit.	47.	Gray:	Transistorized	Voltage	Regulator,	AlEE	Trans.,	part	1,
pp.	(Alternatively,	the	incoming	signal	may	be	caused	to	modulate	the	amplitude	of	an	a-c	signal	which	is	then	amplified	and	demodulated	to	form	an	output.	1.5.	Planar-type	diffused	transistor.	398	~M~ri~TI~~	30.1.	....................................	A	black-box	approach	shows	the	significance	of	each	performance	parameter	(Fig.	Williams:	Part	II,	Electrochemical	Techniques	for	Fabrication	of	Surface-barrier
Transistors,	ibid.,	pp.	i.	662-680,	May,	1957.	22.7.	Additional	Circuits	and	Performance	.................	\::0::.	.:~:.:=:::-s::-"	_	---.	Forward	AGC	.	The	input	impedance	of	the	amplifier	is	considered	infinite,	since	any	reactive	component	may	be	canceled	at	anyone	frequency,	and	the	resistive	component	may	be	considered	as	a	part	of	R.	9.14.	ED-5,	pp.	A	variation	of	the	rate-grown	transistor	in	which	the	rate
growing	is	performed	on	a	very	small	physical	scaleY	This	results	in	a	lower	thermal	time	constant	for	the	crystal-growing	system,	so	that	thinner	base	regions	and,	hence,	higher-frequency	transistors	can	be	obtained.	Inst.	An	amplifier	which	responds	only	to	a-c	signals	need	not	be	subject	to	this	cumulative	drift	error.	The	larger	the	turn-off	drive,	the	shorter	the	fall	time.	Adcock:	Transistors	by
Grown-diffused	Technique,	1957	IRE	WESCON	Conv.	18.6.	2-watt	Design	with	High	Efficiency	..............	=	~	~	...	The	ratio	h	fe	is	defined	as	the	small-signal	short-circuit	forward	current	transfer	ratio.	Figure	4.32	illustrates	this	analogy	as	it	might	be	applied	to	a	transistor	dissipating	a	constant	power	into	an	air-cooled	heat	sink.	The	waveform	from	this	pulse	generator	is	shown	in	Fig.	Stampfl,	and	F.
The	method	of	classification	employed	is	somewhat	arbitrary-	e.g.,	a	grown-diffused	transistor	could	be	classified	as	either	a	grown	transistor	or	a	diffused	transistor!	Accordingly,	a	cross-referencing	scheme	is	necessary	and	is	provided	here	by	means	of	the	chart	fronting	this	chapter	(Fig.	Bosenberg,	W.	That	is,	for	standard	conditions,	Ie	IB	<	hpE	(1)	When	the	transistor	is	saturated,	the	voltage	that
appears	on	the	base	is	called	the	saturated	V	BE,	or	VBE(sat).	Thus,	for	reliable	operation	the	circuit	must	be	designed	using	the	inequality	O.F.	>	IBlhPE(min)	(49)	IO(sat)	The	minimum	overdrive	factor	must	be	greater	than	one.	(	10	t	)	_	Vee	M	_	Veo	0.069310BO	wors	case	-	4RT	+	2N	-	4RT	+	+	0.0025/(RB	+	rB	+	R	E)	dhFBI	dtJ	(64)	providing	that	N	=I=-	f(i	o),	M	=I=-	f(ie)	and	RT	=I=-	f(i	e).	10.
EIA-NEMA	Standards	are	adopted	in	the	public	interest	and	are	designed	to	eliminate	misunderstandings	between	the	manufacturer	and	the	purchaser	and	to	8!'1sist	the	purchaser	in	selecting	and	obtaining	without	delay	the	proper	product	for	hi:!	particular	need.	5.16.	Van	Nostrand	Company,	Inc.,	Princeton,	N.J.,	1958.	The	maximum	change	in	output	voltage	will	then	be,	from	Eq.	(44),	tlVo	=
Fb.V(in)	+	RoMo	+	KTb.T	This	completes	the	design	of	the	typical	series	regulator.	45,	pp.	For	transistors	without	a	heat	sink,	()c-s	and	()S-A	merge	to	form	a	single	()C-A.	The	per	cent	regulation	with	respect	to	input	variation	is	given	by	F	X	100%.	To	understand	the	flow	of	heat	through	a	solid,	it	is	helpful	to	create	an	analogy	between	heat	power	and	electric	power.	This	crude	approximation	will
serve	to	indicate	whether	or	not	a	detailed	analysis	is	needed.	The	output	of	the	transformer	will	then	be	a	60-cps	signal	proportional	in	amplitude	to	the	input	signal.	Huflhines	J.	18.4.	lO-watt	Class	B	Design	............................	Each	set	of	diodes	acts	as	a	voltage	divider	across	the	secondary	of	T	i	.	32.	Transistor	switching	times	are	usually	measured	in	a	system	as	shown	in	Fig.	The	current	and	voltage
relationships	can	be	expressed	in	terms	of	g	parameters	if	the	regulator	is	assumed	to	be	linear.	.............................................	Variation	of	the	forward	transfer	characteristic	of	a	transistor	with	the	d-c	bias	current.	11.3.	The	transistor	is	normally	biased	in	the	active	region	and	the	AGC	voltage	tends	to	turn	the	transistor	off,	thus	decreasing	Yfe.	Subscripts	and	superscripts	are	not	used	in
abbreviations.	is	GROWN-DIFFUSED	TRANSISTOR.	Rittmann,	A	D.,	and	T.	If	a	single	transistor	replaces	each	switch,	the	collector	and	emitter	will	become	the	switch	terminals.	F.,	C.	Breakdown	Voltage	Pulse	Testing.	Measurement	of	Electrical	Quantities	and	Parameters	73	Parameters	measured:	Yi,	Yo,	Yr,	Yr,	Zi,	Zo,	Zr,	zr,	hi,	ho,	hr,	and	hr	for	all	configurations	(common	emitter,	etc.).	The	error
signal	=	-	eo/	-	A	=	20/106	20	MV.	7.8.	Transistor	Biasing	111	I	~:~	I	~~~_______A_P~'I	_________	Figure	7.8	Ifthe	loop	gain	around	this	network	is	unity	or	greater	at	any	frequency,	that	is,	if	IliCl	!ltJ2	!lpJ3	>	1	1ltJ1	!lpJ2	!lic3	=	(22)	then	thermal	runaway	is	possible.	A	letter	symbol	containing	both	primary	and	secondary	letters	has	a	unique	meaning.	11.4	and	11.5.	In	l1Aa,	the	input	current	divides
between	the	diode	resistance,	R	D	,	and	the	input	resistance	of	the	amplifier.	1,	pp.	1.2,	cut	from	a	germanium	crystal	that	has	been	grown	from	a	melt	to	which	suitable	impurities	have	been	added.	An	abbreviation	may	be	used	as	a	subscript	(secondary	symbol).	=20	.....	13.6.	The	phase-angle	diagram	may	be	approximated	in	the	same	way.	Measurement	of	Electrical	Quantities	and	Parameters	71
Definition	of	h	ib	•	The	basic	test	circuit	for	h	ib	is	shown	in	Fig.	This	leads	to	a	family	of	transistors	which	will	be	termed	here	epitaxial	collector,	but	known	by	a	variety	of	names,	as,	for	example,	diffused-base	epitaxial	mesa	transistor.	Lee	J.	Energy,	joules	Current,	amperes.	1	,2,*	This	type	comprises	a	rectangular	bar,	as	shown	in	Fig.	At	Texas	Instruments,	the	pulse-testing	technique	is	used	to
minimize	transistor	junction	heating	due	to	power	dissipation	during	the	test.	Bouchard,	J.	13.8	(see	next	page).	This	section	presents	a	general	discussion	of	Texas	Instruments	data	sheets,	detailing	the	information	normally	given	and	where	it	may	be	found.	Bridgers,	H.	The	AGC	action	obtainable	in	this	mode	of	operation,	without	introducing	serious	nonlinear	distortion	into	the	signal,	is	limited	to
about	20	db/stage.	Figure	5.5	shows	both	the	V	OE(sat)	point	(for	a	particular	I	0	value)	and	the	Res	line	on	a	typical	collector	characteristic	for	the	common-emitter	connection.	Williams,	A.	The	intention	here	is	not	to	discuss	these	parameters,	but	rather	to	show	the	basic	test	circuits	for	the	four	h	parameters	currently	being	used	by	Texas	Instruments	in	an	attempt	to	achieve	a	higher	degree	of
correlation	between	company	and	customer.	A	guaranteed	value	for	(JJ-c.	22.5.	Oscillator	Design	Procedure.	369	27.2.	Design	Example.	AR2	is	a	differential	amplifier.	475	Circuit	Example.	sur	les	dispositifs	a	semiconducteurs,	vol.	Primary	symbol:	The	letter	symbol	used	to	designate	a	quantity	or	parameter	shall	be	a	single	letter.	Kruper:	Transistor	Choppers	for	Stable	D-C	Amplifiers,	Electronics,	vol.
Abraham	J.	This	gives	a	parallel	combined	resistance	of	approximately	50	megohms	through	which	the	capacitor	must	discharge.	A	better	analog	would	show	many	time	constants	and	parallel	paths	Table	4.2	Electrical	term	Thermal	term	EMF,	volts	....................	22-27.	In	these	cases	the	time	constants	are	chosen	so	that	the	response	falls	at	a	maximum	of9	db/octave	as	illustrated	in	Fig.	Storage	time
is	a	function	of	hpE	and	the	turn-on	and	turn-off	currents.	Positive	current	convention	is	assumed.	39.	For	particular	values,	equivalent	resistive	networks	may	be	substituted	for	each	complex	impedance;	the	analysis	proceeds	along	the	line	of	Eq.	(65).	(64)	and	(65)	might	be	used.	BIBLIOGRAPHY	l.	010_0,'	::;":":':'~o,	SSOOA	"ty	o!:~;;c:;:	C,	••	_~~I~OL'~	•	'	....0.1_	E	.	It	can	be	shown	that	for	a
distortionless	class	A	stage	carrying	a	sine-	or	squarewave	signal,	the	average	value	of	(Vee	-	2ioRT)(M	-	ioN)	over	one	full	cycle	increases	as	the	signal	level	falls.	29	4.1.	D-C	Quantities	and	Parameters.	The	phase	of	the	output,	that	is,	whether	the	closing	of	Sl	produces	a	positive	or	a	negative	pulse	at	a	given	terminal	of	the	secondary,	depends	on	the	input	polarity.	The	pattern	of	recurring	inquiries
which	has	emerged	suggested	both	the	need	for	this	book	and	its	content.	496	xi	Part	Fundamental	Considerations	1	Alloy	Diffused	or	Post	Alloy	Diffused	(PADn®	r--	AII--'	L_~ita~I_J	Double-diffused	Mesa	or	Diffused	Emitter	and	Base	Double-diffused	Epitaxial	Mesa	Planar	Planar	Epitaxial	Electrochemical	Diffused	Collector	(ECDC)	Surface-barrier	(SBT)	1------1	Fig_	1.1.	Interrelationship	of	transistor
fabricating	techniques	and	transistor	types.	42.	36	.	Since	the	circuit	resistance	is	very	high,	particularly	on	the	BVCBO	tests,	the	VTVM	used	should	have	100	megohms	input	impedance.	A	Williams,	and	E.	In	this	connection,	R.	The	amount	by	which	the	phase	shift	is	less	than	360	at	the	unity-gain	frequency	is	called	the	phase	margin,	and	the	amount	of	gain	less	than	one	at	the	360	frequency	is	called
the	gain	margin.	K	T	-O.00268	ViC"	10=	250	ma	KT	=	0.0028	VICo	01~____~____~____~____~____~____~____~____~1	-50	-25	o	25	50	75	100	Temperature,	°C	Fig.	Whatever	impedes	this	flow	is	called	electrical	resistance	(R)	and	is	measured	in	electrical	ohms	(volts	per	ampere).	22.	The	a-c	voltage	providing	the	input	ripple	can	be	obtained	by	using	a	filament	transformer,	which	can	be	connected	to	a
variable-voltage	transformer	to	obtain	a	variable	input	ripple.	h	rb	=	dVeb	dv	cb	at	ie	=	constant	(13)	The	output	voltage	is	held	constant	in	this	measurement,	so	that	variations	of	input	voltage	will	give	a	direct	reading	of	h	rb	on	the	output	meter.	The	instantaneous	heat	power,	PJ,	generated	at	the	junction	consists	of	some	steady-state	value,	PJ,	plus	some	function	oftime,pJ('T).	Shortly	after	the
grownjunction	technique	was	introduced,	the	alloy	technique	was	developed;3	in	this	technique,	small	dots	of	indium	are	fused,	or	alloyed,	into	opposite	sides	of	a	germanium	wafer	of	suitable	conductivity,	as	illustrated	in	Fig.	163	The	regulator	as	a	black	box.	8	Fundamental	Considerations	of	the	surface-barrier	transistor	described	above	in	which	a	suitable	metal	(aluminum)	is	first	evaporated	into
the	etched	depressions	and	then	alloyed	into	the	N-type	semiconductor	wafer.	Monostable	(One-shot)	Multivibrator.	The	use	of	hyphens	and	slant	bars	is	avoided	where	practicable.	1642-1643,	September,	1960.	Christensen:	Epitaxial	Diffused	Transistors,	Proc.	1087-1089,	November,	1957.	The	load	variation	is	considered	to	be	small	enough	so	that	hpE	will	not	change	appreciably,	and	hpE	is	assumed
to	be	much	greater	than	1.	7.3.	Thermal	Stability.	298	21.1.	Transistor	Noise	Figure.	Part	1.	O.	will	be	small	compared	to	e(in),	and	the	summing	point	is	assumed	to	be	at	zero	or	ground	potential.	9.4.	Preregulator.......................................	33-36,	November,	1961.	-	n	Fnqutnty	N	~	~	~	~	~	,	"	1--O.l.5--IUO--O.40	~	~	~I.	The	breakdown	voltage	and	diode	resistance,	RR,	are	assumed	to	be	constant,	and
any	change	in	reference	voltage	is	assumed	to	be	caused	by	a	change	in	reference	current.	5.10).	Accordingly,	this	edition	is	the	first	of	a	series-subject	matter	will	be	selected	and	revised	in	response	to	recommendations	from	our	readers	and	as	required	by	advances	in	the	art.	Power,	watts	Resistance,	ohms	...............	)	breakdown	voltage,	collector	to	base,	emitter	open	breakdown	voltage,	collector
to	emitter,	base	open	breakdown	voltage,	collector	to	emitter,	with	specified	resistance	between	base	and	emitter	breakdown	voltage,	collector	to	emitter,	with	base	short-circuited	to	emitter	breakdown	voltage,	emitter	to	base,	collector	open	breakdown	voltage,	reverse	collector	electrode	input	capacitance	(common	base)	input	capacitance	(common	collector)	input	capacitance	(common	emitter)
output	capacitance	(common	base)	output	capacitance	(common	collector)	output	capacitance	(common	emitter)	emitter	electrode	small-signal	short-circuit	forward	current	transfer	ratio	cutoff	frequency	(common	base)	small-signal	short-circuit	forward	current	transfer	ratio	cutoff	frequency	(common	collector)	small-signal	short-circuit	forward	current	transfer	ratio	cutoff	frequency	(common	emitter)
maximum	frequency	of	oscillation	large-signal	average	power	gain	(common	base)	small-signal	average	power	gain	(common	base)	large-signal	average	power	gain	(common	collector)	small-signal	average	power	gain	(common	collector)	large-signal	average	power	gain	(common	emitter)	small-signal'average	power	gain	(common	emitter)	static	value	of	the	forward	current	transfer	ratio	(common	base)
small-signal	short-circuit	forward	current	transfer	ratio	(common	base)	static	value	of	the	forward	current	transfer	ratio	(common	collector)	small-signal	short-circuit	forward	current	transfer	ratio	(common	collector)	static	value	of	the	forward	current	transfer	ratio	(common	emitter)	small-signal	short-circuit	forward	current	transfer	ratio	(common	emitter)	static	value	of	the	input	resistance	(common
base)	small-signal	value	of	the	short-circuit	input	impedance	(common	base)	static	value	of	the	input	resistance	(common	collector)	small-signal	value	of	the	short-circuit	input	impedance	(common	coilector)	static	value	of	the	input	resistance	(common	emitter)	17	hi.	Since	a	gain	slightly	greater	than	0	db	is	necessary	to	establish	oscillation,	the	frequency	at	which	MAG	=	0	db	is	labeled	j(maxh	the
maximum	frequency	of	oscillation.	132-142,	Editions	Chiron,	Paris,	1961.	11	AGC	of	Audio	Circuits	Automatic	Gain	Control	(AGC)	of	an	audio	amplifier	consists	of	controlling	the	amplifier's	transfer	characteristics	with	a	d-c	control	voltage	that	is	proportional	to	the	input	signal.	Propagation	time.	12.6.	Simplified	schematic	of	feedback	oscillator.	484	39.2.	Description	of	System	.	The	product	of	a
thermal	capacitance,	CH	,	and	a	thermal	resistance,	0,	forms	a	thermal	time	constant.	"Transistor	Circuit	Design"	was	compiled	for	the	practicing	circuit	design	engineer.	9.8.	PERFORMANCE	ANALYSIS	BY	INSPECTION	I	f	the	regulator	circuit	is	simple,	the	approximate	performance	parameters	can	often	be	determined	by	inspection	(Fig.	Boonton	RX	meter:	Frequency	range:	0.5	to	250	mc.
Instantaneous	varying	component	values	and	rms	or	effective	varying	component	values.	Opp	L.	This	is	true	because	the	reflected	impedance	of	a	transformer	varies	as	the	square	of	the	voltage	ratio.	The	driving	amplifier	uses	a	differential	input	with	the	transistor	under	test	in	the	feedback	loop.	In	textbooks	and	technical	magazines,	the	use	of	italic	type	is	recommended	for	letter	symbols	and	letter
subscripts,	whether	upper	or	lower	case.	The	a-c	amplifier	associated	with	a	chopper	must	therefore	be	able	to	pass	a	band	of	frequencies	centered	about	the	switching	frequency.	74-75,	June	20,	1958.	A	CHA	0GI!	1!	B	::~=~~~::;;~e.ISINCIEASEDUNTIL	~®	.=	IliA	~	(ommon·Base	ItVtlrse-llas	Inpul(apadtalKl	'1u=-Sv;le=--O;f=-lmc	CIJnwnon.Iaw	Alpha-hloff	,............CI	pI	IS	DEnlMlNED	1'1'
MEASUIING	1HE	EMI".lI·IA5E	:E:II~	~	~	forward	(u",ntYronmrlatio	lise	nme	StorageTimI	flIlITimI	Total	Swikhklg	Time	'ruNCH·1HIIOUGH	~	n	I~	Ic""""'-IOma;VC1	-	-tv	DC	folWCln!turnn,T,	..5I«latio	Ie	-2OOma;	Yel~'	-{I.3.5v	lURNON	liM!	00	m...	30,	pp.	129-155,	Akademische	Verlagsgesellschaft	m.b.H.,	Frankfurt	am	Main,	1959.	In	either	circuit,	the	upper-frequency	response	of	the	overall	amplifier
is	usually	limited	to	no	more	168	Chopper	Amplifiers	0	Input	81	0	1	8:	i	Gput	Input	2	TI	:	169	c	82	R	Output	(b)	(a)	Figure	10.1	than	one-fourth	of	the	switching	frequency.	Conductance	99.9	to	0.1	mmho.	In	addition,	the	back	bias	which	turns	the	device	OFF	creates	temperature-dependent	leakage	currents,	while	the	base	current	turning	ON	a	transistor	or	the	light	turning	ON	a	photodiode	or
phototransistor	produces	more	stray	offset	voltages	at	the	device	terminals.	Owens:	Some	Transistor	Input	Stages	for	High-gain	DC	Amplifiers,	Proc.	Pankove,	J.	The	resultant	waveforms	for	an	NPN	transistor	in	this	system	are	shown	in	Fig.	_.	F	(noise	figure).	Messenger,	R.	Abbreviations	shall	be	used	only	when	their	meanings	are	unquestionably	clear.	It	will	detect	pulses	on	its	input	and	give	an
output	d-c	voltage	level	that	is	equal	to	the	peaks	of	the	input	pulses.	3	9	2	Device	and	Circuit	Symbology.	Voltage	Regulators	165	RB	is	the	parallel	combination	of	the	output	resistance	and	load	resistance.	In	this	case,	however,	the	active	area	of	the	device-i.e.,	the	area	of	the	collector-base	junction-is	defined	by	oxide	masking	of	the	base	diffusion,	rather	than	by	mesa	etching	(see	Fig.	...•	0."	0.10	....
h.b	h",	h..	Digital	Servomechanisms	.................	The	U.	21.	"	,	1/	e(in)	0-	..	4.31.	This	allows	a	simple	estimate	of	dhFB/	dtJ:	dh';'B	dtJ	~	MFB	!::..tJ	-	hFB2	-	hFBl	IJ2	-	IJ1	~	1/(1	+	hFE2	)	-	1/(1	+	hFE1)	(69)	IJ2	-	IJ1	In	general,	the	lower	the	average	value	of	hFE	over	a	given	!:l1J,	the	greater	the	absolute	magnitude	of	dhFB/dIJ.	12.4,	two	transistors	are	used	again,	one	(Ql)	to	obtain	high	voltage	gain	and
one	(Q2)	to	obtain	an	impedance	match.	Physical	substances	must	store	or	release	energy	in	order	to	change	in	temperature.	Finally,	it	should	be	possible	to	extend	the	epitaxial	technique	further	to	make	a	complete	all-epitaXial	transistor	by	epitaxially	depositing	collector,	base,	and	emitter	layers.	In	this	test	circuit,	the	pulses	from	the	pulse	generator	are	amplified	and	used	to	drive	the	current
regulator.	13.7.	Plotting	the	actual	response	curve,	it	can	be	seen	that	the	response	cannot	possibly	be	greater	than	12	db/octave,	and	by	careful	choice	of	W1,	W2,	etc.,	the	slope	can	be	controlled	to	9	or	10	db/octave	(Fig.	\I	-	~	-?-,	~	~	n	~	tl	:::.:	2	o	5	10	20	15	25	35	30	40	45	50	Ie,	collector	current,	ma	Fig.	34,	September,	1955.	A	Bittman,	W.	Design	News,	pp.	Hare,	and	J.	If	the	phase	shift	is	not
zero,	the	frequency	of	oscillation	will	Pi	.1	1	Amplifier	gain	=	I	GPi	1	Resonator	1~-.--~--~	Po	~----~--~	Gil	loss	P~	1Feedback	network	l	'--------------11	loss	PL'	1	1	Pi	+pr	Fig.	be	built	in	a	metal	box,	preferably	brass.	l.	storage	time	storage	temperature	1;,	19	pulse	average	time	thermal	resistance	6'_A	thermal	resistance,	junction	to	ambient	6'-0	thermal	resistance,	junction	to	case	VBB	base	supply
voltage	(dc)	VBO	base	to	collector	voltage	(de)	V""	base	to	collector	voltage	(rms)	v""	base	to	collector	voltage	(instantaneous)	VBE	base	to	emitter	voltage	(dc)	Vbe	base	to	emitter	voltage	(rms)	Vbe	base	to	emitter	voltage	(instantaneous)	VOB	collector	to	base	voltage	(de)	Ve•	collector	to	base	voltage	(rms)	ve•	collector	to	base	voltage	(instantaneous)	Vco	collector	supply	voltage	(de)	VOE	collector	to
emitter	voltage	(dc)	Vee	collector	to	emitter	voltage	(rms)	Vee	collector	to	emitter	voltage	(instantaneous)	VOE	(sat)	collector	to	emitter	saturation	voltage	VEB	emitter	to	base	voltage	(dc)	V..	Bibliography	...........................................	7,37-39	The	active	area	of	the	transistor	(the	area	of	the	collector-base	junction)	is	then	defined	by	etching	away	the	undesired	portions	of	the	emitter	and	base	regions	to
expose	a	mesa	(see	Fig.	Watelski:	Epitaxial	Techniques	in	Semiconductor	Devices,	SolidState	J.,	voL	2,	pp.	It	is	also	possible	to	combine	diffusion	techniques	with	one	of	the	classical	techniques	described	above.	The	BVOER	test	circuit	used	at	Texas	Instruments	is	composed	of	the	abovedescribed	circuit	elements;	a	block	diagram	of	this	test	set	is	shown	in	Fig.	4.27.	256-263,	July,	1960.	Memelink,	and
L.	For	class	B	operation,	however,	the	average	collector	current	increases	with	signal	level.	Phys.	The	VBE	of	a	transistor	is	nearly	constant	over	its	operating	range.	13.	J.,	J.	The	output	from	4	will	not	occur	until	a	time	equal	to	2TT	after	the	input	is	applied	to	stage	1.	-	eo)/Z,	-	-eo/Z,.	10.5.	OFF	condition	equivalent	circuit.	For	further	thermal	considerations,	see	Chap.	(See	Figure	1.)	2.	The	capacitor
is	needed	only	to	block	the	d-c	potential	which	exists	between	the	collector	and	emitter.	AR1	is	a	peak-reading	amplifier.	97	db	60	db	1	volt	2	mv	~6	db	10/-lf	35v	..J....+	d-C-J:-	47K	-	+25v	doc	1N659	+	6_8K	100	K	+I	l/-1	f	15	v	doc	1N659	0_1	75v	disk	RE	22	K	Q6	2N1309	disk	150	K	0_0027	disk	470K	All	resistors	1/2	0_1	75v	disk	l/-1f	1+	6v	doc	watt	5%	10	K	4.7	K	~	1N659	Fig.	Thus,	e.	The	derating
curve	for	this	mounting	has	a	slope	of	-0.114	watt/CO.	Output	Transformer	Design	........................	If	pJ(	'T)	contains	only	frequencies	in	the	upper	audio	range,	CHJ	could	completely	bypass	these,	and	I:l.TJ_o	might	be	computed	from	PJ(ma:c)	alone.	For	many	transistors,	the	approximation	1	+	hFB	~	1/(1	+	hFE)	is	valid.	These	elements	are	chosen	on	the	basis	of	the	regulation	required	over	a	given
temperature	range.	26,	pp.	9	PLANAR	TECHNIQUE	The	planar	technique	mentioned	often	in	commercial	literature	is	an	auxiliary	technique	for	making	junctions	by	standard	diffusion	techniques.	Spaeiug.	Examples:	Roo	Z"	Yo'	SECONDARY	SYMBOLS	Use	upper-case	letters	for:	Use	lower-case	letters	for:	1.	For	this	AGC	method	to	perform	satisfactorily,	the	signal	source	must	have	a	high	resistance,
and	the	input	resistance	to	the	amplifier	must	also	be	high.	Then	the	emitter-base	junction	is	obtained	by	the	use	of	the	electrochemical	etch	and	plating	technique,	as	in	the	MAT.	McCotter,	J.	Figure	12.2	shows	several	circuits	which	employ	LC	circuits	as	resonators	to	fix	the	frequency	of	oscillation.	The	number	of	ways	in	which	these	types	can	be	applied	is	limited	only	by	the	imagination	of	the
designer.	Strictly	speaking,	the	term	planar	refers	to	a	device	in	which	each	of	the	junctionsemitter-base	and	collector-base	in	a	transistor,	as	shown	in	Fig.	1.3.	Alloy-junction-type	transistor.	70B,	pp.	Definition	of	h	fe	.	41	-43	The	NN	+	wafer	is	then	subjected	to	gaseous	diffusion	of	both	P-	and	N-type	impurities	to	form	emitter-base	and	collector-base	junctions	leading	to	an	NPNN	+	structure.	5.1.
5.2.	5.3.	5.4.	5.5.	6	Part	2.	Examples:	rB,	bIB,	hFRa	values,	and	average	(dc)	values.	Principles	of	application:	PRIMARY	SYMBOLS	Use	lower-case	letters	for:	Use	upper-ease	letters	for:	1.	5.23,	or	a	Wayne-Kerr	bridge	model	B60l,	for	measuring	Cob.	N.:	Unpublished	material	presented	in	June,	1955.	27	329	330	331	334	341	341	VHF	Power	Amplifiers	.	U.	206	207	211	213	Contents	17	Low-frequency
Transformer-coupled	Class	B	Output	Stages	................................	L.	0-30	ohms	Transimpedances	Zr	.	Secondary	symbol:	A	SUbscript	or	superscript,	referred	to	as	the	secondary	symbol,	may	be	used	to	modify	the	primary	symbol.	By	interchanging	the	input	and	output,	these	circuits	may	be	used	as	synchronous	rectifiers	to	change	the	a-c	output	signal	from	the	amplifier	back	into	d-c.	error=5r	ro	c...	A
typical	ICBo	measuring	circuit	is	illustrated	in	Fig.	S1	is	then	switched	to	the	other	position.	If	the	incremental	switching	times	(td'	tr,	Is,	and	t,)	are	known,	a	close	approximation	of	tp	can	be	obtained	by	using	Ip	=	Id	+	/',/2	+	ts	+	t,/2	2	Switching	measurements	often	indicate	that	tr	~	td	and	(50)	54	Fundamental	Considerations	Input	Initial	state	OFF	State	after	input	pulse	In~	signal	ON	~	ON	OFF
OFF	~	ON	I	I	I	50%	I	I	"Ji	~	OFF	ON	50%	I	I	f--2tp	-I	Output	Fig.	5.3.	During	the	testing	cycle,	the	collector	current	is	pulsed	ON,	driving	the	transistor	to	point	2.	46,	pp.	IB2	is	the	turn-off	base	current	and	is	a	transient	current	with	its	maximum	amplitude	occurring	at	the	beginning	of	the	turn-off	interval.	3	4	Fundamental	Considerations	e	o--~	e~r~	_______~~____~	[email	protected]:iI---~	c	Oc	I	Fig.
A	nonuniform	base	region	and	the	collector-base	junction	are	formed	by	gaseous	diffusion	into	a	semiconductor	wafer	that	constitutes	the	collector	region.	If	Eq.	(64)	gives	io	<	0,	the	actual	worst	instability	will	occur	when	io	=	O.	The	operation	of	the	control	stage	can	be	resolved	into	two	main	types:	1.	28-29,	January	15,	1957.	31.00	;::..0	30.90	30.80	10=1~Oma	x~	30.70	K	T	=0.00294	VICo	••	I~X:
~:_	f	I	~~~~400m'	~••	~'	~:.....	Consequently,	it	is	important	that	when	the	loop	gain	is	greater	than	one,	the	response	should	be	controlled	so	that	it	does	not	rise	or	fall	at	a	rate	equal	to	or	greater	than	12	db/octave;	and,	in	general,	9	or	10	db/octave	is	the	maximum	allowable	for	good	stability.	Figure	5.13	shows	a	simplified	drawing	of	the	complete	pulse	VBE	test	circuit.	Warner,	R.	1O.1a	and	b
without	modifications.	7.3.	THERMAL	STABILITY	Thermal	Runaway.	86-89,	April,	1958.	Consider	the	block	diagram	of	a	feedback	amplifier	(Fig.	A	similar	phenomenon	exists	for	germanium	transistors	and	is	used	in	the	same	manner.	The	passband	must	be	wide,	often	extending	from	d-c	(zero	frequency)	to	tens	of	kilocycles.	Upper-case	or	lower-case	letters	may	be	used	as	appropriate	except	where
the	use	of	a	partiCUlar	case	has	been	established	by	long	practice.	27-33.	Shockley,	W.:	"Electrons	and	Holes	in	Semiconductors,"	p.	5.24.	This	power	dissipation	is	equal	to	BVOER	times	10	•	Typical	values	may	be	BVOER	10	Power	=	100	volts	=	100	rna	=	(100)(0.10)	=	10	watts	Thus	10	watts	might	be	dissipated	in	a	I-watt	transistor.	case	temperature	delay	time	1;,	fall	time	1;"	forward	recovery	time
junction	temperature	operating	temperature	TJ	Top,	to	1;"	pulse	time	rise	time	reverse	recovery	time	t.	During	the	remaining	portion	of	the	pulse	period,	the	base	current	is	shunted	to	ground	through	switch	1.	5.5.	SWITCHING	TIME	MEASUREMENTS	The	Complete	System.	H.,	and	T.	Previously	known	also	as	fused	transistor,	this	comprises	a	wafer	of	semiconductor	material	of	N	-	or	P-type
conductivity	with	two	dots	containing	P-	or	N-type	impurities,	respectively,	fused	or	alloyed	into	the	wafer	on	opposite	sides	of	the	wafer	to	provide	emitter	and	base	junctions,	while	the	base	region	comprises	the	original	semiconductor	wafer.	The	forward	voltage	drop	of	a	silicon	diode	at	25°C	will	range	from	0.5	to	1.0	volt	at	low	currents.	Dacey	and	C.	If	the	output	of	stage	4	were	to	be	coincident	in
a	gate	with	the	input	to	stage	1,	the	gate	must	be	held	ON	to	accommodate	the	large	time	difference	of	2TT	.	427	33.2.	Common	Base.	A:	DC	Power	Supply	Circuits	Using	Silicon	Rectifiers,	TI	Application	Report,	revised	July,	1959.	This	inverted	operation	substantially	reduces	the	magnitudes	of	V	OE(on)	and	of	IO(ofl).	Values	of	four-pole	matrix	parameters	2.	4.33	is	an	oversimplification	of	the	physical
structures	encountered	in	practice.	12.5.	The	amplifier	has	been	converted	to	an	equivalent	Th6venin	voltage	generator	with	a	voltage	e1Kmin	series	with	a	resistance,	r	o,	the	output	impedance	of	the	amplifier	which	is	considered	to	be	part	of	the	feedback	network.	The	purpose	of	the	silicon	diode	and	8.2-kilohm	resistor	(plus	the	4-kilohm	meter	resistance)	is	to	shunt	the	meter	at	approximately	a	2:	I
overload.	31,	pp.	oj	tlO	~	(5	8	>	....	5.9.	The	duty	cycle	of	this	wave	is	about	2%.	IB	is	adjusted	to	about	100	/-ta.	40-47,	1957.	and	power.	Ve	is	adjusted	to	the	specified	VeE	of	the	transistor	under	test.	discussion	of	these	parameters	may	be	found	in	the	Equivalent	Circuits	section	of	this	manual,	Chap.	40	TRIPLE-DIFFUSED	TRANSISTOR.	The	electrochemical	technique	also	is	used	to	place	the
collector	contact	close	to	the	collector-base	junction.	The	phase	angle,	B,	is	assumed	to	be	a	function	of	all	external	parameters,	such	as	temperature	and	voltage.	The	1,000-cyc1e	filter	used	is	a	UTC	BMI-lOOO.	A	small	tapped	resistor	in	the	emitter	leads	permits	balancing	in	the	ON	condition,	while	a	large	tapped	resistor	across	both	collectors	permits	a	balance	in	the	OFF	portion	of	the	cycle.	To
predict	instabilities	of	this	type,	Eqs.	The	Ballantine	meter	reads	the	alternating	current	across	the	100-ohm	resistor.	217,	D.	hr.	A	brief	description	of	the	device	is	given,	followed	by	sections	on	environmental	tests,	mechanical	data,	absolute	ratings,	electrical	characteristics,	and	typical	characteristic	curves.	Overdrive	Factor.	-8	Short-circuit	common-emiHer	forward	current	transfer	ratio	Ihtel	-9	-10
at	100	mc.	Chase,	F.	Short	Word•.	The	gain	of	Al	must	be	a	known	constant	value.	Miles:	An	Improved	High-frequency	Transistor,	Electronic	Inds.,	Tele-Tech,	vol.	This	EBaliantine	Basic	divider	circuit	E	_	EgR	2	R-;where	R	2	«	R	1	Basic	Cob	test	circuit	Figure	5.22	Figure	5.23	Ballantine-	1	Xcob	=	27r[C	o	b	Measurement	of	Electrical	Quantities	and	Parameters	75	space-charge	region	has	a	charge	per
unit	volume	which	is	equal	to	the	impurity	concentration	times	the	electronic	charge	q.	K.,	and	H.	232	.	The	amplifier	should	have	enough	gain	to	be	useful	for	its	intended	application.	This	voltage	is	usually	one-half	to	two-thirds	of	the	value	of	the	breakdown	voltage,	BVxxx.	11.6.	Low-noise	low-level	amplifier.	All	leads	should	be	kept	as	short	as	possible,	and	shielding	between	input	and	output	is
essential.	Stability	can	then	be	evaluated	for	each	of	these	sets	of	quantities.	RD	=	VD	Is(€qVnlkT	A	where	VD	=	applied	voltage	Is	RD	_	1)	(1)	(+	for	forward	conduction)	=	diode	saturation	current	(+	in	sign)	q/k	=	1.161	X	lO4	(coulombs)CK)/joule	=	temperature,	K	/I..	qanIB	where	+	rE	+	rb	(4)	=	base	switching	current	=	ohmic	emitter	bulk	resistance	=	ohmic	collector	bulk	resistance	an	=	common-
base	emitter-to-collector	current	transfer	ratio,	or	normal	IB	rE	rb	alpha	ai	=	common-base	collector-to-emitter	current	transfer	ratio,	or	inverted	alpha	q/k	=	1.161	X	104	(coulombs)CK)/joule	T	=	temperature,	OK	"A	=	hfe/hPE	An	equally	simple	equivalent	for	the	OFF	condition	is	not	always	possible.	Input	Stage	Design.	R(on)	and	lB	are	stabilized	by	resistors	in	the	base	leads	which	maintain	constant
and	equal	base-drive	currents.	R	is	adjusted	until	the	proper	current	flows	through	the	transistor.	4.33.	12.2.	FEEDBACK	PATHS	The	feedback	path	class	of	oscillators	embraces	those	that	require	an	external	path	to	couple	the	energy	from	the	output	to	the	input.	W.,	and	J.	The	peak-reading	amplifier	circuit	is	used	to	read	the	VBE(sat)	voltage	pulses	that	appear	on	the	base	of	the	transistor	under	test.
A	change	in	ia	results	in	a	change	in	pJ(released).	Buie,	J.	168	169	173	174	174	175	11	AGC	of	Audio	Circuits.	Since	a	high	electric	field	is	maintained	here,	all	free	charge	carriers	are	swept	out	of	a	narrow	region,	leaving	only	the	nuclei	and	bound	electrons.	Keller,	J.	Inspection	often	reveals	that	the	problem	may	be	reduced	to	a	small	number	of	worst-case	situations	treating	only	resistive
components.	Leakagy	current	through	a	reverse-biased	diode	is	an	example	of	this.	Rittmann,	A	D.,	G.	These	circuits	are	shown	using	PNP	transistors;	however,	NPN	transistors	are	equally	suitable	if	the	biasing	potentials	are	reversed.	voltage.	Classification	of	Junction	Transistors	11	27.	28,	pp.	No	semiconductor	device	acts	as	a	perfect	switch;	that	is,	during	the	ON	period	the	resistance	between
terminals	is	not	zero,	and	during	the	OFF	period	it	is	not	infinite.	One	way	this	may	be	done	is	to	note	the	frequencies,	/0,	at	which	X	LS1	=	rJ	and	Xc	=	R3	+	RH.	The	data	sheet	may	present	thermal	design	information	in	several	ways:	1.	Abbreviations	and	numerals	shall	be	printed	in	roman	type.	44.	Since	there	is	no	capacity	in	this	current	regulator,	its	response	is	very	fast.	The	higher	the	hpE	and
the	larger	the	turn-on	drive,	I	Bl	,	the	longer	the	storage	time.	1076-1082,	June,	1958.	E.:	A	Family	of	Diffused-base	Germanium	Transistors,	IRE	WESCON	Conv.	32-34,	58,	December,	1951.	278	Bibliography.	A	Typical	Class	B	Design	..........................	Giuffrida,	J.,	and	W.	9.22.	11.4.	(a)AGC	circuit;	(b)	diode	characteristics.	0-1,500	ohms	Transadmittance	Y	r	.	General	References	Bright,	R.	Emitter~III-
I+---OCollector	R(on)	VCE(on)	172	D-C	and	Low-Frequency	Designs	Iq"m~,--	1	o~",""	t_R_CE-	-	0	Emitter	__	Fig.	And	again,	for	the	half-cycle	that	the	transistor	is	ON,	Eq.	(65)	describes	the	worst	stability	conditions.	Thompson,	and	W.	Sevin	D.	If	enough	light	is	available	during	the	ON	period,	the	devices	act	as	an	ohmic	resistance	in	series	with	a	voltage	source	and	a	maximum	current	limiter.	A	rise
in	junction	temperature	alters	the	transistor	parameters	in	a	direction	that	increases	collector	current.	J.,	and	J.	The	chopper	frequency	would	correspond	to	the	carrier	frequency,	while	the	slowly	varying	d-c	level	would	represent	the	modulating	signal.	Design	News,	vol.	IRE,	vol.	KT	must	be	determined	experimentally	if	changing	temperature	is	an	important	factor.	A	block	diagram	for	measuring
VBE(sat)	is	shown	in	Fig.	5.9.	The	duty	cycle	of	this	type	of	wave	is	approximately	2%.	Since	a	transistor	switch	should	be	reverse-biased	to	hold	it	OFF,	the	baseemitter	junction	capacitance	will	have	a	voltage	across	it.	40-54,	1957.	220	.	Below	100	mc,	these	measurements	can	be	made	with	a	Boonton	RX	meter	and	relatively	simple	test	circuits.	789-791,	September,	1960.	8-12,	January,	1961.	Ro,	K
T,	and	F	test	circuit.	447	35.1.	Frequency	Stability	...............................	This	is	represented	by	a	base	charge	which	must	be	supplied	by	the	input	circuit.	63737	III	Preface	During	its	first	decade	as	a	transistor	manufacturer,	Texas	Instruments	Incorporated	has	received	many	thousands	of	requests	for	assistance	with	circuit	design	problems.	At	frequencies	above	20	me	the	use	of	feed-through
capacitors	CFT	in	addition	to	the	bypass	capacitors	C1	and	C2	is	recommended.	The	output	from	the	pulse	amplifier	drives	the	collector	(Ic)	and	base	(IB	)	current	regulators.	The	specifications	of	this	amplifier	when	driven	from	a	500-ohm	source	are	given	below:	Temperature-compensated	(open-loop)	gain.	D-C	Controlled	Multivibrator	......................	Clerit}'.	Taylor	S.	That	is:	This	phenomenon	can	be
used	to	measure	the	change	in	collector	junction	temperature	of	silicon	transistors.	Astable	(Free-running)	Multivibrator	.	5.21.	W.	818-822,	September,	1959.	22-25,	April	15,	1957.	One	such	pulse-testing	technique	is	discussed	in	the	next	section.	Evaluation	of	dhFB/dtJ.	Iwerson,	J.	12.2b,	the	resonant	circuit	is	placed	again	in	the	collector;	however,	this	time	the	feedback	is	taken	to	the	emitter.	44,
pp.	914-920,	June,	1954.	Grubbs,	W.	12.2a	except	that	the	tank	circuit	is	a-c	coupled	to	the	collector	with	a	coupling	capacitor.	Such	an	amplifier	can	make	no	distinction	between	signals	originating	outside	and	signals	originating	internally.	That	is,	Ra	(hpE	Ql)(hFE	(2)	Z(out)	~	-	,	:	:	-	-	-	"	'	=	-	-	-	,	-	(3)	In	order	to	drive	a	constant	current	into	the	collector	and	base	of	the	transistor	under	test,	it	is
necessary	to	use	a	constant-current	regulator	that	will	regulate	with	a	load	voltage	variation	from	zero	to	10	volts.	Figure	7.16	will	allow	a	quick	estimate	of	M	FB	.	 لا 	 ليمحت 	 كنكمي 	 نا 	 لبق 	 ليجستلاب 	 موقت 	 نا 	 كنم 	 بلُطي 	 امبر 	 ،انعقوم 	 يف 	 ماسقالا 	 ضعب 	 يف 	 ،هبتنا 	PDF.	586-598,	December,	1953.	Most	of	the	AGe	action	is	in	the	region	near	saturation	where	the	slope	of	the	transistor	output	characteristic	is	changing	most	rapidly.	The	purpose	of	this	is	to	compress	the	dynamic
range	of	signals	being	handled,	and	it	should	be	accomplished	without	adding	appreciable	distortion	to	the	input	signal.	Electronics	Conf,	vol.	Consider	the	network	in	Fig.	26.2.	Receiver..........................................	Design	Example	..................................	Offset	voltage	is	the	potential	appearing	across	the	semiconductor	switch	terminals	when	the	switch	is	turned	ON	and	no	current	is	allowed	to	flow
through	the	switch.	Note	that,	in	Eq.	(1),	Z,	and	Zi	may	be	complex	impedances	and	are	not	limited	to	pure	resistance	as	in	the	example.	L.:	Advances	in	the	Understanding	ofthe	P-N	Junction	Triodes,	Proc.	13.1),	where	=	voltage	gain	of	the	amplifier	without	feedback	=	phase	shift	of	amplifier	f3	=	fraction	of	output	voltage	fed	back	to	the	input	cP	=	phase	shift	of	feedback	network	A	CPa	At	the
frequency	of	operation,	the	amplifier	is	assumed	to	have	an	inherent	180	phase	shift,	and	generally	the	feedback	network	will	have	zero	phase	shift;	hence	the	gain	can	be	computed	as	follows:	0	Input	voltage	to	the	amplifier	Output	voltage	Gain	=	v	=	V(in)	-	=	Vo	=	A(v)	=	A(V(in)	-	=	G=~	V(in)	A	1	+AB	Feedback	network	(3	/tPb	Figure	13.1	186	f3v	o	f3v	o)	(1)	Frequency	Response	and	Stability	of
Feedback	Amplifiers	187	Unfortunately,	the	amplitude	and	phase	relationships	of	the	amplifier	and	feedback	network	are	functions	of	frequency,	owing	to	the	use	of	coupling	and	decoupIing	capacitors,	transformers,	and	to	the	frequency	dependence	of	transistor	parameters,	etc.	10	124	127	127	133	135	136	136	148	151	151	154	156	158	162	163	165	166	Chopper	Amplifiers	......................................
35.	Thurmond,47	and	P.	1.1).	5.17.	The	resultant	waveform	is	shown	in	Fig.	Typical	breakdown-voltage	parameters	measured	are	BVCBO	(collector-base	breakdown,	emitter	open)	and	BVEBO	(emitter-base	breakdown,	collector	open).	The	abbreviation	"0"	may	be	used	elsewhere	with	the	metric	system	of	mul-	tiplier	prefInL	The	abbreviation	DEG	or	deg	is	not	used	in	combination	with	the
abbreviations	for	temperature	seales.	5.29.	7.14.	Delhom	J.	The	power	dissipated	in	the	transistor	using	the	pulse	technique	will	be	2%	of	10	watts,	or	0.2	watt.	w.:	Regulated	Transistor	Power	Supply	Design,	Electronics,	vol.	1-22,	January,	1956.	Such	circuits	are	easy	to	build,	and	they	usually	perform	quite	well	with	d-c	signal	inputs-so	well,	in	fact,	that	they	are	almost	useless.	In	design	of	IF	strips,
these	parameters	are	far	more	useful	than	the	equivalent	series	parameters,	but	for	the	calculation	of	power	gain,	the	series	input	resistance	is	easier	to	use.	A	multiletter	abbreviation	will	not	be	a	mixture	of	upper-case	and	lower-case	letters.	5.4.	The	pulse	generator	produces	a	negative	pulse	which	operates	the	switch,	allowing	the	collector	current	to	flow	into	the	unit	under	test.	The	reverse
resistance	of	the	diode	and	the	input	resistance	of	the	amplifier	are	about	100	megohms	each.	This	allows	fast	switching	of	the	modulator	and	demodulator	(choppers).	The	pulse	amplitude	is	not	particularly	critical	but	must	be	sufficient	to	operate	the	switch	and	allow	the	full	collector	current	to	flow.	Is	is	temperaturedependent,	and	for	the	reverse-biased	case	may	be	approximated	by	Is	..	t,	=	fall
lime	=	time	interval	between	the	90	and	10%	points	of	the	decreasing	collector	current	waveform	(refer	to	Fig.	hi.	Texas	Instruments	recommends	the	use	of	a	circuit	similar	to	the	one	shown	in	Fig.	5.1	are	circuits	for	measuring	BVCBO	and	BVCEO	•	BVCER	,	BVCEX,	and	BVCES	can	be	measured	by	inserting	the	proper	circuitry	between	the	base	and	emitter	in	the	BVCEO	test	circuit.	Elec.
Classification	of	Junction	Transistors	5	the	other	hand,	some	types	of	diffusion	transistors	are	of	the	mesa	construction,	illustrated	by	Fig.	Two	examples	will	be	given	to	show	how	integration	and	differentiation	are	possible	with	this	type	of	amplifier.	199	199	199	200	204	Class	A	Driver	and	Output	Stages	.	The	amplitude	of	the	voltage	pulses	that	appear	on	the	collector	is	equal	to	BVOER	.	An	example
will	serve	to	illustrate	the	above	point.	This	pulse	width	is	short	enough	to	allow	a	minimum	of	junction	heating.	/	x:::::::::::........	hib	test	set.	F.,	R.	CRITERIA	AND	CONVENTIONS	FOR	LETTER	SYMBOLS	A	letter	symbol	is	a	character	which	is	used	to	designate	an	electrical	or	physical	quantity	or	an	electrical	parameter.	As	soon	as	a	d-c	signal	is	applied	to	the	input,	this	switching	action	will	cause	the
direct	current	to	flow	alternately	through	the	two	halves	of	the	primary	of	T	z.	If	the	input	changes	stage	1	to	ON,	the	other	stages	are	also	changed.	298	300	302	306	RF	Harmonic	Oscillators	.	3,	no.	351	Remote-control	System	...................................	EPITAXIAL	TECHNIQUE	More	recently,	a	new	technique-that	of	epitaxial	deposition-has	been	developed.9	,10	(Actually,	this	technique	was	known	in	the
mid-1950	years,	but	only	since	1960	has	it	been	applied	to	commercial	devices.)	In	the	epitaxial	technique	as	applied	to	transistors,	a	film	of	single-crystal	semiconductor	material	is	deposited	on	a	single-crystal	substrate.	at	Veb	=	constant	(10)	As	with	h(e,	if	a	fixed	value	of	input	current	is	used,	the	output	meter	will	give	a	direct	reading	of	hib	•	The	calibration	level	of	10	mv	remains	so	that	direct
readings	of	hib	from	10	to	100	ohms	are	obtained	on	the	lO-mv	scale.	Collins,	D.	Leverton,	and	J.	In	pulse	testing	for	hFE,	it	is	convenient	to	measure	the	voltage	drop	across	a	resistor	in	series	with	the	base	lead.	M.,	Jr.,	G.	The	peak	a-c	input	and	output	voltages	can	be	measured	with	a	calibrated	scope,	or	the	ratio	of	the	two	can	be	obtained	by	applying	the	output	ripple	to	the	horizontal	deflection
and	the	input	ripple	through	an	attenuator	to	the	vertical	deflection	circuit	of	the	scope.	If	several	stages	could	be	coupled	together	using	only	resistors,	there	would	then	be	no	low-frequency	response	limitation,	and	the	resulting	amplifier	would	respond	to	direct	current	as	well	as	(or	better	than)	it	did	to	alternating	current.	If	the	gain	of	the	amplifier	is	sufficiently	large	(A	=	1()4	to	106),	e.	223-228,
363-369,	499-504,	May,	August,	November,	1954.	Variation	of	the	dynamic	resistance	of	a	diode	or	transistor	used	as	a	twoterminal	feedback	or	shunting	element.	N,	n	NF	P,	p	PRE	PBE	POB	18	small-signal	value	of	the	short-circuit	input	impedance	(common	emitter)	real	part	of	the	small-signal	value	of	the	short-circuit	input	impedance	(common	emitter)	static	value	of	the	open-circuit	output
conductance	(common	base)	small-signal	value	of	the	open-circuit	output	admittance	(common	base)	static	value	of	the	open-circuit	output	conductance	(common	collector)	small-signal	value	of	the	open-circuit	output	admittance	(common	collector)	static	value	of	the	open-circuit	output	conductance	(common	emitter)	small-signal	value	of	the	open-circuit	output	admittance	(common	emitter)	small-
signal	value	of	the	open-circuit	reverse	voltage	transfer	ratio	(common	base)	small-signal	value	of	the	open-circuit	reverse	voltage	transfer	ratio	(common	collector)	small-signal	value	of	the	open-circuit	reverse	voltage	transfer	ratio	(common	emitter)	region	of	a	device	which	is	intrinsic	and	in	which	neither	holes	nor	electrons	predominate	base	current	(dc)	base	current	(rms)	base	current
(instantaneous)	collector	current	(dc)	collector	current	(rms)	collector	current	(instantaneous)	collector	cutoff	current	(dc),	emitter	open	collector	cutoff	current	(dc),	base	open	collector	cutoff	current	(dc),	with	specified	resistance	between	base	and	emitter	collector	current	(dc),	with	specified	circuit	between	base	and	emitter	collector	cutoff	current	(dc),	with	base	short-circuited	to	emitter	emitter
current	(dc)	emitter	current	(nus)	emitter	current	(instantaneous)	emitter	cutoff	current	(de),	collector	open	forward	current	(dc)	forward	current	(instantaneous)	average	output	(rectified)	current	reverse	current	(de)	reverse	current	(instantaneous)	thermal	derating	factor	conversion	loss	region	of	a	device	where	electrons	are	the	majority	carriers	noise	figure	region	of	a	device	where	holes	are	the
majority	carriers	total	power	input	(dc	or	average)	to	the	base	electrode	with	respect	to	the	emitter	electrode	total	power	input	(instantaneous)	to	the	base	electrode	with	respect	to	the	emitter	electrode	total	power	input	(dc	or	average)	to	the	collector	electrode	with	respect	to	the	base	electrode	PCB	PCB	PeE	P	EB	total	power	input	(instantaneous)	to	the	collector	electrode	with	respect	to	the	base
electrode	total	power	input	(dc	or	average)	to	the	collector	electrode	with	respect	to	the	emitter	electrode	total	power	input	(instantaneous)	to	the	collector	electrode	with	respect	to	the	emitter	electrode	PIB	total	power	input	(dc	or	average)	to	the	emitter	electrode	with	respect	to	the	base	electrode	total	power	input	(instantaneous)	to	the	emitter	electrode	with	respect	to	the	base	electrode	large-
signal	input	power	(common	base)	P	'b	PIC	small-signal	input	power	(common	base)	large-signal	input	power	(common	collector)	P"	PIE	P,.	5.5.	During	the	testing	cycle,	the	base	current	is	pulsed	ON,	driving	the	transistor	to	point	2.	Thornton,	C,	J.	134-141;	September,	1961.	Ettinger,	G.	=	NeBT	(2)	Chopper	Amplifiers	171	where	Nand	B	are	constants	peculiar	to	each	diode.	373	28.1.	28.2.	28.3.	28.4.
29	31	373	377	380	381	Logic	Circuits.	181	12.3.	Design	Data.	This	chapter	describes	the	importance	of	frequency	response	of	a	feedback	amplifier	with	respect	to	stability	against	oscillation,	how	to	obtain	the	frequency	response	of	the	amplifier	from	the	transfer	function,	and	how	to	shape	the	response	in	order	to	ensure	a	stable	amplifier.	492	Appendix:	Field-effect	Transistor	Theory	and	Applications
.	To	make	such	a	test,	a	pulse	generator	is	used	to	drive	the	collector	and	base	current	sources.	18.	The	resistor	Rl	and	the	reference	diode	D	form	a	voltage	divider	between	the	power	supply	and	ground.	422	32	Light	Flashers.	The	first	two	conditions	do	not	often	exist;	nevertheless,	they	offer	a	useful	first	approximation.	r-------------l	,------------------,	I	I	I	I	+	I	I	I	I	I	:	I	el	~--~I~	:	I	+	ro	~----~I~I------~	I
Amplifier	I	L	____________	~	I	R	II	I	I	:	I	Feedback	network	(k,	cf»	I	L	________________	Fig.	This	technique	results	in	a	voltage	and	impedance	transformation	similar	to	that	resulting	from	a	tapped	coil.	It	is	shown	in	Fig.	-	foth	OOOl~f	,~=2O__	.'V	e.I>	--	M	••	~	'(:.-	-.5V;IE·	O;f-=lm(	CO""UMINTA."	1"'"'"	fOLlOWI'	IPO$ITIVI11IAN$,nOI	IICTION	ON	10TH	11$1	AND	'ALI)	iI-	O	~	L"	100/,(1	EmiHar-IIM
"".down	VoIlPgt	-	100,,11	[I(	,	...	High-frequency	Measurements.	Its	numbered	parts	are	analyzed	as	follows:	21	N·P·N	TYPES	2N1302,	2N1304,	2N1306,	AND	2N1308	~	P·N·P	TYPES	2N1303,	2N1305,	2N1307,	AND	2N1309	COMPLEMENTARY	ALLOY·JUNalON	GERMANIUM	TRANSISTORS	N·P·N	TYPES	2N1302,	2N1304,	2N1306,	AND	2N130B	COMPLEMENTARY	ALLOY	·JUNCTION	GERMANIUM
TRANSISTORS	:!'i	§~~;	'"'"	ELECTRICAL	CHARACTERISTICS	AT	2S"C	AMBIENT	TEMPERATURE	(unle"	otherwise	noted)	PAlAMlTH	AND	liST	CONDtTtoNI	~~ji	m	;i·ii	.	Little,	W.	372	28	Digital	Circuits.	419	Bibliography.	In	the	circuit	of	Fig.	Texas	Instruments	Incorporated	Semiconductor-Components	Division	v	Contents	Preface	.	In	Fig.	_	,,--	lJ	""""	>on	I.	The	only	time	of	perfect	agreement	will	be,
of	course,	when	the	!J.TJ_c	reaches	63.2%	of	its	ultimate	value.	1.3).	12.2e	is	similar	to	those	of	12.2a	and	12.2d	except	that	the	coupling	in	this	case	is	obtained	through	tapped	capacitors	instead	of	a	tapped	inductor.	All	Rights	Reserved.	The	recommended	readout	is	a	310	Ballantine	or	equivalent.	0.1	mv	Cal	20	db	amplifier	and	1,OOO"'filter	Vc	Fig.	°	74	Fundamental	Considerations	In	disk
(microwave	resistor)	VeE	Fig.	copper	heat	sink.	Overdrive	factor	for	a	particular	transistor	operating	under	a	given	set	of	conditions	is	defined	as	follows:	O.F.	=~	=	IBl(sat)	where	IBl	IBl(sat)	IBlh	pE	IO(sat)	(48)	=	the	turn-on	base	current	=	the	base	current	required	to	just	saturate	the	transistor	(IO(sat)/hpE)	hpE	=	the	current	gain	at	the	specified	ON	conditions	For	a	particular	group	of	transistors
having	a	given	hpE	spread,	the	overdrive	factor	is	calculated	using	the	minimum	hpE	specified	for	the	group	at	the	specified	operating	conditions.	During	the	OFF	period,	these	devices	act	as	simple	diodes,	and	the	same	matching	considerations	will	apply.	An	advantage	of	the	a-c	amplifier	is	that	any	d-c	drift	occurring	in	any	of	its	single	stages	is	not	passed	along	as	signal,	as	is	the	case	with	d-c
amplifiers.	5255,	August,	1958.	So	long	as	VeE(sat)	for	the	2N497	is	very	small	compared	to	VeE(sat)	for	the	transistor	under	test,	the	peak-to-peak	VTVM	will	read	the	desired	pulse	amplitude.	3	Actually,	extreme	methods	for	matching	RD	and	compensating	are	not	always	necessary	if	ambient	temperature	and	signal	level	can	be	restricted.	C.,	J.	135-137,	April,	1955.	and	Electronics,	no.	The	easiest
way	to	make	these	measurements	is	with	the	Boonton	RX	meter	and	printed	circuit	test	boards.	As	the	signal	is	increased,	the	AGC	voltage	increases,	decreasing	RD	(Fig.	10.5.	MODULATED	CARRIER	SYSTEM	A	complete	chopper	d-c	amplifier	may	be	regarded	as	a	modulated	carrier	system.	r---------,	~--~I~O	1	!	~I~~--~------__----~	!	V(in)	Regulator	(fixed)	T	i	l	~_--~I-o	IL	~I~;-__+-J\	I	_	_	_	_	_	_	_	_	.J
fal	"-=J	I	I	I	Scope	I	I	I	I	0-..:.1-+--,	I	I	L	____	Fig.	Ervin,	H.	72	Fundamental	Considerations	Test	Test	transistor	0.1	v	20	db	amplifier	and	1,000'"	filter	Cal	0.1	mv	O.l.u	f	10v	0.001	0.001	.uf	.uf	Vc	Fig.	It	can	also	be	shown	that	the	phase	shift	around	the	closed	loop	of	Fig.	Spencer,	R.	5,	pp.	The	collector	transition	capacitance	C	TC	is	due	to	the	spacecharge	region	at	the	collector-base	junction.	,	180
12.1.	Criteria	for	Oscillation.	1209-1215,	June,	1958.	P.:	Switching	Transistors	Used	as	a	Substitute	for	Mechanical	Low-level	Choppers,	Communs.	Current	regulator.	=	=	=	=	=	=	CRITERIA	AND	CONVENTIONS	FOR	ABBREVIATIONS	An	abbreviation	is	a	shortened	form	of	a	word	or	word	combination.	msec----l	I	I	I	r-300	t-lsec	:	+j	A	I	I	B	C	Constant	current	source	Constant	current	source	o	E	C	.A---
tLJ"	Time--+	Peak·to·peak	VTVM	J	Figure	5.6	64	Fundamental	Considerations	Re	-=-	Vee	Figure	5.7	multivibrator	pulse	must	terminate	before	the	300-p,sec	pulse	ends).	hoE	h..	Figure	9.22	is	a	test	circuit	used	to	determine	ripple	reduction.	Additional	conventions	for	secondary	symbols:	(1)	If	necessary	to	distinguish	between	.maximum,	average,	or	root-mean-square	values,	the	appropriate
abbreviation	may	be	used	as	a	subscript.	By	definition,	the	collector	current	is	saturated	when	the	collector	voltage	falls	below	the	base	voltage	and	thereby	applies	a	forward	bias	to	the	collector-base	junction.	112.4112	-	1	+	ro	d(R	+	ro)	=	0,	or	when	dro	2ro3!2A1I2	-	3ro	-	Rl	=0	(4)	By	substituting	Rl	as	determined	from	the	resonant	element	chosen	for	the	oscillator	and	A	as	determined	for	the
amplifier,	ro	can	be	determined	from	Eq.	(4).	In	specifications	and	technical	reports	prepared	on	a	typewriter	and	intended	for	reproduction	by	a	photo-offset	process,	the	use	of	conventional	typewriter	type	faces	is	recommended	for	letter	symbols	and	letter	subscripts,	whether	upper	or	lower	case,	and	for	numerals	appearing	as	subscripts.	46.	Mueller,	J.	..	1.:	Transistor	Fabrication	by	the	Melt-
Quench	Process,	Proc.	The	switching	time	definitions	are	shown	graphically	in	Fig.	If	the	a-c	voltage	is	too	large,	the	transistor	in	the	comparison	circuit	can	be	driven	into	saturation	or	cutoff.	Levy:	Design	Considerations	for	Semiconductor-regulated	Power	Supplies,	Electronic	Design,	vol.	Q3	controls	the	bias	current	to	D	1	;	it	obtains	its	base	drive	from	the	rectifier	D2	and	associated	low-pass	filter.
New	York	Toronto	London	TRANSISTOR	CIRCUIT	DESIGN	Copyright	©	1963	by	Texas	Instruments	Incorporated.	Sherr,	S.,	P.	The	expression	for	the	OFF	collector	current	is	IC(off)	where	I	CBO	~	=	I	CBO	I-~~	[1	_	eqBelkTX	_	ai(l	_	eqBelkTX)]	-	~	R~	(5)	collector-base	diode	saturation	current	(+	in	sign)	Be	=	voltage	across	the	collector	diode	taken	as	+	in	the	forward-biased	Be	=	voltage	across	the
emitter	diode	taken	as	+	in	the	forward-biased	direction	direction	RCB	=	collector-to-base	ohmic	leakage	resistance	Fig.	R.:	Transistorized	Regulated	Power	Supplies,	Electronic	Design,	parts	1	and	2,	vol.	Moll,	J.	18,	pp.	Windecker	Transistor	Circuit	Design	Prepared	by	the	Engineering	Staff	of	Texas	Instruments	Incorporated	Edited	by	Joseph	A.	W.:	High-frequency	Germanium	NPN	Tetrode,	1956	IRE
Conv.	MELT-BACK	DIFFUSED	TRANSISTOR.	5.	Tiley,	J.	These	two	factors	are	easily	separated	in	oscillators	having	only	external	feedback	loops.	hIO	hie	hm	base	electrode	when	multiple	base	electrodes	are	present,	each	is	numbered	in	sequence	(bI,	b2	...	Kromer,	H.:	Zur	Theorie	des	Diffusions-	und	des	Drift-transistors,	parts	I,	II	and	III,	Arch.	AGe	range.	VD	V	AGC	f--o	RD	eo	V	AGC	(a)	(b)	Fig.
Saby,	J.	19.2.	Frequency	Characteristics	of	Yie,	h'e,	and	Y'e	.	The	gate	opens	the	emitter	of	the	transistor	under	test	2%	of	the	time	and	shorts	it	to	the	Ve	power	supply	98%	of	the	time.	sistor	CireD	tDesign	McGraw-Hili	Transistor	Circuit	Design	Contributors	R.	Above	100	mc,	the	General	Radio	1607	A	bridge	should	be	used.	The	larger	the	reverse	bias,	the	longer	the	delay.	The	amplifier	uses	two
transistors	in	a	Darlington	connection	as	an	emitter-follower	(shown	in	Fig.	Mesa	Characteristics	...............................	+	VCE"""l.r	52	Fundamental	Considerations	stored	base	charge	has	been	removed,	the	transistor	turns	off,	and	IB2	approaches	lOBO.	Thus,	the	demodulator	is	synchronized	with	the	modulator	and	is	known	as	a	synchronous	demodulator.	If	the	ratio	of	the	collector	current	Ie	to	the
base	IB	is	less	than	the	hpE(P)	of	the	transistor,	it	is	said	to	be	saturated.	J.	Dean	F.	Therefore,	when	the	instantaneous	temperature	difference	between	the	junction	and	the	ambient	must	be	found,	it	is	more	convenient	and	accurate	to	use	a	circuit	similar	to	Fig.	Ripple	reduction	Fig.	Because	of	their	mathematical	versatility	they	are	called	operational	amplifiers.	Walston	Transistor	Applications
Manager	John	R.	7.15.	It	will	be	noticed	in	the	phase	response	of	the	RC	network	of	Fig.	The	circuit	is	correct	for	PNP	transistors	when	the	polarity	of	VCE(on)	is	reversed.	423	33	Blocking	Oscillators	.	345	Matching	Networks	................................	427	33.1.	Common	Emitter	..................................	,	Differential	Stage.	40.	The	result	will	be	an	a-c	signal	at	the	output	proportional	to	the	d-c	input	and	of	a
frequency	equal	to	the	switching	frequency.	Owens.	Now,	however,	()	<	R	and	I	()J.e	e	=	rP2	Vee	+	R'	L	+	=	Vee	+	IeQ	RBR3	R'	R	B	+	3	(	1	)	RL	-	R3	1	+	hFE	[,	+	RBR3	]	RB	+	R3	Runaway	at	faster	rates	is	still	less	likely,	because	while	RB	has	already	reached	a	maximum,	the	effective	value	of	()	will	continue	to	decrease	as	die/	d-r	increases.	(ratios	of	terminal	electrical	quantities),	or	other
resistances,	impedances,	admittances,	etc.,	in	the	external	c;rcuits.	F.:	A	High-frequency	Silicon,	NPIN,	Oscillator	Transistor,	abstract	only,	IRE	Trans.,	vol.	Using	this	method	for	low-frequency	shaping,	one	time	constant	is	chosen	to	have	its	break	frequency	just	below	the	lowest	used	frequency	in	the	amplifier,	the	response	thereafter	falling	at	6	db/octave	until	the	unity	gain	frequency	has	been
passed.	D.	12.2c	is	the	same	as	Fig.	Contours	of	constant-gain-bandwidth	product,	/T.	A	nonuniform	base	region	and	the	collector-base	junction	are	obtained	by	gaseous	diffusion	into	a	semiconductor	wafer	that	constitutes	the	collector	region.	Drift	Equivalent	Circuit.	12-23,	March,	1957.	12.2d	is	similar	to	that	of	Fig.	The	quantity	jb	is	the	frequency	equivalent	of	the	rf,Ce	time	constant	and	is	modified
by	a	constant,	2(1	+	aom),	where	ao	is	the	low-frequency	value	of	a,	and	m	is	the	excess	phase	term	(whose	value	is	somewhere	between	0.5	and	0.8	for	the	2N1405	germanium	transistor).	9	,	13	The	emitter	region	then	may	be	made	by	conventional	diffusion	technique	or	by	the	alloying	technique.	Operational	amplifiers	must	meet	these	requirements:	1.	A.	L.,	and	N.	H.:	Power	Regulation	by
Semiconductor,	Elec.	W.,	R.	~	184	D-C	and	Low-Frequency	Designs	r-------------l	I	+	-jX	2	r----AVV~----~I-J	I	I	I	I	IL	_____________	Resonant	element	I	....l	R	.	244,	April,	1959.	Power	dissipation	vs.	()T	will	thus	equal	8.78	CO/watt	for	this	combination.	Small-signal	Parameter	Measurements	and	Test	Circuits.	488	39.7.	Servo	Amplifiers	..................................	4.2.	A-C	Parameters.	Spanos:	Unpublished
material	presented	in	1955.	Input	""	l	Rl	180	K	_	I	,	\...	Edlinger,	w.:	High	Frequency	Transistor	by	the	Alloy-diffusion	Technique	(in	English),	Colloq.	5.8.	In	general,	the	VBE	of	an	unsaturated	transistor	has	a	negative	temperature	coefficient.	Lambert	I.	5	10	15	I	12N743	1	!T	=	frequency	at	which	Ihrel	=1--	A~G	~ClCl	TA	=25°C	~	\~	V	/	./	f	",'3	~~	-	or	fT-200mc	20	25	30	Ie,	collector	cu	rrent,	ma	fT	35
40	Fig.	Holcomb	W.	'j	....	22.3.	Active	Device.	t	!II)	"'_'"	S..ttth.	180	Power	to	load	Low-frequency	Harmonic	Oscillators	181	change	in	such	a	way	as	to	make	it	zero.	4.26.	A.,	P.	Since	the	transistor	is	connected	between	the	pulse	source	and	the	oscilloscope,	the	response	of	these	test	instruments	will	cause	an	increase	in	the	measured	transistor	response	time.	12	3	Transistor	Specifications.	The
importance	of	propagation	time	is	illustrated	by	Fig.	The	power	dissipation	in	the	transistor	will	be	indicated	on	the	wattmeter	M	1	.	ts	=	storage	time	=	time	interval	between	the	90%	point	of	the	decreasing	circuit	input	voltage	waveform	and	the	90%	point	of	the	decreasing	collector	current	waveform	(refer	to	Fig.	34.3.	Transistor	Considerations	..........................	10.5.	Modulated	Carrier	System.	A.:
A	High-frequency	Diffused-base	Germanium	Transistor,	Bell	System	Tech.	This	measurement	is	valid	provided	the	following	requirements	are	met:	The	signal	is	a	high-frequency	low-level	source,	the	emitter	circuit	is	open	to	the	a-c	signal,	and	the	reactive	component	Xob	is	approximately	equal	to	the	impedance	Zob	of	the	transistor.	Figure	9.21	is	a	test	circuit	used	to	measure	R	o	,	F,	and	K	T	•	The
methods	used	to	determine	R	o	,	F,	and	KT	are	not	complicated.	Rc	external	base	resistance	external	collector	resistance	rCE(sat)	collector	to	emitter	saturation	resistance	RE	external	emitter	resistance	RL	load	resistance	T	TA	temperature	ambient	temperature	TC	t.	The	gain	ofthe	system	eo/	e(in)	=	-	20	volts/	1	volt	=	-	20.	proposals	and	data	dealing	with	semiconductor	devices.	42,	December,	1956.
Teal:	p-n	Junction	Transistors,	Phys.	5.11.	.	Thermal	Resistance	Test	Set.	12.	21.2.	Transistor	Upper	Noise-comer	Frequency.	Phys.,	vol.	22-25,	July	15,	1956.	This	breakdown	voltage	is	found	to	be	considerably	smaller	for	large	currents	than	for	small	currents.	For	a	resistive	load,	the	collector	current	waveform	which	will	produce	maximum	instability	for	the	maximum	time	is	a	square	wave	of
amplitude	Iwe,	where	Transistor	Biasing	I	_	vae	we	-	4(RE	+	Re)	+	M	2N	119	(66)	This	equation	is	subjected	to	the	same	restrictions	as	Eq.	(64).	This	method	proceeds	as	follows.	4	The	emitter	and	collector	base	junctions,	or	metal-semiconductor	contacts,	then	are	formed	by	electroplating	a	suitable	metal	on	the	semiconductor	in	the	depression	areas	on	opposite	sides	of	the	wafer,	while	the	original
wafer	constitutes	the	base	region.	418	31.2.	Load-line	Analysis	.................................	King	E.	Equation	(65)	will	often	serve	for	the	analysis	of	the	power	stage	of	a	voltage	regulator.	249-257,	July,	1957.	Driven	with	a	pulse	source,	it	will	produce	an	output	of	constant-current	pulses.	J.,	voL	38,	pp.	Suppose	the	amplifier	has	a	gain	of	-106	,	an	output	swing	of	-20	volts,	and	an	input	signal	of	1	volt.	5.25.	A
transistor	made	by	incorporating	diffusion	techniques	with	the	microalloy	transistor	construction	described	above.	l.4a.	A	Completed	Design.	Q"	~	"	1l	"	1200	OIlTPUT-'"	SWITCHING	CHARACTERISTICS	"	..	Bamsch	A.	10.4.	ON	condition	equivalent	circuit.	Rev.,	vol.	Hurley,	R.	When	operational	amplifiers	are	used	in	analog	computation,	the	system	may	be	represented	as	in	Fig.	35	.	Subsequently,	the
base	region	is	fonned	by	diffusion	during	the	continued	growth	of	the	crystal.	RB	=	RoRL	Ro	+RL	A	V(out)	Fig.	Attempts	to	reduce	the	dimensions	of	alloy	transistors	for	high-frequency	use	subsequently	led	to	the	introduction	of	the	electrochemical	etching	and	plating	technique,	which	in	turn	led	to	the	development	of	the	surface-barrier	transistor.4	Physically,	the	construction	of	this	type	of	transistor
is	very	similar	to	that	of	the	alloy	transistor,	except	that	depressions	are	etched	into	the	wafer	before	the	collector	and	emitter	dots	are	added,	and	the	latter	are	generally	of	much	smaller	size	than	in	the	conventional	alloy	transistor.	Hochfrequenztechnik,	vol.	MAG-Maximum	available	gain.	The	attenuator	can	then	be	adjusted	until	the	scope	indicates	equal	ripple	to	each	deflection.	37.	It	offers
solutions	to	a	wide	range	of	basic	engineering	problems.	'd.o:;:m,""-	'I~"O_	Val..l]	V.'	c..	321	23.1.	VHF	Mixers	......................................	Temperature	differential,	centigrade	degrees	Charge,	coulombs.	19.3.	Design	Equations.	Other	curves,	such	as	junction-to-case	temperature	drop	vs.	Differentiation	is	performed	in	a	similar	manner.	For	this	reason,	breakdown	characteristics	are	usually	guaranteed	as
a	leakage	current	which	is	measured	in	the	nearly	constant	current	region	of	the	characteristic.	In	our	analogy,	this	effect	is	in	some	ways	similar	to	electrical	capacitance,	which	must	56	Fundamental	Considerations	-	-	Power	I	E-=-	AT-=-	(J	Junction	to	case	tJ	Case	to	sink	tJ	Sink	to	ambient	E=IR	T	RT=Rl	+R2+R3	AT=POT	ATJ	.A	=	TJunction	{)T={)J.C	-	TAmbient	+	{)C.S	+()S.A	Figure	4.32	store	or
release	charge	in	order	to	change	in	voltage.	If	no	current	is	assumed	to	flow	into	the	amplifier	(ia	=	0),	=	=	(1)	Since	the	summing	point	is	at	ground,	the	input	impedance	of	the	system	equals	Zi.	In	our	example,	for	a	gain	of	-	20	we	could	assume	values	of	100	kilohms	for	Zi	and	2	megohms	for	Z,.	This	transistor	is	made	by	combining	diffusion,	alloy,	and	epitaxial	techniques.	A	similar	circuit	can	be
derived	for	measuring	hfb.	B.:	Designing	Transistor	Circuits:	DC	Regulators,	Electronic	Equip.,	vol.	A.,	and	A	L.	Also,	at	some	frequency	it	is	possible	for	the	loop	phase	shift	(i.e.,	the	phase	shift	of	the	amplifier	plus	the	feedback	network)	to	be	360	and	if	a	signal	of	this	frequency	is	applied	to	the	amplifier,	the	voltage	fed	back	will	be	in	phase	with	the	input	voltage	and	will	therefore	add	to	it.	An	idea	of
the	minimum	noise	power	the	switch	can	be	designed	to	inject	into	the	circuit	is	indicated	by	the	product	of	the	ON	offset	voltage	and	the	OFF	leakage	current.	The	pulse	amplitude	is	not	particularly	critical,	but	it	must	be	sufficient	to	operate	switch	I	and	allow	the	base	current	supply	to	drive	the	transistor	under	test	into	saturation.	When	a	guaranteed	breakdown	voltage	at	a	high	current	level	is
required,	pulsetesting	techniques	using	a	small	duty	cycle	are	usually	employed.	28	In	this	case,	as	in	the	diffused-alloy	transistor,	an	intrinsic	region	can	be	included	between	base	and	collector.	Setliff	R.	13.5).	Bradley,	W.	Lehovec,	K.,	and	A.	For	measurements	up	to	and	including	100	mc,	the	basic	measuring	circuit	shown	in	Fig.	To	illustrate	this	approach,	consider	the	transformer-coupled	audio
amplifier	of	Fig.	Levy,	and	T.	193	15	Low-level	Audio	Stage	Analysis.	Smith:	Regulated	Power	Supplies,	Electronic	Eng.,	vol.	The	current	that	flows	through	the	resistor	R2	to	give	this	voltage	drop	is	equal	to	the	base	and	collector	currents	of	the	transistor,	IR2	=	IB	+	Ie	(5)	Ie,	being	the	load	current,	is	equal	to	IB	times	the	hpE	of	the	transistor,	Ie	=	I~PE	(6)	Solving	these	equations	for	Ie	in	terms	of
Vz,	VBE,	hpE,	and	R	2	,	we	have	I	_	(Vz	-	VBE)hpE	e(1	+	B)R2	(7)	If	the	hpE	of	the	transistor	is	large	with	respect	to	1,	this	equation	will	reduce	to	Ie	=	Vz	-	VBE	R2	(8)	The	voltage	drop	across	the	load	cannot	exceed	the	voltage	of	the	power	supply	minus	V	z.	This	chart	illustrates	the	interrelationships	among	the	various	techniques	for	producing	different	types	of	transistor	structures.	9.7.
PERFORMANCE	PARAMETERS	Regulator	performance	can	be	expressed	in	terms	of	R	o,	lation	equation	where	Output	resistance	and	=	Ro	=	b.	Roshen,	and	T.	l.4a).	L.,	Jr.,	and	W.	These	resistances	vary	with	temperature	and	with	current	flow	through	the	device.	1.4.	Mesa-type	construction	for	diffused-base	or	double-diffused	transistors:	(a)	cross	section;	(b)	top	view;	(c)	top	view.	If	(JJ-C	is	not
specifically	stated,	it	may	be	calculated	from	items	3	and	4.	The	thermal	capacitances	of	the	case	and	the	sink,	CHO	and	CHS,	usually	bypass	pJ(	'T)	even	at	low	audio	frequencies.	1	Classification	of	Junction	Transistors	INTRODUCTION	Originally,	junction	transistors	were	made	by	one	of	two	classical	methods-the	grown-junction	or	the	alloy-junction	technique.	Definition	of	hrb	•	The	basic	test	circuit
for	h	rb	is	shown	in	Fig.	If	the	loop	gain	(i.e.,	gain	of	the	amplifier	times	the	feedback	fraction)	is	greater	than	one	at	this	frequency,	and	no	signal	is	applied,	any	noise	or	transients	in	the	power	supply	appearing	at	the	input	with	the	same	component	of	frequency	will	be	amplified,	and	the	voltage	fed	back	will	be	greater	than	the	original	signal.	The	larger	the	turn-off	drive,	I	B2	,	the	shorter	the
storage	time.	lOOmc	45	50	50	Fundamental	Considerations	fa,	is	simply	the	frequency	at	which	the	current	multiplication	factor	a	is	equal	to	0.707Iaol;	it	is	related	to	Jr	and	m	by	fa	=Jr(l	+	aom)	(35)	Actually,	a	is	equal	to	h{b	(or	a)	only	if	the	common-base	equivalent-T	base	resistance,	rb,	is	zero.	Nat!.	•	Superscript	numbers	refer	to	bibliography	entries	at	end	of	chapter.	,	0-400	mmhos	4.	1	RATE-
GROWN	OR	GRADED-JUNCTION	TRANSISTOR.	Switching	Time	Measurements.	N.:	Fabrication	Techniques	for	High-frequency	Transistors	(in	English),	Fortschr.	Amplifier	Al	is	not	required	for	large	breakdown	voltage	measurements.	485	39.3.	Shaft-position	Encoder.	5.12).	Statz,	H.,	W.	Figure	10.4	is	the	equivalent	circuit	for	the	ON	condition	of	an	NPN	transistor.	This	meaning	is	not	necessarily	the
meaning	associated	with	the	primary	symbol	alone,	the	secondary	symbol	alone,	or	a	combination	meaning	formed	from	both.	During	the	actual	instant	of	switching,	the	transistors	are	not	matched	and	may	produce	a	noise	spike.	BIBLIOGRAPHY	1.	Walston	G.	For	example,	the	2N389	data	sheet	gives:	and	Total	dissipation	at	lOOoe	case	temperature	Maximum	junction	temperature	Applying	the
analogy,	!J.TJ•c	(JJ.c	=	200	0e	-	1000e	=	45	watts	=	+200	oe	=	100	CO	CO	=	45100watts	=	2.22	e	°	/watt	58	Fundamental	Considerations	Also	given	for	the	2N389	is	a	graph	of	power	dissipation	for	this	unit	mounted	on	a	4-	by	4-	by	Ys-in.	Electrochem.	The	measurement	of	VCE(sat)	is	made	while	the	transistor	is	at	point	2.	485	39.4.	Gray-to-binary	Converter.	When	the	loop	gain	(Af3	product)	is
greater	than	one,	the	total	loop	phase	shift	must	be	less	than	360	2.	384	29.1.	29.2.	~	Bistable	(Flip-flop)	Multivibrator	....................	Marinace,	R.	Barco:	Temperature	Effects	in	Circuits	Using	Junction	Transistors,	''Transistors	I,"	RCA	Laboratories,	Princeton,	N.J.,	1956.	Shockley,	w.,	M.	TypeFeee	a.	107,	pp.	Series	Switching	Circuit	...........................	Similarly,	in	order	to	produce	a	flow	of	heat	energy
(joules)	from	one	point	to	another,	a	difference	in	heat	pressure	(temperature)	must	exist.	G	=	Av	I	+	l/jWC~Rl	+	Ro	+	hie)/;wC1(Ro	+	hie)Rl	1	+	jwC2R	2	1	+	(hreRl	(3)	where	Av	=	mid-frequency	voltage	amplification.	Kestenbaum,	A.	487	39.5.	Binary	Comparator	................................	To	obtain	the	thermal	resistance	of	a	transistor,	the	power	must	be	left	on	the	transistor	long	enough	for	it	to	reach	an
equilibrium	temperature.	--	-----~	16	-	-	--	-	-	-	----	SYMBOLS	AND	ABBREVIATIONS	FOR	SEMICONDUCTOR	DEVICES	B,	b	bo	BVCBO	BV	CEO	BVcER	BVCEO	BVEBO	BVR	C,	c	Ct.	Cte	Ct.	Co.	Cae	C..	The	unit	under	test	is	held	at	this	point	for	300	J.Lsec,	and	then	returned	to	point	1	where	it	remains	for	a	period	of	14	msec.	and	its	cause	is	given	by	Moll	and	Pritchard.	Block	diagram	showing
propagation	time.	12.5.	Block	diagram	of	feedback-type	oscillator.	~	n	ro	~	N	.1S	--0.23-0.31	,.1.5--0.25--0.351--0.15--0.2-4--0.35	--0.10--0.20	-O.IO--O.ZO	-{I.10--O.2D	--0.10--0.20	:n	N	~1l	1l	"	"	201/'/,fi	l'/,fl	•	'e,=-5v;	II=lma	5tored	Base	Char..	(A	good	discussion	of	the	variation	of	/I..	The	equivalent	circuit	of	the	regulator,	however,	is	more	likely	to	be	that	of	Fig.	The	measurement	of	hFE	is	made	while
the	transistor	is	at	point	2.	Neglecting	a	small	ohmic	drop,	the	entire	reverse	bias	applied	between	the	collector	and	base	appears	across	this	junction.	However,	at	these	frequencies,	the	observed	stability	will	be	some	average	of	the	instantaneous	stability	throughout	the	signal	cycle.	Use	of	the	20-db	amplifier	will	allow	direct	reading	of	all	parameters	on	one	meter	scale.	A	maximum	total	average
power	dissipation	at	a	specified	case	or	free-air	ambient	temperature.	1.2).	For	example,	the	offset	voltage	of	a	transistor	chopper	is	the	collector-emitter	saturation	voltage	when	Ie	=	O.	The	semiconductor	wafer	first	is	subjected	to	a	gaseous	diffusion	to	provide	a	nonuniform	base	region	before	the	electrochemical	plating	process.	The	fall	time	is	also	indicative	of	the	frequency	response	of	the	device.
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